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From the Editor: Norman Fruman, a friend to many, died at age eighty-eight on April 19, 2012, at home in Laguna Beach,
Calif. The date resonates: April 19, 1775, Concord, Massachusetts, rebels fired “the shot heard round the world,” starting
the American Revolution.  In Coleridge: The Damaged Archangel (1971), Norman fired such a shot with broad academic and
literary targets. Expecting a rebel, a revolution, some high drama, Richard Wordsworth and I invited him to the
Wordsworth Summer Conference at Rydal Mount in 1971.  However, from the first greeting, Norman was as affable,
beaming and sunny as his wife and children who came with him, the start of lifelong friendships and genial exchanges
with those who had disputed his work but never his talent, intelligence, character, or charm. The son of Russian
immigrants, Fruman was born in New York, on December 2, 1923, attended a school for gifted students, then, City College
of New York, from which at age twenty-one, he was drafted into the wartime army and became platoon leader.  Running
out of ammunition while defending the Alsatian town of Offendorf, he was captured, imprisoned, and, after attempting
and failing an escape, was liberated in April, 1945. After the war, Norman completed his CUNY degree, earned an MA at
Columbia Teachers College, wrote adventure and science-fiction stories for comic books, and, in 1957, split the top prize
with another contestant on the television quiz show “The $64,000 Challenge’.” With a Ph. D. from NYU, he became an
award-winning professor at California State University, Los Angeles from 1959 to 1978, with visiting appointments in Tel
Aviv and in France, before moving to the University of Minnesota where, in 1994, he helped initiate the Association of
Literary Scholars, Critics, and Writers (ALSCW).

In 2010, in an interview, Norman acknowledged that Coleridge: The Damaged
Archangel “made me both famous and infamous.” Published in 1971, by a trade
press, George Braziller, at over 600 pages (and only $12.50), it was both a popular
success and an academic scandal. In the New York Times, Thomas Lask said it was
“relentlessly and devastatingly polemical and one of the most exciting I have read
in years.” Geoffrey Hartman wrote on the front page of The New York Times Book
Review, “There has rarely been a more arduous attempt at decanonization.
Coleridge’s genius is acknowledged, but only to emphasize the mystery of its ruin.”
The Journal of European Studies concluded, “This is an important, scholarly,
definitive, misguided and curiously perverse book.” In The Wordsworth Circle (III
[1973] 177).  Paul Magnuson wrote, Fruman “writes, not as a judge, but as a
prosecutor, who has sifted through the evidence prior to the trial and, in his
opening statement, says that if it were ‘possible to imagine that [Coleridge] was
cunning and deceitful, at times treacherous, vain and ambitious of literary
reputation, dishonest in his personal relations, an exploiter of those who loved
him, a liar—surely his own testimony on his intellectual history would not be so

automatically accepted as true’ (xiv). With these possibilities in mind Fruman proceeds through much of his argument
often dismissing, not only Coleridge’s claims to originality, but also his claims to intelligence. . ..  I would argue,”
Magnuson concluded, “that for all his reliance upon the thoughts and sentences of others, for all his intellectual
posturing and deceptions, and for all his weaknesses, Coleridge was still a mighty wrestler. He fought against those writers
from whom he borrowed most to keep his intellectual integrity. . . .”

Tom McFarland, who passed in September, 2011, at age eighty-four, was invited to Rydal Mount the same year as
Norman for similar reasons: the conflict, the drama, some fiery moments, arising from his first book, Coleridge and the
Pantheist Tradition (1969), which began with a chapter refuting the claims of Coleridge’s plagiarism. No conflict, fire, or
even a spark.  However opposed intellectually, these two had much in common (also a child genius, a Quiz Kid, a boxer,
from obscure roots through elite schools), ideal companions, convivial, generous, full of good energies and conversation.
Tom discovered a great love of climbing and attended every year, often completing a new book and always a new lecture.
Robert Barth, whose Coleridge and Christian Doctrine (1970), took yet another position on Coleridge, invited to Rydal that
very same year, for the same reasons, this brilliant, modest, and social Jesuit priest and scholar may have been the great
catalyst, the one who tempered the dramas, reconciled the differences. In 1984, he wrote a profile of Tom for The
Wordsworth Circle (XV, No.3, 95-97), which begins:  “Stories tend to cluster around Tom McFarland. Some of them may
even be true. One I will vouch for—at least in some measure—is his famous first ascent of Scafell in the Lake District. Not
that I was on the mountain with him. Having taken my measure on such less arduous climbs as Helm Crag and Helvellyn, I
was comfortably back in Grasmere. As the day wore on toward the dinner hour, the weary climbers returned in bands of
two and three. Tom, not yet then the seasoned climber he is today, was still to come. We all knew how much the climb
meant to Tom, and we knew that he would finish, no matter what the cost in weariness and discomfort. When he finally
appeared down the street in Grasmere, walking-staff in hand, footsore and weary, the welcoming band of us gathered in
front of the Moss Grove Hotel broke into cheers of triumphant welcome. Why had he done it? Not . . . because the
mountain was there, but because Coleridge had been there!”

mg
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Faustus on the Table at Highgate
J. C. C. Mays

University College Dublin

Faustus from the German of Goethe. Translated by Samuel In 1971, Paul Zall, while preparing a checklist of Coler-
Taylor Coleridge (OUP, 2007) by Fred Burwick and James idge holdings at the Huntington Library, came across Boo-
McKusick raised important questions. Was Coleridge, the sey’s replacement (1821) Faustus text, and, for the next
able translator of two plays by Schiller, capable of making a twenty years, accumulated evidence that would connect it
translation that lacks character and contains such simple er- with Coleridge. His sight failing, he passed the materials
rors?1 Does the stylometric analysis rest on sound methodol- along to Jim McKusick, who was then doing research for
ogy, and are the results conclusive as is claimed? Why did the Green Romanticism at the Huntington.3 After fifteen more
small coincidences of phrase and rhyme, of which the editors years, in 2003, Fred Burwick joined McKusick in completing
make much, not encourage Coleridge’s contemporaries to the project Oxford University Press published as Faustus from
find his hand in the translation? Most important, would the German of Goethe. Translated by Samuel Taylor Coleridge in
Coleridge—who was so intrigued by the intricacies of Goe- 2007. The two pieces of evidence they added to clinch Zall’s
the’s text and so fundamentally challenged by its intellectual speculations—the Weimarer Ausgabe letters that show Goethe
content— have paused to give time and attention to com- believed a report that Coleridge was the translator, and McK-
press his response into a physically insignificant handbook, usick’s stylometric comparative analysis of the text in relation
published to accompany, or bound up with, a series of en- to surrounding contemporary translations—have not altered
gravings? Would he have resorted to the complicated shifts the fundamental situation. Whether Goethe’s supposition de-
and repeated downright lies necessary to disguise his partici- rived from an authoritative source, or from a misunderstand-
pation from the people he lived and moved among for such a ing and a rumour, is now impossible to determine. Whatever
negligible reward? He might possibly have done, although the case, it does not follow that a supposition is correct be-
whether the answers to these questions are likely to connect cause a great man is glad to entertain it. Nor does a text that
in the way the editors’ argument requires is another matter, was so little esteemed for nearly two hundred years automati-
and the questions continue to revolve. cally gain in literary value because another great man is nom-

inated as its author.
Coleridge’s English contemporaries were content for

the translator to remain anonymous, although the European Burwick and McCusick were not able to cite evidence
Magazine reviewer reports a rumour circulating in October, that the English Faustus passed through Coleridge’s hands,
1821, that it was George Soane, who afterwards reworked but published evidence does exist and it shows Coleridge
Goethe’s text as Faustus: A Romantic Drama, performed at with an advance or proof copy before him at least a month
Drury Lane in 1825. The first Englishman to cite Coleridge before the publication was in general circulation. He is de-
as author, and then tentatively (“said to be by Coleridge”), scribed exclaiming over it to three young persons who, if one
was William Barnard Clarke (1865), an Ipswich medical doc- counts them naive, are the more valuable witnesses for that
tor with wide-ranging interests, particularly in natural his- very reason. The situation appears to strengthen the connec-
tory.2 The qualified attribution, in a brief paragraph devoted tion between Coleridge and the 1821 publisher, Boosey,4

to fragmentary and imperfect specimens of translation in a and, if one follows the line of argument that sustains the Ox-
lengthy review of Clarke’s predecessors, was set on one side ford edition, the connection would go all the way back to his
by subsequent Coleridge editors who followed, as well as by authorship of it and forward to the covering and recovering
everybody else. William Speck, who amassed an enormous of his tracks.  The incident bears more persuasively on the
collection of Goethiana which he donated to the Beinecke supposition of authorship than does the rumour entertained
Library at Yale, and enlarged three-fold by the time he died by Goethe, who was several stages removed; and as such it
in 1928, was aware of the rumour recorded by Clarke but obviously deserves scrutiny.
judged it to be without foundation. Carl F. Schreiber, Speck’s
successor as curator of the German collection and also a The new evidence is contained in a poem by John
teaching professor at Yale, revisited the background to Coler- Moultrie (1799-1874), a modest poet who deserves a higher
idge’s possible involvement in 1947. He established that reputation, who was the closest lifelong friend of Derwent
Coleridge had offered advice on translating Faust to the pub- Coleridge. Moultrie, while still at Eton, gained a reputation
lisher Boosey in 1820, while declining the opportunity to un- beyond the bounds of the college for poems published in
dertake, himself, a replacement to an “Analysis” Boosey had school magazines.  He was introduced to Derwent at Cam-
previously commissioned, although the advice was not much bridge by his school-friend (Derwent’s cousin), Henry Nel-
different from what he previously offered the publisher Mur- son Coleridge (1798-1843). Winthrop Mackworth Praed
ray in 1814 (and had been paid for). There the matter (1802-1839), also from Eton, joined the trio and, along with
rested—despite Coleridge’s continuing references to Faust others, they formed a small literary circle during the 1820s,
and the questions attendant on translating it throughout the which published in Knight’s Quarterly Magazine (1823-24), in
remainder of his life. other similar journals and, later, in annuals. In accordance
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with his father’s wishes, Moultrie began the study of law while as “senatorial,” was the youngest of the trio when a few years
he was still an undergraduate, but he had no heart for the mean a lot; indeed he was at the transition stage between
business and in August, 1822, began to consider taking or- school and university, and one has to assume the two under-
ders in the Church of England. Derwent was at the time in a graduates were the leaders. Moultrie was doubtless eager for
rebellious, freethinking state of mind, Shelley his favourite an opportunity to meet the sage of Highgate, and Derwent
poet,5 and a gap began to open in their friendship during was doubtless glad to have company as shield against his fa-
the following twelve months.It came to a head in September- ther’s solicitations. However, despite the chance-arranged

and mixed situation, the description of the encounter withOctober, 1823, and was not completely healed until October,
Coleridge is the most intense in the three-part poem, even1826. During the three years of estrangement, Moultrie
while its significance remains somewhat obscure. “Minstrel”tutored private pupils at Eton, took orders, married and, in
though he was, and although Moultrie’s poems at the time1825, was presented to the rectory of Rugby. Later events are
bear witness to his reading of Coleridge’s, the core of theof less concern.  He officiated at Derwent’s wedding, was god-
episode is neither poetry alone nor something the elder poetfather to his child, addressed poems to Derwent, and after
wholly approved of. And whereas the meeting with Words-Henry Nelson’s death became one of Sara Coleridge’s closest
worth is of a young man with an old, and the relationship ispoet-friends, writing poems to her also. Derwent was the edi-
exactly reversed in the meeting with Tennyson, the encoun-tor of the posthumous complete collection of Moultrie’s
ter with Coleridge is blindingly illuminated, obviously crucialpoems, to which he prefixed an extensive memoir.6

and yet at the time barely understood. Coleridge stands at
the centre, as a figure who helped Moultrie find his core val-Moultrie’s “The Three Minstrels” is of interest here. It
ues in a way that transcends what one usually understands byappeared in Altars, Hearths, and Graves (1854), the last collec-
minstrelsy, a figure whose resources tapped a deep well.tion he published in his lifetime, and celebrates the three

poets who most influenced his life: Wordsworth, Coleridge,
The opening lines set the scene, the journey on footand Tennyson. Wordsworth is described as the presiding fig-

“out of London’s smoke and din.” They then briefly enlargeure he became for the generation of Cambridge undergradu-
upon Moultrie’s two companions and move directly to aates that succeeded Moultrie in the later 1820s, particularly
description of Coleridge, presumably in the bookroom-bed-those in the elite society known as the Apostles: a figure of
room pictured by George Scharf (Table Talk 1:ii, frontis-inspiriting resolution and independence. Moultrie felt an ob-
piece). Moultrie was at once struck by Coleridge’s infirmityligation because Wordsworth helped liberate him from the
and appearance of age, and overawed by his flow of conversa-clever Byronic imitations that had made his earlier school
tion. But Coleridge modulated his tone while the young ad-verse popular. Tennyson, on the other hand, was ten years
mirer grew less nervous and the meeting settled into theyounger than Moultrie but, by the time the poem was writ-
event forming the heart of the occasion. It seems Coleridgeten, a much-celebrated author who had recently been ap-
had recently received—whether as gift or by purchase is notpointed Poet Laureate in succession to Wordsworth.
stated—a printed copy of Faustus. It is unclear whether theMoultrie’s poem describes calling on Tennyson while he was
copy was in two bound volumes, the smaller one of text andstaying at the house of a neighbour-friend. The two men
the larger of engravings, or in one volume (text and illustra-talked and found areas of agreement (concerning Molière
tions combined in larger format), or indeed comprised un-and Shakespeare), then broke off to go outdoors for exercise
bound sheets. The pages were lying on the table and,(Tennyson wheeled in “labyrinthine mazes” on ice skates,
preliminaries over, they became the subject of Coleridge’s“Like one who vigorous motion loved”), and they returned
discourse. Since this poem appears to be the only record ofstill talking of books and people. The encounter was infor-
the Faustus in Coleridge’s hands, I quote the passage in full:mal and dialogic, a meeting of minds whatever the difference

of age and poetic ability, and the verses celebrate the trans-
The hand of Retzsch had newly thenmission of ideas and values into younger and more capable

On Goethe’s art its own essay’d,hands. Thematically, Tennyson will be to future young men
And “Faust” was on the table laid,what Wordsworth had been to Moultrie.

The pencil vying with the pen.

The Coleridge part of the poem is structured differ-
But touch’d with all pervading light,ently from the parts on either side. It centres on a visit to

Which from that mystic mind did stream,Highgate by Moultrie, Derwent, and Praed on a sunny day in
The painter’s and the poet’s dream1821, when “The air was fresh with fragrant hay.” Derwent

Were straight transfigured in our sight.was enjoying his first long vacation following a year of study
and, from the tone of letters he received (e.g. Coleridge Let-

On every page, on every line,ters 5:139-43), was already causing anxiety to his father. His
Intense illumination play’d,—brother Hartley had lost his probationary fellowship at Ox-
A glory not its own, which madeford a twelve-month before and the signs coming from Der-

What else seem’d devilish, half divine.went were not reassuring. Praed, though he is described here
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And though ‘twas mine, in later days, June and July, 1821. And letters written from Greenfields at
The inspiration of the seer that earlier time reveal that Derwent left to make room for
In fuller, deeper flow to hear, visitors who came to stay for the marriage of Moultrie’s sister,

And bask in more unclouded rays Harriet, on August 21, and that he returned to St. John’s,
Cambridge, before the close of the month. With these limita-

Emitted from that glorious orb,— tions in mind, one must conclude the visit to Highgate is
Yet that one hour on Highgate hill most likely to have taken place in the first half of June, 1821,
Doth, o’er the rest remember’d, still when Moultrie and Derwent came down from Cambridge; or,

My spirit’s retrospect absorb. if not, if Moultrie accompanied Derwent down to London
prior to preparations at Shrewsbury for the wedding, then in

And still to me, by Goethe’s pen late July or even early August—although, given the reference
Spell-bound, or Retzsch’s living page, to haymaking, this date is less likely.
Comes back the memory of the sage

Who steep’d them both in sunlight then.7 Second, the date Moultrie composed his poem. I men-
tioned that the description of the encounter in the six stan-

A row of asterisks follows, and then ten further stanzas com- zas quoted above ended with a row of asterisks and the
plete this part of the poem, meditating on Coleridge’s death remainder of the Coleridge part of the poem ended with
and the death of one of Moultrie’s children (also in 1834): stanzas that could only have been written after 1834 or even
how the two were as one in death and resurrection. And, in- 1837. In fact, Moultrie’s stanza immediately following the as-
deed, the last lines echo those of Moultrie’s “Epitaph in the terisks begins “My youthful years had past away, ——— Again
Churchyard of Herne, Kent” on the son who died.8 I stood beside his door, ———” and the words surely echo

Tennyson’s lament for Arthur Hallam in “In Memoriam” VII,
At this point, it will help to clarify details. Firstly, the published in 1850.

date when the encounter at Highgate took place is a matter
of concern: the traditional month for haymaking in southern Dark house, by which once more I stand
England is June, the mowers were still sharpening their Here in the long unlovely street,
scythes in the fields, but, even if they were cutting late, the Doors, where my heart was used to beat
encounter must therefore have predated September (or even So quickly, waiting for a hand. (Poems 2:325-26)
later) when copies of the 1821 Faustus became generally
available. Second, the date when Moultrie wrote his poem Again, following the part of the poem centred on Tennyson,
has a bearing since, if it were many years afterwards, his ve- the description in the concluding Epilogue of a “master-
racity might be questionable. And third, there is the matter touch who lately swept—Some chords of elegiac tone” would
of Coleridge’s attitude towards Moultrie, whom he had never surely have been taken at the time as an allusion to the new
seen before and whom he met again on subsequent occa- laureate’s enormously popular success. Moreover, the part of
sions. After all, Moultrie appears to have been his most atten- the poem centred on Tennyson when he was staying at the
tive auditor in 1821, and this was a time when, Coleridge, as house of Moultrie’s neighbour is most likely to recall an
father, was beginning to worry about the company his son event that took place in 1852. The only extant letter between
kept. the two men is from Tennyson, dated September 18, of that

year (Letters 2:44), thanking Moultrie for sending poetic
Firstly, the year and month of the encounter.  A letter scraps from his “old days” found among Sydney Walker’s

by Moultrie to Derwent dated August 29, 1850,9 describes his manuscripts.10

seeing Coleridge and Hartley at Highgate for the first time in
June, 1822, and Hartley’s walking back to London with him One can reckon that the Tennyson part of the poem,
and Praed. It would be easy to suppose this event refers to then, was written after the 1852 encounter, and the stanzas
the 1821 meeting in the poem but the subject is Moultrie’s following the asterisks in the Coleridge part, which contain
first sight of Hartley, not of his father. An earlier letter from echoes of “In Memoriam” were likely adjusted if not com-
Moultrie, posted from Shrewsbury on July 15, 1822, reveals posed at the same time. Moultrie is clear at the outset (Altars,
that Hartley was the first to tell Moultrie that Derwent had Hearths, and Graves 186) about the date of the illumination
collapsed with typhoid following the visit; and further letters he received at Highgate:
from Coleridge dated July 16, 1822, and August 20, 1822,

This very month ‘tis thirty yearstaken alongside others written by Coleridge (Letters 5:246-47)
(Ah why will years so swiftly flee,—and Dorothy Wordsworth (Letters: Later Years 1:150), establish
I scarce believe them more than three,the exact date of Derwent’s collapse and Hartley’s sudden de-

So short the by-gone time appears,) —parture from Highgate while Derwent was still confined by
his illness. Another page of the same letter Moultrie wrote in
August, 1850, refers to Derwent staying with him at Green- According to the evidence of the letters and the rest, the
fields, his family home at Shrewsbury, for six weeks during memory of the actual Highgate visit in 1821 was written down
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at the same haymaking time in 1851, but Moultrie’s subtle ically, he feared Derwent would not see the point and react
positioning of the moment in the course of constructing his angrily. It would have provoked the already troubled and an-
poem makes it serve as the hinge upon which the whole bal- gry young man who told Moultrie plainly that he “despised
ances. It contains a different quality from the encounters on religion,” possessed a quite different understanding of moral-
either side—of a conversion experience, one might say—and ity, and was sickened by Moultrie’s “high tone of moral supe-
serves more than a structural convenience. It glows with a riority.”13 And at the time he composed “The Three
meaning that confessedly contains significance beyond the Minstrels” in 1851-53, when the friends were long reconciled,
Faustus on the table and the words Coleridge spoke. Moultrie’s example having been instrumental in Derwent’s

return to the church, it would again have been tactless to
recall the event. Derwent came in time to understand theThe above leads directly to the third point to be clari-
role his father played without ever having to have it spelledfied. The letters Moultrie wrote to Derwent from Shrewsbury
out.during late August-early September, 1821, are taken up with

chat about finding lodgings in Cambridge for a friend’s son,
the Shrewsbury wedding, and young ladies of their mutual An earlier, much lengthier poem, “The Dream of
acquaintance. There is nothing about the significance of the Life,”14 describes Moultrie’s transition to maturity in differ-
visit to Highgate—though the auditors were young and ent terms but within the same contours. The section covering
Moultrie admits in the poem he was at first “silent like a bash- his undergraduate years and immediately following is dedi-
ful child” (and Derwent probably remained silent too, for dif- cated to Derwent Coleridge. It makes no reference to Coler-
ferent reasons). However, within a twelvemonth—in a idge himself (except on page 92, referring to Henry Nelson’s
heavily-overwritten letter postmarked August 20, 1822,11 the editing of “that Master Mind”); and the immediately suc-
time when Derwent was at Highgate recovering from ty- ceeding, concluding part, “Manhood,” connects Moultrie’s
phus—Moultrie confided his intention to give up the law for taking orders with his marriage and is dedicated to his wife.
the church, “pleading for preaching.” He reflected that the This sequence once again suggests that Coleridge’s position
seeds of his calling were sown in his last years at Eton and in “The Three Minstrels” settled into its crucial, if slightly
had developed during his time at Cambridge, incredible odd, position over the years; and by odd I mean based less on
though this change would seem to contemporaries who Coleridge’s achievement through the body of his poetry, as
thought they knew him well. with the public poets on either side, but on what happened

during one transformative commentary that steeped Faustus
“in sunlight” and only very slowly revealed its full import.Possibly, Coleridge was unimpressed by Derwent’s col-

lege friends when he met them first. Long afterwards, follow-
ing a description of how Faust should be recast, he identified The above, discursive as it is, leaves open further ques-
the young men in Germany and England who preferred Goe- tions that bear on Faustus. For instance, if Coleridge were the
the to Schiller with those who admired Byron (Table Talk author of a jobbing translation he was ashamed to acknowl-
1:339-41); and he might well have had in mind Moultrie, edge, as Burwick and McKusick claim, a secret he kept from
whose much-admired beginnings in poetry were inspired by the rest of the Highgate household and from every contem-
Byron. He might even have mistakenly identified Moultrie porary in the book trade or with literary interests, why did he
and Praed as companions who would lead Derwent into free- not simply conceal the materials on his table and talk about
thinking, as he soon afterwards blamed Macaulay (“that something else to put his visitors at ease? Or is one to sup-
frothy schoolboy” Table Talk 1:262) for doing.12 There is cer- pose he was forced into frenzied ad-libbing when three
tainly a hint that he blamed Moultrie for ignoring the state of young men caught him by surprise? Again, how could his dis-
health Derwent was in when he delivered him at Highgate in course on a version of a text he had long judged to be pro-
August, 1822, and then went off with Hartley. Soon after- foundly irreligious be so instrumental in a religious
wards again, during the their estrangement, a letter from conversion? Did he mesmerise Moultrie (and maybe put Der-
Moultrie to Derwent, dated simply “Tuesday morning,” writ- went and Praed to sleep) by a dazzling display of talking off
ten while he was tutoring at Eton , refers to his fear that the point? And finally, what happened to the illustrations
Coleridge has “judged unkindly of me. He seems to think and the text over the following weeks and months? If Coler-
that I have shaken you off, for a mere difference of opinion.” idge were involved to the point of being the translator, a
No wonder, then, that Moultrie’s letter to Derwent in August, printed copy would surely have been his due, and at the least
1822, is anxious and defensive by turns, as if expecting his he would have retained ownership of the copy in his hands.
friend would misinterpret the serious part of his news as cyni- But one finds no further reference to it and even a frequent
cal opportunism (as indeed he did). and favoured visitor who was only four years younger than

Moultrie, Thomas Allsop, is silent on the matter. The etch-
ings were not enormously valuable but they were the attrac-Altogether, the correspondence following the 1821
tive part of the package, so what happened to them (boundHighgate visit provides adequate reason why Moultrie
or otherwise)? The answers or lack of answers to these ques-avoided mentioning Coleridge’s monologue on Faustus and
tions bear on the crux of the matter.how it might have affected his decision to take orders. Specif-
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Attribution is a tricky business. Because “minor” writers his father read at Highgate when, as editor of the Dramatic
write in a manner more closely resembling one another than Works (1852), he had the opportunity.16 Everyone’s silence
“major” writers—distinguish themselves less individually matches Coleridge’s own, which Burwick and McKusick
against a prevailing “period” style—the co-ordinates for com- make much of. If everybody remains silent, must one sup-
parison are to the same extent less clearly differentiated. And pose they are all complicit in suppressing an important
if comparison yields similarity between writers of different truth?
ability, it is more likely to be a matter of influence on the less
able by the more able than of the more able not writing at Indeed, if one starts from Moultrie’s account, a recon-
the level of their usual standard (see Poetical Works 1:cxl-li struction of events must rest on a long list of points. They
etc). Such considerations have been absorbed by scholars overlap and interconnect, but I list them separately. (1)
working on problems of attribution in other literary periods; Whether Coleridge had bound copies or unbound proofs in
for example, by David Vieth, Harold Love and Gary Taylor front of him (and the description might favour the latter al-
on Restoration authors and late Elizabethan dramatists. Paul ternative, though one cannot be certain), the materials must,
Zall was an early supporter of computational analysis but the because they date from before Derwent’s return to Cam-
application to literary style and the problem of attribution bridge in August, 1821, have been proof or advance copies by
has since emerged as less simple. It is more successful in favour of the printer (Wilson of Grenville Street) or, more
processing shared vocabulary and grammatical structures likely, the publisher (Boosey). (2) What Coleridge said about
than these in combination with matters of sound and kinds the materials on the table concerned the production as a
of allusion; in fact, as far as I know, the technology has not whole. It was text and illustrations together that “Were
even begun to think of measuring the kind of sound effects straight transfigured in our sight.” (3) And what he said
Coleridge worked for.15  Much the larger part of the Oxford about them both—page for page, line by line—was more im-
volume is taken up with the undistinguished and long-un- portant to Moultrie than the sense of the text and illustra-
read contemporary translations with which the Boosey 1821 tions themselves. (4) Moultrie was inspired in a general way,
text can be compared. The analysis offers no compelling sug- and Coleridge’s monologue did not concern the authorship
gestion that one may be slightly more readable than another, of the translation. (5) There is little trace of negative judg-
nor that it might contain more than faint traces of one the ment in what Coleridge said unless it appears in his giving
best-known poets of the time. No knowledgeable contempo- the material “a glory . . . which made—What else seem’d dev-
rary raised a whisper to suggest Coleridge’s involvement in ilish, half divine.” (6) Moultrie certainly emphasises the gloss
the Boosey translation: Goethe’s belief in Bohte’s report that was a transformative illumination; the lasting impression was
Coleridge was engaged on a translation was evidently a com- made by the wisdom Coleridge brought to, not drew from
fort to him but it means nothing more. One should ask why the text, causing the Goethe material to become “transfig-
Bohte, who had his own translator working on the complete ured.” (7) Boosey produced a third edition in 1824, and a
original at the time, provided a scrap of current gossip which publisher associated with Shelley a “New Edition” in 1832,
(if it were true) would have been the worst possible piece of both of whom made clear that the illustrations are the
news as far as his own investment was concerned. The results unique selling point. Neither promotes the translation or in-
of the computational analysis have been challenged by ex- troduces the translator’s name, although the later publisher,
perts who have found fault with the method and, as it has Lumley, or his collaborator, Hunt, would surely have done so
been applied, it means very little: certainly not proof of if Coleridge’s name was in the air. In this connection, it is
Coleridge’s authorship. Their critique of the methodology worth emphasising that Shelley, who arranged for the 1821
would seem to confirm the impressions of 200 years of Boosey illustrated edition to be sent to him at Pisa, found the
readers. illustrations inspiring and the translations—like Anster’s in

Blackwood’s—“miserable.”
To return to the evidence at hand, Praed, as far as I

can discover, never adverted to the visit afterwards: perhaps, In a subsequent letter, Shelley, still inveighing against
for him, it was a visit to one who was not yet an idol and the “incompetent” Boosey translator, pronounced the univer-
indeed never became one. Derwent says nothing about it ei- sally-agreed upon opinion: “No one but Coleridge is capable
ther. He passes over this phase in Moultrie’s spiritual devel- of this work.”17 But Goethe did not get what he deserved,
opment in his “Memoir” with great brevity. It would have much as one would wish he had, and if one begins with
come back to him vividly, when his letters to Moultrie were Coleridge’s name, the argument concerning the identity of
returned to him following Moultrie’s death and matched up the anonymous translator only goes round like a spinning
with the letters he received. The correspondence is so pain- top. The Three Minstrels does not solve the mystery, either, but
ful, and the situation so much something both of them soon it does throw light on what needs to be known, the prior
came to regret, I think the omission no wonder. Again, he question of Coleridge’s involvement. So, (8) while Coleridge
might well have judged it inappropriate to say more, not least was close enough to the publisher to have an advance copy of
concerning his father’s part, reckoning “The Three Min- some sort, he discoursed upon it for an hour and gave no
strels” speaks for itself. More importantly with respect to the hint of having been involved in its production, as translator
Oxford Faustus, Derwent did not advert to the text he heard or advisor. Instead, (9) he responded to the whole ensem-
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ble—to the etchings as much as the text—in a way consonant sion Soane, as the European Magazine reviewer let drop, and
to his well-documented views, which were a mixture of admi- maybe that was all. Whatever the case, the 1821 edition must
ration and strong disapproval. For personal reasons, the oc- have continued to be a topic somewhere in their relation-
casion struck deep in one auditor, Moultrie, and became a ship, otherwise Boosey would not have troubled to send or
turning point in his spiritual development as he looked back carry a copy to Highgate at the time of Moultrie’s visit.
on it. As far as he understood what he heard, it was trans-
formative: the pages on the table were changed into a pearl An important part of Burwick and McKusick’s argu-
of great price. (10) Coleridge’s discourse was inspired but ment depends on finding coincidences between the 1821
the thing on his table left hardly a trace. It appears only to edition and John Anster’s selective translation published in
have confirmed his previous thoughts and feelings about the Blackwood’s Magazine in June, 1820. However, there is no evi-
German original, indeed to have connected with thoughts dence that Anster met Coleridge before July, 1821,18 when
and feelings that fed forward into his theological project, and he called at Highgate. He called again in August (see Lay
there is no reason to suppose a context of subterfuge and Sermons 237, 238) and the two men very likely discussed An-
suppression. (11) The translation made a mixed or negligi- ster’s project—Anster could even have been given a sight of
ble impression on other contemporaries who recorded their Boosey’s proof on either occasion in 1821—but none of this
response (Goethe is not known to have heard or read it), and bears on the question of Coleridge’s authorship. The
so (12), if a reviewer attached it to George Soane’s name, it passages in Blackwood’s were in the public domain and it is
was only to establish his own credentials as a reviewer in the unnecessary to suppose Coleridge worked over them in the
know: it otherwise mattered not a jot. (13) The bold asser- way he improved his copy of Anster’s 1819 Poems. The Boosey
tion that Coleridge was the translator is compelling in the translator may indeed have done so—it would only have
sense that it startles and surprises, even gratifies, but it is been prudent—but that is a separate matter. Differently, a
none the less unproven curious mutual error shared between the 1821 Boosey text

and page proofs of part of the complete translation under-
Faustus is unusual in the blank assertion of one claim- taken on Bohte’s behalf by Soane, which appeared in

ant among several of a disputed text in the guise of an edi- Wainewright’s pseudonymous joint-review of the same two
tion (although claimant is the wrong word in a situation texts in the London Magazine in December, 1821,19 can be
where no-one laid claim). Much is made of something intrin- read to support the suggestion that Boosey’s anonymous
sically very little and the usual well-tried conventions are es- translator was indeed Soane: this, of course, during the pe-
chewed. However, on the bright side, the inconsistencies, riod when Boosey could have been engaging Soane, then still
errors and omissions of the edition have elicited a welter of under contract to Bohte to translate the full text, also to un-
new evidence that enables another narrative of events to be dertake the minor job of selective verse translation—possibly
constructed. The story is pretty much what everybody previ- at Coleridge’s suggestion!
ously assumed, although with fewer gaps. That Moultrie’s re-
port is not decisive either way only adds to the process of Meanwhile, if Bohte told Goethe that Coleridge was
clarification. translating Faust back in September, 1820, Boosey can only

have enjoyed the situation the more. His competitor pos-
No one disputes that Coleridge gave “friendly advice” sessed the advantage of having published his edition of

to the publisher Boosey on the problem of making a verse Retzsch’s outlines six months ahead of the Moses re-engrav-
translation of Faust in May, 1820, at the time when Boosey’s ings and of having been in closer contact with Goethe during
publication of Retzsch’s illustrations re-engraved by Moses the same period. Boosey knew as well as Bohte that Coler-
first appeared (Letters 5:42-44 and n). Publisher and poet idge’s name would impress Goethe in a way the jobbing
were old friends and there is no need to suppose Boosey paid translations they had separately had in hand could never do.
Coleridge for his trouble, while Coleridge made clear that he The ironies are multiple, but they glance off one another
did not want to be involved in the textual improvement Boo- without yielding sufficient illumination to indicate exactly
sey had in mind. His collapsed (1814) arrangement with what happened.
Murray stood in the background as an embarrassment. But
he was on equally friendly terms with Boosey’s rival, Bohte, There is nowhere any suggestion that Coleridge’s loose
from whom he bought books and to whom he gave tickets for arrangement with Boosey went awry or that any of the parties
his 1818-19 lectures on philosophy and on Shakespeare. It involved were unhappy with it. The anonymous translator
was well to keep the thoughts he communicated to this third was paid his pittance, even though his contribution attracted
London publisher sub rosa, just as it was in Boosey’s interest little attention and indeed scant praise from its contempo-
to keep quiet about the help he had sought, been refused, rary reviewers. Boosey was secretive about where he took ad-
and yet to an extent been given. It was meanwhile natural for vice and who worked for him, and Coleridge was gratified
Boosey to keep Coleridge informed as to how the new pro- that he had not let another publisher down by avoiding, yet
ject was proceeding; and in turn to pass on any comment again, a challenge he found particularly daunting. His con-
Coleridge made to whoever was working on the new transla- temporaries continued to hope and to urge him to apply
tion. Maybe Coleridge did suggest Boosey should commis- himself, but his conflicted attitude could only work itself out
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as a scheme for a parallel drama modelled on the story of Faust occupied in the struggle of German literature to im-
Michael Scott (see Table Talk 1:336-39), a story with signifi- prove its standing in English culture at the close of the Re-
cant connections with the youth described in his “Foster- gency period. Also the edition and the debates that followed
Mother’s Tale” (Poetical Works _ò152) and thereby with his reveal how illustrated editions were central in making for-
own young self. There is no smoking gun—no trace of unwel- eign-language texts more widely popular; and how estab-
come truth suppressed—because none exists. And if Coler- lished English authors kept to the old high road of
idge retained any memory of the Moultrie Highgate episode, translation from the Classics, while publishers of modern-lan-
it could lie buried in a remark made the year before his guage translations were hard-pressed to discover somebody
death, that “there is no whole in [Goethe’s] Faust—the to employ from amongst a motley crowd. Yet another anony-
scenes are mere magic-lantern pictures” (Table Talk 1:339). mous translation published in 1821 has recently joined the
This comment could indeed be a recollection of Moses’s ver- materials on the Friends of Coleridge website that are miss-
sions of Retzsch, which are still in Flaxman’s style (maybe im- ing from the Oxford edition.21 One can only conclude that
proved though slightly dimmed), which made his mind and whoever Boosey persuaded to do the job for him in 1821was
eyes gleam for an hour with “Effulgence of celestial fire.” For not keen to claim credit.
Boosey, the continuance of the connection was reassuring,
indeed pleasing, and the only duplicity can be, if he was NOTES
aware of the rumour that gratified Goethe, that he did not
take the trouble to contradict it. If there were lack of under- 1www.friendsofcoleridge.com/Faustus.htm hosts a collection of

standing, it was not important. reviews and observations on the edition. Reviewers have objected to

the over-confident ascription of authorship to Coleridge,

To return to Moultrie: the section of his poem with maintaining that it remains unproven while links in the chain of

Coleridge at its core is characterised by the intensity of its evidence remain circumstantial.

vision and at the same time by the elusiveness of its meaning.
The scene is bathed in sunlight, which communicates a sense 2Clarke describes his translation as the result of “twenty years

of positivity on Coleridge’s part towards a text about which of study” ([iii]) and he certainly went about it in a workmanlike man-

he is elsewhere ambivalent, dubious or outright disapprov- ner. The British Library copy (11745.bbb.19) contains a letter show-

ing; and yet what he said is somehow lost among his words. ing that Frederick Clarke presented it in December, 1870, promising

Placed as the episode is, with the more approachable figures to forward any acknowledgement to Mrs. Clarke in Germany. For

of Wordsworth and Tennyson on either side, it represents a information on W. B. Clarke (1807-1894), see Steven J. Plunkett

transformative moment beyond ordinary understanding (2002) at 312-13 and also the correspondence of Charles Darwin.

which is the more important for just that reason. Moultrie
was, as subsequent letters reveal, at a transitional point in his 3In 1978, I examined the Speck Collection at Yale and contin-

life: it was only a year later that he broke the news, to Der- ued onward to the Huntington Library in California where, during a

went’s astonishment and dismay, of his decision to take or- month, I met Paul Zall several times. We talked happily about many

ders. Decades later, Coleridge came back into memory as a things, including his early work on Coleridge and Wordsworth, and

magus figure who converted what was devilish into the di- his friend David Erdman’s additions to the canon in Essays on His

vine, at a crucial moment in his journey back to faith, but not Times, but the topic of Faustus did not arise.

one word of that process is recorded. He communicated a
transcendent conviction, not a reasoned critique. 4I refer to it throughout as the 1821 text to avoid confusion. In

Boosey’s mind it was the second edition, containing an improved tex-

And so where, finally, does this discussion leave the tual accompaniment to the engravings by Henry Moses that he first

case for Coleridge’s involvement in the translation? I can published in 1820, and the edition he published in 1824, completely

only reiterate, exactly where it stood before. There is nothing reset by the same printer, is actually named the third edition. The

in Moultrie’s poem that indicates Coleridge was the transla- “New Edition” published in 1832, incorporating an appendix con-

tor, and it may be significant that he dwelt as much and as taining Shelley’s translation of the Walpurgisnacht scene introduced

approvingly on the Retzsch-Moses engravings as on the text. by Leigh Hunt and other material, comes from a different publisher

Equally, there is no definite evidence that he was not in- (Edward Lumley) with the improved (1821, 1824) text reset page-

volved in the text; possibly he was, remotely. The ambiguity is for-page by a different printer. The Oxford edition does not describe

representative of all the evidence that has been brought to and collate the texts ascribed to Coleridge.

the argument to date—Goethe’s wishful thinking and com-
puter analysis notwithstanding—and until such time as con- 5Derwent’s somewhat plodding review of Shelley’s writings in

clusive evidence comes to light the case must remain open. The Metropolitan Quarterly Magazine (1826) is a measure of the dis-

Coleridge has been confused with worse in his time—for in- tance he was to travel in the next few years.

stance, with the author of poems like “The Cherub”20—and
the over-confident ascription of this relatively insignificant 6A general background to this paragraph is provided by

translation, the protests and discussion the Oxford edition Raymonde Hainton and Godfrey Hainton (1996) 35, 39-41, 77; and

have raised, have emphasized the important place Goethe’s Derwent Coleridge ‘Memoir’ (1876) 1:xxv-xxviii.
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7Altars, Hearts, and Graves (1854) 189-90. Moultrie here refers 20Printed over Coleridge’s name in Beauties of the British Poets ed

to Moritz Retzsch as the illustrator, but Retzsch’s outlines had been Campbell 2:77-79. For similar mistaken ascriptions of the same poem

available in England for several years previously. He means the en- to Coleridge and for the true author, see Coleridge Poetical

gravings after Retzsch by Henry Moses, which had been commis- Works_ò533.X1. For a poem whose authorship presents problems

sioned by Boosey. They had been available from June-July 1820, and similar to Faustus, see “The Barberry-tree” (ibid _ò420.X1).

the new prose-and-verse translation, commissioned again by Boosey,

was made to accompany their re-issue in 1821. 21Originally published as part of a three-part “Critical Essay on

Goethe’s Faustus a Tragedy” in The Flowers of Literature, ed. William
8“Our First Sorrow” and “The Three Sons” commemorate the Oxberry (1st series, 1821). Oxberry, a comic actor as well as printer,

same death: all three poems were published in Moultrie’s Poems was a friend of Coleridge’s friends the theatre manager Elliston and

(1837) and antedate “The Three Minstrels” by fifteen or more years. the actor Charles Mathews, and approved highly of Rae’s perform-

ance as Isadore in Remorse. The first part is signed with a decorative

“S” and, if this suggests Soane—with whom Oxberry was also inti-9ALs catalogued under Derwent Coleridge—Letters—Recip M
mate, having published his three-volume novel, The Eve of San Marcoat the Harry Ransom Center, University of Texas at Austin. Further
in 1812—the portions of Faustus translation here contained re-letters from Moultrie to Derwent referred to below and in following
present the earliest of several phases of improvement.paragraphs are at the same location and quoted with permission. I

gratefully acknowledge the assistance of Richard Workman and Jen-

nifer Ann Shapland at the HRC when I worked on this material. WORKS CITED

Allen, Peter. The Cambridge Apostles: The Early Years. Cam-10And Letters 1:343 for an earlier letter to Sophy (Rawnsley)
bridge Univ. Pr., 1978; Anon. Extracts from Göthe’s Trag-Elmhirst, from which it appears Tennyson and Moultrie had not yet
edy of Faustus, explanatory of the plates by Retsch, intended tomet in November, 1850.
illustrate that work; translated by G. Soane (pub. by J. H.
Bohte), 1820; ———. Retsch’s Series of Twenty-Six Out-11Published only in part in Derwent’s “Memoir” (1876) 1:xxvi-
lines, Illustrative of Goethe’s Tragedy of Faust, engraved fromxxvii, xxviii.
the Originals by Henry Moses. And an Analysis of the Trag-
edy (pub. by Boosey and Sons), 1820; ———. Faustus:12See Collected Letters 5:330, 336 (February, 1824) etc. for Coler-
From the German of Goethe (pub. by Boosey and Sons,

idge on Macaulay’s deleterious influence on Derwent. If there was
and Rodwell and Martin, the text in a small page edi-

such influence, it was by proximity and not direct.
tion without illustrations and a large page edition with
illustrations), 1821; ———. Faustus from the German of

13In the undated letters written while Moultrie was tutoring at
Goethe. Embellished with Retsch’s Series of Twenty-Seven Out-

Eton (Derwent Coleridge—Letters—J-Z, at the Harry Ransom
lines, Illustrative of the Tragedy, engraved by Henry Moses.

Center, University of Texas at Austin).
Third Edition, with Portrait of the Author (pub. by Boosey
and Sons), 1824; ———. Faustus; from the German of Goe-

14First published in The Dream of Life, Lays of the English Church, the. Embellished with Retsch’s Series of Twenty-Seven Out-
and Other Poems (1843) 1-140. lines, Illustrative of the Tragedy, engraved by Henry Moses.

New Edition, with Portrait of the Author; and an Appendix
15In brief, arising from a more sophisticated understanding of containing the May-Day Night Scene. Translated by Percy

Classical quantitative metres by adjusting the rules to native English Bysshe Shelley (pub. by Edward Lumley), 1832; ———.
stress rhythms: see e.g. Audrey McKim “’An Epicure in Sound’’: Untitled review of Faustus: From the German of Goethe
Coleridge on the Scansion of Verse.’ English Studies in Canada 18 (London 1821) [signed ‘R’], The European Magazine 80
(1992) 287-300. (October 1821) 362-69; ———. “A Critical Essay on

Goethe’s Faustus a Tragedy,” The Flowers of Literature; or,
16He only mentions Hayward’s translation, on pages x and xi. Encyclopædia of Anecdote, ed. William Oxberry 1st series

1 (1821) 1-7 [signed ‘S’], 69-73, 137-44; Burwick, Fred-
17See To John Gisborne, January 12 and April 10, 1822 (Letters erick, and James McKusick, eds. Faustus, From the Ger-

2:376 and 407). man of Goethe: Translated by Samuel Taylor Coleridge.
Oxford Univ. Press, 2007; Campbell, F., ed. Beauties of

18Burwick and McKusick xxxiii n64 have April, 1821: an all-im- the British Poets; with Notices, Biographical and Critical. 2
portant misreading of Coleridge Notebooks  3:4465 n. vols., 1824; Clarke, William Barnard. Translation of Goe-

the’s Faust: First and Second Parts (Freiburg-im-Breslau),
19Burwick and McKusick xxviii describe it as “the most troub- 1865; Coleridge, Derwent. Autograph letters to John

ling of the coincidences” between Boosey’s 1821 and Soane’s Moultrie, 1822-74, at Harry Ransom Center, University
(London Magazine) text. Burwick and McKusick’s interpretation of of Texas at Austin, Derwent Coleridge—Letters—J-Z;
the reviews of Boosey’s 1821 translation as full of high praise are dif- ———, “Essay on the Poetic Character of Percy Bysshe
ferent, even opposite, from most other readers. Shelley, and on the Probable Tendency of his Writ-
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ings,” The Metropolitan Quarterly Magazine 2 (1826) 191- Despair’: Coleridge and Goethe’s Faust,” Romanticism
203; ———, Preface to The Dramatic Works of Samuel 25 (2009) 1-15; Paulin, Roger, William St Clair and Eli-
Taylor Coleridge. 1852; ———, “Memoir” prefixed to nor Shaffer. “ ‘A Gentleman of Literary Eminence’”
Poems of John Moultrie, 2 vols. New edition, 1876; Coler- (Institute of English Studies, School of Advanced
idge, Samuel Taylor. The Collected Works of Samuel Taylor Study, University of London, February 21, 2008), avail-
Coleridge, 16 vols., gen. ed. Kathleen Coburn. Princeton able at www.friendsofcoleridge.com/Faustus.htm;
Univ. Pr., 1967-2002; ———, Lay Sermons, ed. R. J. Plunkett, Steven J. “Ipswich Museum Moralities in the
White. 1972 [CC vol.6]; ———, Table Talk, 2 vols., ed. 1840s and 1850s” in East Anglia’s History: Studies in Hon-
Carl Woodring. 1990 [CC vol.14]; ———, Poetical our of Norman Scarfe ed. Christopher Harper-Bill, Car-
Works, 3 vols, ed. J. C. C. Mays. 2002 [CC vol.16]; —— ole Rawcliffe and Richard G. Wilson. Boydel Pr., 2002;
—, Collected Letters, 6 vols., ed. Earl Leslie Griggs. Clar- Schreiber, Carl F. “Coleridge to Boosey-Boosey to
endon Pr., 1956-71; ———, Notebooks, 5 vols., ed. Kath- Coleridge,” Yale University Library Gazette 20 (1947) 6-
leen Coburn, Merton Christensen and Anthony John 10; Shelley, Percy Bysshe. Letters, 2 vols, ed. Frederick
Harding. Princeton Univ. Pr., 1957-2002; Hainton, L. Jones. Clarendon Pr., 1964; [Soane, George, trans.]
Raimonde, and Godfrey Hainton. The Unknown Coler- His abandoned proof-translation of part of Faustus for
idge: The Life and Times of Derwent Coleridge, 1800-1883. J. H. Bohte, quoted in a review by [Thomas
Janus Pr., 1996; Mackail, Leonard Leopold. “Soane’s Wainewright] ”C. Van Vinkbooms, his Dogmas for Dil-
Faust Translation now first published from the unique ettanti, No.III,“ London Magazine 4 (December 1821)
advance sheets sent to Goethe in1822,” Archiv für das 655-64 and see also Leonard Leopold Mackail (1904)
Studium der neuren Sprachen und Literaturen 112:3/4 above; ———. Faustus: A Romantic Drama. 1825; Tenny-
(1904) 277-97; McKim, Audrey. “’An Epicure in son, Alfred Lord. Poems, 3 vols, ed. Christopher Ricks.
Sound’: Coleridge on the Scansion of Verse,” English 2nd ed. Longman, 1987; ———, Letters, 3 vols, ed Cecil
Studies in Canada 18 (1992) 287-300; Moultrie, John. Y. Lang and Edgar F. Shannon Jr. Clarendon Pr., 1981-
Autograph letters to Derwent Coleridge, 1821-74, at 90; Wainewright, Thomas: see above George Soane
Harry Ransom Center, University of Texas at Austin, London Magazine (1821); Wordsworth, William and
shelfmark Derwent Coleridge—Letters—Recip M; — Dorothy. The Letters of William and Dorothy Wordsworth:
——. Poems. 1837; ———. The Dream of Life, Lays of the The Later Years 1821-1853, 4 vols, ed. Ernest de Se-
English Church, and Other Poems. 1843; ———. Altars lincourt rev. Alan G. Hill. 2nd ed. Oxford Univ. Pr.,
Hearts, and Graves, 1854; Murray, Chris. “ ‘Give it up in 1978.

Charles Lamb’s Art of Intimation
David Duff

University of Aberdeen

Charles Lamb’s professedly “informal habit of mind” writer—“gentle-hearted Charles,” as Coleridge called him in
finds striking expression in the essay “Imperfect Sympathies,” “This Lime-tree Bower my Prison” (68), a phrase to which he
first published in the London Magazine in August, 1821, and took great exception (James 85 and Frank), it poses a chal-
reprinted with minor changes in the Elia volume of 1823.1 lenge, too, to traditional characterizations of the Romantic
Ostensibly, the essay is a defence of prejudice: an unapo- “familiar essay” as a liberal and cosmopolitan form whose
logetic confession in which Lamb admits first to a general mission is to enlarge readers’ sympathies, celebrate life’s di-
susceptibility to prejudice, then to a series of particular “apa- versity, and—in Francis Bacon’s much-quoted phrase—
thies” and “antipathies” that includes Jews, Quakers, Ne- “come home to men’s business and bosoms” (“Epistle Dedi-
groes, and Scotchmen, the grounds of his various dislikes catorie,” The Essayes or Counsels, Civill and Moral, 3rd ed
being explained in what can only described as loving detail. [1625] 46). Lamb’s essay is, or appears to be, about the limits
As such, the essay makes uncomfortable reading to modern of the sympathetic imagination, the barriers to mutual un-
audiences, notwithstanding Lamb’s acknowledgement that derstanding, and the quirks and flaws in human nature that
he feels “the differences of mankind, national or individual, complicate the business of living together. “Informal” think-
to an unhealthy excess” (Works 2: 58), and notwithstanding ing would seem to be here not a way of loosening dogma and
his playful exaggerations, carefully turned irony, and obvious dislodging popular fallacies, as elsewhere in Lamb, but of dis-
delight (so characteristic of this author) with the comic elab- playing the mind’s habitual susceptibility to bias, and expos-
oration of an unfashionable or controversial position. If the ing the “bundle of prejudices” (2: 58) that lies behind the
contentious subject matter of the essay serves as a corrective relaxed, genial voice of the London Magazine’s celebrity essay-
to the sentimental view of Lamb as a benign and “quaint” ist, “Elia.”
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No form of critical interpretation can dispel the racist simplicity of taste and unflinching honesty—qualities which
and anti-Semitic overtones of the essay, and, unsurprisingly, he acknowledges are admirable in themselves—that render
these remain a bone of contention in studies of Lamb.2 But a them incompatible with a person like him, who “must have
careful reading shows that the ostensible theme of the essay books, pictures, theatres, chit-chat, scandal, jokes, ambigui-
is so far from being the real import that “Imperfect Sympa- ties, and a thousand whim-whams” (a lovely word, meaning a
thies” is better understood as an attack on exclusionist think- fanciful object or fantastical idea) (2:63). These are precisely
ing than as a defence of it. Lamb is not defending the subject matter of Lamb’s essays and the modes of
preconceived judgments and generalized hatreds but a habit thought and expression that animate them, so that this par-
of mind that resists preconception and remains open to ex- ticular “imperfect sympathy” is nothing more than an act of
perience, that values particularity, flexibility, and subtlety, artistic self-defence—an assertion of the value of those seem-
and is prepared to find truth in unexpected places. These are ingly inconsequential things which have no place in the
the values with which Lamb’s work is more typically associ- Quaker world but for which he (and his readers) crave
ated, and critics have come to recognize that “Imperfect Sym- “hourly sympathy” (2: 63).
pathies,” contrary to appearances, is not only an application
of those principles but also an exposition of them, however His incompatibility with Scotsmen, the focus of the first
oblique the manner in which the exposition is conducted. half of the essay, runs even deeper, exposing two casts of
Since Roy Park’s pioneering commentary on “Imperfect Sym- mind that are fundamentally opposed. In this case, the antip-
pathies” in the introduction to Lamb as Critic (1980), the es- athy is mutual, but one side’s is manifestly more “imperfect”
say has, indeed, been seen as a key text in the Lamb canon, than the other, since imperfection is its essence. “There is,”
one that encapsulates his artistic credo while giving seminal he says, “an order of imperfect intellects (under which mine
expression to a central issue in Romantic aesthetics, the ten- must be content to rank) which in its constitution is essen-
sion between, in Park’s words, the “scientifically rational in- tially anti-Caledonian” (2: 59). Owners of such intellects, like
tellect” and the “poetic intellect” (11). Lamb’s tendentious himself, “have minds rather suggestive than comprehensive,”
exercise in stereotypes is now read as a dramatization of com- and make “no pretences to much clearness and or precision
plex epistemological questions, to which he finds his own in their ideas, or in their manner of expressing them.” They
part-solution in his ironic stance as what Tim Milnes (picking are “content with fragments and scattered pieces of Truth,”
up another of Lamb’s paradoxical phrases) calls a “Professor with “Hints and glimpses, germs and crude essays at a sys-
of Indifference” (334-35). tem.” People of this disposition “seldom wait to mature a pro-

position” but “delight to impart their defective discoveries as
I want to extend these claims by examining Lamb’s use they arise, without waiting for their full development” (2:

of the essay form, and suggesting how his exposition of con- 59). This list of attributes offers a richly suggestive characteri-
trasting ways of thinking is linked to his exploitation of a par- zation of the epistemology of the essay form, and, in the writ-
ticular genre of writing. I also explore the inter-textual ing itself, a compelling example of its impressionistic, ad hoc
dimension of “Imperfect Sympathies,” showing how the method. The glancing allusion to Areopagitica reinforces the
meaning pivots on a previously unrecognized allusion to point, mischievously equating the “anti-Caledonian” method
Wordsworth’s “Ode: Intimations of Immortality from Recol- with Milton’s famous description of the search for the scat-
lections of Early Childhood.” This poem is frequently echoed tered limbs of Truth (549), thereby signalling once again
in Lamb’s writing but is invoked here in an especially strate- that “Imperfect Sympathies” is ultimately a defence of a cer-
gic way, signalling Lamb’s own philosophical convictions and tain kind of freedom of speech.
sources of insight. Lamb’s recollection of Wordsworth’s
poem at this key moment of artistic self-definition not only What that freedom is being defended against is re-
helps to interpret the argument of “Imperfect Sympathies” vealed by the passage that follows, in which Lamb describes
but also reveals a deep and formative relationship between the “Caledonian” mind and what happens when “Caledo-
Romantic lyric and the essay form. From Wordsworth, Lamb nian” and “anti-Caledonian” come into contact. I quote at
learned the art of intimation in which he came to specialize; length, to show the movement of ideas and the inventiveness
and, from the Romantic ode form, the “familiar essay” de- of Lamb’s prose:
rived some of its structural characteristics as well as its distinc-
tive imaginative logic. The brain of a true Caledonian (if I am not mistaken) is con-

stituted upon quite a different plan. His Minerva is born in

That “Imperfect Sympathies” is, despite appearances, panoply. You are never admitted to see his ideas in their

an argument for inclusion rather than exclusion is suggested growth—if, indeed, they do grow, and are not rather put to-

by the fact that the two principal targets—the two “antipa- gether upon principles of clock-work. You never catch his

thies” to which Lamb gives sustained attention—are sources mind in an undress. He never hints or suggests any thing, but

of what he regards as exclusionist thinking: that is, types of unlades his stock of ideas in perfect order and completeness.

people who are resistant to, intolerant of, or simply unable to He brings his total wealth into company, and gravely unpacks

comprehend, ways of thinking that are alien to their own. In it. His riches are always about him. He never stoops to catch a

the case of Quakers, the second of these groups, it is their glittering something in your presence, to share it with you,
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before he quite knows whether it be true touch or not. You one accepts Adorno’s classic definition in “The Essay as
cannot cry halves to any thing that he finds. He does not find, Form”) not by reasoned argument, by “discursive logic”
but bring. You never witness his first apprehension of a thing. (169), but associatively, by an accumulation of ideas and im-
His understanding is always at its meridian—you never see the pressions which are “co-ordinated” (170) rather than hierar-
first dawn, the early streaks.—He has no falterings of self-sus- chically arranged: its insights “crystallize” (161) without the
picion. Surmises, guesses, misgivings, half-intuitions, semi- aid of logical scaffolding, of a Cartesian progression from
consciousnesses, partial illuminations, dim instincts, embryo first principles. The topic is presented, from the start, in all
conceptions, have no place in his brain, or vocabulary. The its complexity and knotty imperfection (the essay is a medita-
twilight of dubiety never falls upon him. Is he orthodox—he tion on imperfection: on the flaws in human thought that dis-
has no doubts. Is he an infidel—he has none either. Between qualify us from Cartesian rationality), and the evidence
the affirmative and the negative there is no border-land with offered is not book-knowledge but first-hand experience,
him. You cannot hover with him upon the confines of truth, Lamb’s encounters and conversations. Ideas, his own and
or wander in the maze of a probable argument. He always those of his adversaries, are not abstract and autonomous,
keeps the path. You cannot make excursions with him—for they are embodied and situated: returned to the minds that
he sets you right. His taste never fluctuates. His morality never produced them and the times and places where they found
abates. He cannot compromise, or understand middle ac- expression. The topic is truly brought “home to men’s busi-
tions. There can be but a right and a wrong. His conversation ness and bosoms”: the intellectual and the material realm are
is as a book. His affirmations have the sanctity of an oath. You here one and the same, and there is no escape from the con-
must speak upon the square with him. He stops a metaphor tingencies of everyday life (in this sense Lamb’s world is
like a suspected person in an enemy’s country. ‘A healthy quintessentially domestic, a characteristic feature of the “fa-
book!’—said one of his countrymen to me, who had ventured miliar” essay). Adorno makes a related point when he says of
to give that appellation to John Buncle,—‘did I catch rightly the essay that “self-relativization is immanent in its form; it
what you said? I have heard of a man in health, and of a must be constructed in such a way that it could always, and at
healthy state of body, but I do not see how that epithet can be any point, break off” (164). “Imperfect Sympathies” illus-
properly applied to a book.’ Above all, you must beware of trates both sides of this equation: relativity (the absence of
indirect expressions before a Caledonian. Clap an extin- absolutes and universals, and the irreducibility of the individ-
guisher upon your irony, if you are unhappily blest with a vein ual standpoint), is at once the theme and the modus operandi.
of it. Remember you are upon your oath. I have a print of a Lamb’s exposition of national prejudice takes to an “un-
graceful female after Leonardo da Vinci, which I was showing healthy” extreme (but a generically sanctioned one) the
off to Mr. ****. After he had examined it minutely, I ventured traditional prerogative of the essay to express personal opin-
to ask him how he liked MY BEAUTY (a foolish name it goes by ion—to articulate likes and dislikes—and it reinforces this
among my friends)—when he very gravely assured me, that principle by showing how personal relativity and cultural rel-
“he had considerable respect for my character and talents’ (so ativity are co-dependent, thus making all knowledge contin-
he was pleased to say), ‘but had not given himself much gent and partial. And the exposition itself is open-ended, ad
thought about the degree of my personal pretensions.’ The hoc, modular: the anecdotes could be multiplied, the conver-
misconception staggered me, but did not seem much to dis- sations extended, or, alternatively, the illustrative material
concert him. Persons of this nation are particularly fond of could be abbreviated, or cut altogether, without loss to the
affirming a truth—which nobody doubts. They do not so basic thesis. Adorno says that the essay “thinks in fragments,”
properly affirm, as annunciate it. They do indeed appear to and that it “gains its unity only by moving through the fis-
have such a love of truth (as if, like virtue, it were valuable for sures, rather than smoothing them over” (164). These char-
itself) that all truth becomes equally valuable, whether the acteristics, too, apply to Lamb’s essay. The Caledonian mind,
proposition that contains it be new or old, disputed, or such he says, “unlades [its] stock of ideas in perfect order and
as is impossible to become a subject of disputation. I was pre- completeness” (Works 2: 60), but Lamb captures that—to
sent not long since at a party of North Britons, where a son of him, alien—form of thought in prose that is digressive, im-
Burns was expected; and happened to drop a silly expression pressionistic, paratactic: resisting the thing it describes by
(in my South British way), that I wished it were the father in- performing a way of thinking and writing that is quite the
stead of the son—when four of them started up at once to opposite.
inform me, that ‘that was impossible, because he was dead.’

An impracticable wish, it seems, was more than they could Lamb’s essay, moreover, does not merely exemplify
conceive. (2: 59-61) these qualities, it also conceptualizes them. The essay incor-

porates its own self-description. In his enumeration of what
The whole passage is an outrageous display of national stere- the Caledonian mind lacks—of how it does not operate, the
otyping (even if some of the anecdotes have the ring of thoughts it cannot entertain—Lamb provides not only a col-
truth), but what interests me here is not so much the content ourful elaboration of his initial sketch of the anti-Caledonian
as the form. Structurally and stylistically, Lamb’s characteriza- mind—his own mindset—but also a brilliant characterization
tion of the Caledonian mind exemplifies the art form of the of his chosen genre, the essay. What better description of es-
essay in impressive ways. It proceeds, like all good essays (if sayistic thought—the kinds of knowledge, or half-knowledge,
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on which it draws, and the ways of thinking it embodies— period by system-building philosophers such as John Locke
than that extraordinary list of what is rejected by the Caledo- in his Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690), a full-
nian mind: “Surmises, guesses, misgivings, half-intuitions, scale philosophical treatise rather than—what the term im-
semi-consciousnesses, partial illuminations, dim instincts, em- plies in Bacon—a brief exploratory sketch. Empiricist philos-
bryo conceptions” (2: 60)? Prejudice might seem too ugly ophy, particularly in its sceptical mode, is faithful at an
and crude a phenomenon to merit so delicate a description, epistemological level to its Baconian inheritance (Hume sub-
but Lamb’s term for it is “imperfect sympathy”—that which is titled his Treatise on Human Nature “An attempt to introduce
unformed (and uninformed) rather than that which is the experimental Method of Reasoning into moral Subjects,”
preformed. The real point of his essay is not to defend his phrasing that directly recalls Bacon), but in formal terms the
particular dislikes but to defend “imperfect” thought itself, systematization of the essay genre—the appropriation of it as
and the “informal” form which gives expression to it. a vehicle for abstract philosophical thought—represents a

betrayal of its concrete, informal origins.4 The Romantic es-
Allowance must be made, too, for the pervasive irony sayists reclaim the genre, self-consciously reconnecting with

of Lamb’s performance. The whole thesis, about two equal its earlier traditions, notably with Bacon, whose fashioning of
and opposite mindsets that between them divide the world of the essay form Hazlitt saw as inseparable from his develop-
human thought (you are either the one or the other) is, at ment of scientific method;5 and with Montaigne, who, ac-
some level, knowingly preposterous.3  It is, at best, a “crude cording to Hazlitt, “was the father of this kind of personal
essay at a system,” a proposition to be entertained rather than authorship among the moderns, in which the reader is ad-
believed: a “probable argument” (2:60) which will eventually mitted behind the curtain, and sits down with the writer in
lead to all kinds of contradiction and counter-evidence, but his gown and slippers” (“On the Tatler” Complete Works 4: 7).
in whose “maze” Lamb invites the reader to “wander” for a At the same time, the Romantics continue, but modify, the
while. In affirming his dislikes, he is not on oath and in ear- tradition of the “periodical essay” inaugurated by Addison
nest, but hovering “upon the confines of truth”, and devising and Steele, in which the essay serves as a commentary, usually
a new kind of almost-logic to express a new kind of almost- through a fictitious persona, on the comings and goings of
truth. Such a mode of expression is to be expected from a the social world, and its cultural phenomena. The precise
persona named “Elia,” a pseudonym which hints at the pun ways in which the Romantic “familiar” essay de-familiarizes
“a liar” but does not quite commit to it (elsewhere Lamb says the 18th century periodical essay genre are difficult to
“Elia” is the name of a former employee at the East India pinpoint, but they involve both a perceptual and a stylistic
Company, making the persona half-real, half-fictitious, like shift:6 a deepening of the autobiographical, confessional im-
everything else in the essay). The title of the essay, too, may pulse (albeit often still through use of a persona) and the
be a covert pun: an ironic inversion of the common phrase cultivation of a less mannered, more natural prose style, as
“perfect sympathy,” as in “to be in perfect sympathy with some- advocated, for example, in Hazlitt’s essay “On Familiar Style”
one” (Lamb implies how rare such affinities really are). At (1821). The latter, a stylistic manifesto exactly contempora-
another level, the notion of “imperfect sympathies” is clearly neous with “Imperfect Sympathies,” marking a similar mo-
a playful debunking of the “theory of moral sentiments,” the ment of self-awareness in the evolution of the genre, appears
philosophy of benevolence expounded by Adam Smith and to be the source of the curious term “familiar essay” (though
other writers of the Scottish Enlightenment. “Sympathy,” the Hazlitt does not use this exact phrase7).
concept around that theory is built, is exposed by Lamb as a
perilously shaky foundation on which to erect a philosophi- Modern scholarship has emphasized, too, the publish-
cal system: an idea that “common-sense” philosophers regard ing context, showing how the flourishing of the essay form in
as the source of all goodness but of which it takes the com- the early 1820s is made possible by the emergence of a new
mon sense of essayists to point out the limitations. Since the kind of literary magazine serving a new kind of urban reader-
theory of sympathy is, moreover, a predominantly Scottish ship (Parker). National and class rivalries play a part in this
doctrine, Lamb’s anti-Caledonian theme can first be development: as Simon Hull has shown, “Imperfect Sympa-
glimpsed in the title of his essay. thies” is an oblique commentary on the “Cockney School”

controversy, a ferocious, on-going dispute which had claimed
The essay, in short, is both an exercise in “imperfect” the life of the founder-editor of the London Magazine, John

thinking and a theorization of it, not by means of reasoned Scott.8 Lamb’s essay, in Hull’s reading, is both an “anti-
propositions (the formal mode of theory) but by the only Cockneyist act of self-deconstruction” (39)—the confessional
means open to the anti-Caledonian mind, the via negativa: strand—and a subversion of the critical authority of Black-
anti-Caledonian thought is explained in terms of what it is wood’s-style reviewers, with their disembodied, depersonal-
not. As such, “Imperfect Sympathies,” like other “familiar es- ized voice and ad hominem tactics (43). The indiscriminate
says” of the Romantic period, reinstates the original concep- nature of Lamb’s critique of “Caledonian” reviewers is part of
tion of the essay as an experimental, anti-dogmatic form. the point, mirroring their own uncompromising tone. In re-
Montaigne’s term “essai” (meaning “trial,” “test,” “attempt,” ality, Blackwood’s is an artistically innovative magazine: ex-
“experiment”), first given currency in English by Bacon in pressly designed to counter the Enlightenment rationalism
the late 16th century, had been adopted in the intervening of the Edinburgh Review, its adventurous mixing of genres and
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tones—inspired, like its cultural-nationalist agenda, by Fried- The thought of our past years in me doth breed

rich Schlegel—it itself an important manifestation of “Ro- Perpetual benediction: not indeed

mantic form” (Alexander). Lamb’s caricature of the For that which is most worthy to be blest;

Caledonian mind scarcely allows for such subtleties, making Delight and liberty, the simple creed

no distinction between different kinds of Scotsmen and deny- Of Childhood, whether busy or at rest,

ing to the nation any artistic sensitivity whatsoever. With new-fledged hope still fluttering in his breast:—

Not for these I raise

The song of thanks and praise;I want, though, to open up another perspective on the
But for those obstinate questioningsRomantic essay form, and its “anti-Caledonian” poetics, by
Of sense and outward things,examining connections with the Romantic lyric.  The forma-
Fallings from us, vanishings;tive nature of the relationship is evident at an early stage of
Blank misgivings of a CreatureLamb’s career, when, after a number of years spent writing

Moving about in worlds not realised,mainly verse, he switches from the medium of poetry to
High instincts before which our mortal Natureprose, and publishes his first essay in the Morning Post in 1802
Did tremble like a guilty Thing surprised:under the title “The Londoner.” Responding directly to the

But for those first affections,experiment of Lyrical Ballads and continuing the affectionate
Those shadowy recollections,rivalry displayed in his letters to Wordsworth and Coleridge,

Which, be they what they may,this semi-parodic essay presents urban equivalents of the ru-
Are yet the fountain-light of all our day,ral sublimities of the Lake District, and uses what he calls
Are yet a master-light of all our seeing;“the naked honesty of prose” (January 16, 1797 [Letters 1: 92])

Uphold us, cherish, and have power to maketo demystify the visionary imagination without losing any of
Our noisy years seem moments in the beingits force. The result is what Felicity James calls a form of
Of the eternal Silence: truths that wake,prose-poetry which combines the flexibility of the letter form

To perish never;and the immediacy of conversation while mimicking the ca-
(lines 130-57).dences of blank-verse poetry (199-201). As such, it also offers

another realization of Wordsworth’s argument in the “Pref-
This stanza is the logical hinge of the poem, the point atace” to Lyrical Ballads about there being no essential differ-
which the imaginative crisis presented in the first four stanzasence between poetry and prose. The intimate relationship
is resolved, and Wordsworth finds a restored continuity withbetween these genres is made visible in Lamb’s collected
his earlier self. Note, however, the improbable basis on whichWorks of 1818, where “Blank Verse,” “Essays,” and (pub-
he builds that connection. The argument of the poem turnslished) “Letters” are set side by side, echoing the literary cate-
on the astonishing paradox that the disturbing, frightening,gories of Wordsworth’s Poems (1815) and Coleridge’s Sibylline
disorientating experiences of early childhood described inLeaves (1817) but extending the generic range.
this stanza—“obstinate questionings,” “fallings,” “vanishings,”
“shadowy recollections”—are the key to his adult creative

Lamb’s essays of the 1820s represent a further stage of self: the germs out of which his imaginative powers grew.
experimentation with the essay form which, significantly, also These seemingly negative experiences are the “intimations of
involves a new engagement with Romantic poetry. I have in- immortality” of the title, in the two interlinked senses of “im-
terpreted Lamb’s contrast between Caledonian and anti-Cal- mortality” that Wordsworth puts forward: the literal, theolog-
edonian as a coded defence of the essay form, but a striking ical sense (in the poem’s mythic schema, these are glimpses
feature of his list of what the Caledonian mind lacks—“Sur- of a world beyond, or of a prior supernatural state); and the
mises, guesses, misgivings, half-intuitions, semi-conscious- figurative sense of literary immortality (these are early mani-
ness, partial illuminations, dim instincts, embryo festations of the visionary gift that will ultimately enable
conceptions”—is its multiple echoes of Wordsworth’s “Ode: Wordsworth to write great, canonical poetry). There are also
Intimations of Immortality from Recollections of Early Child- two referents for the word “recollection”: the child’s recollec-
hood” (first published in 1807 and reprinted, under this title, tions of his pre-existent state, and the adult’s recollections of
in Wordsworth’s Poems of 1815). Compare the pivotal ninth his childhood. The syntax of the title maintains this crucial
stanza of the ode, where Wordsworth switches from a descrip- ambiguity: the “intimations of immortality” come either from
tion of what has been lost, of how the “visionary gleam” has the child’s remembering (Platonic anamnesis) or the adult’s
faded into “the light of common day,” to recognition of what remembering of his childhood (a supreme example of dis-
remains behind, and a realization that he can still feed off turbing emotion recollected in tranquillity).
the visionary experiences of his earlier life:

Wordsworth’s master-term “intimation” thus carries
O joy! that in our embers multiple resonances, relating both to modes of cognition and
Is something that doth live, modes of expression. The Oxford English Dictionary cites
That nature yet remembers Wordsworth’s title under the second of its two meanings of
What was so fugitive! the word “intimation”: “The act of making known or expres-
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sing merely; an expression by sign or token, an indication; a pathies” is an implicit commentary on the “Intimations” Ode,
suggestion, a hint.” But the full significance of the poem’s a commentary which, through its carefully placed allusions,
title is only registered if the first meaning of “intimation” is penetrates to the core of Wordsworth’s poem, and indeed of
also taken into account: “The action of remembering, mak- Wordsworth’s entire poetics. Yet Lamb is also appropriating
ing known, or announcing; formal notification or announce- the poetics of intimation, claiming it as an essayistic poetics, a
ment; formerly, declaration (of war).” The military usage is description of what the essay form has been, or should have
obsolete, but the formal sense of “to intimate”—to give formal been, doing all along: hinting, glimpsing, adumbrating; ex-
notification—is still current, and the crucial point is that the pressing ideas in their embryonic form; capturing seemingly
second sense—of indirect, informal, notification: glimpsing, inconsequential details that turn out to be momentous (in
hinting—plays off against the first sense. An intimation is a Adorno’s terms, making the transitory eternal [159]).
hint, but a hint of something important. Wordsworth’s Lamb’s articulation of that poetics gains force by the contrast
phrase “intimations of immortality” captures this double he draws with the Caledonian method: the essayist intimates,
meaning perfectly. It brings out, too, the etymology of the the systematizer annunciates his truths. Francis Jeffrey’s com-
word “intimation,” from Latin intimare, intimatus, from the ment on the “Intimations” Ode when it was first published
adjective intimus, “innermost,” the superlative form of intus, (under the title “Ode”) in Wordsworth’s Poems in Two Volumes
“within.” Wordsworth’s poem is about a notification within: (1807) confirms Lamb’s sense of the inaccessibility of the
an innermost making-known. And it is a notification of some- “twilight realms” to the Caledonian mind. To Jeffrey, the
thing momentous, from the slenderest, the most “fugitive” poem was “beyond all doubt, the most illegible and unintel-
and “shadowy,” of hints. ligible part of the publication” (227) (whereas to a later, anti-

Caledonian reader like Ralph Waldo Emerson, it was “the
In terms of the history of the ode form, one could say high water-water mark which the intellect has reached in this

that Wordsworth’s poem shifts the communicative register of age” [168]). Jeffrey’s blindness to Wordsworth’s poem is a
the ode from proclamation (the predominant 18th century paradigm of the “English Bards and Scotch Reviewers” syn-
mode, the oratorical) to intimation, a shift that goes with drome, a long-standing issue which the “Cockney School”
what literary historians call the “internalization” of the genre. controversy re-activates, and on which “Imperfect Sympa-
Not all Romantic odes follow this pattern: the ode remains thies” provides a belated commentary (Duff and Jones 15-
for some poets, at times including Wordsworth too, a declam- 17).
atory form.9 But in this poem, the ode becomes an art of
intimation. Coleridge acknowledges as much in Biographia As evidence of Lamb’s creative engagement with
Literaria (1817) when he says of the “Intimations” Ode that it Wordsworth, the essay is a revealing document, confirming
“was intended for such readers only as had been accustomed and extending the deep understanding of Wordsworth’s po-
to watch the flux and reflux of their inmost nature, to ven- etics displayed in Lamb’s review of The Excursion11 (a poem
ture at times into the twilight realms of consciousness, and to to which he is more sympathetic than many of his contempo-
feel a deep interest in modes of inmost being” (2: 147). In raries, perhaps because he reads it through the lens of the
“Dejection: An Ode” (1802), he had responded to Words- “Intimations” Ode). The subtle revisions Lamb makes to the
worth’s poem by creating an internalized ode of his own, ven- essay between the first and second edition confirm the im-
turing into his “twilight realms” and charting his own portance of the Wordsworthian allusions: he rearranges the
(unresolved) lyrical crisis. His critical discussion of the poem sentences at this point, deleting phrases that spell out his
in Biographia confirms the centrality of the “Intimations” Ode meaning too clearly, and removing the inverted commas
to Wordsworth’s poetic project, and sheds light, too, on the around “dim instincts,”12 as if to make the Wordsworthian
dialectics of the ode form of which they had both made such echoes more “fugitive” still (and thereby conceal the misquo-
powerful use. An earlier passage in Biographia records how tation which telescopes “high instincts” and “shadowy recol-
Coleridge learned from his teacher that “Poetry, even that of lections” into a single phrase). One unfortunate
the loftiest and, seemingly, that of the wildest odes had a consequence is that editors have missed the allusions to
logic of its own, as severe as that of science; and more diffi- Wordsworth, and failed to recognize how vital to the essay is
cult, because more subtle, more complex, and dependent on its intertextual penumbra. Critics such as Roy Park have,
more, and more fugitive causes” (Biographia 1: 9).10 This hid- however, registered the force of Lamb’s aesthetic argument,
den imaginative “logic” is precisely what Wordsworth and noting parallels between his conception of the anti-Caledo-
Coleridge harness in their development of the ode form, and nian mind and Keats’s “negative capability” (12)—an idea
the art of “intimation” is closely connected with it. The “Inti- also forged in response to Coleridge and Wordsworth (and
mations” Ode is the definitive example because it is explicitly articulated in the informal medium of a letter). Equally strik-
about concealed truths and “fugitive” causes: seemingly triv- ing are the parallels with Continental Romanticism: for ex-
ial, meaningless experiences that turn out to have profound ample, with Friedrich Schlegel’s aesthetics of the fragment,
significance. and with the “half-philosophy” sketched in Leopardi’s

Zibaldone di pensieri. Lamb’s “half-intuitions” and “partial illu-
Lamb’s essay, I suggest, is a reworking of that odic minations” embody the same kind of oblique intellectual

logic, and of Wordsworth’s art of intimation. “Imperfect Sym- power Leopardi attributes to his “half-philosophy,” a form of
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knowledge that he, like Lamb, defines against official or “per- “informal habit of his [Elia’s, i.e. his own] mind” in his faux obituary,

fect” (completed) philosophy.13  The exact coincidence of “A Character of the Late Elia. By a Friend,” published in the London

date—Leopardi’s entries on “half-philosophy” mostly date Magazine in January, 1823, and reprinted as the “Preface” to The Last

from 1821—suggests fascinating parallels between these late Essays of Elia (1833) (Works 2: 152).

phases of English and Italian Romanticism, though there is
no question of any direct influence here (Friedrich Schlegel 2Defending Lamb, James argues that his ironic method is to

and Jena Romanticism are a possible common source, availa- make readers complicit in prejudices they are then forced to con-

ble to Lamb via Coleridge and Crabb Robinson, though front (208). Aaron concurs, treating the essay as a dramatic mono-

there is no evidence of that he took any interest in German logue intended to expose not endorse racist views (“Imperfect

philosophy—his anti-Caledonianism acknowledges only En- Sympathies Revisited,” reversing her earlier judgment in Double Sin-

glish sources). gleness 199). Craik rejects this argument, citing other evidence to

show that Lamb “meant what he said” (160). Historical considera-

tions have been invoked: Page examines the cultural context of anti-The importance of Lamb’s “imperfect” philosophy lies
Semitism, while Higgins explores the broader xenophobia of the pe-not in its provenance, however, but in the fact that it provides
riod, as reflected in the London Magazine.an intellectual rationale—a poetics—for some of his most

ambitious and original essays. Many of the “Elia” essays pub-
3Lamb may be playfully satirizing Coleridge’s frequent distinc-lished in the London Magazine in 1820-23 are grounded in

tion between “two classes of men,” Platonists and Aristotelians, onexactly the sort of speculative, informal, impressionistic
which see Newsome. I am grateful to James Vigus for this suggestion.knowledge, or half-knowledge, he attributes to the anti-Cale-

donian mind. Surmises, guesses, improbable arguments, im-
4As Warhaft notes, Bacon’s development of the essay form waspracticable wishes are the common currency of essays such as

closely connected with his interest in aphorisms, antitheses, and“Witches, and Other Night-Fears,” “Dream-Children: A Rev-
other short forms, which he regarded as “fragments of knowledge”erie,” “My First Play,” “Christ’s Hospital Five and Thirty Years
that invite people to inquire further (4-5). In Book 6 of De AugmentisAgo,” “A Complaint of the Decay of Beggars in the Metropo-
Scientiarum (1623), he underlines this idea with his distinction be-lis,” “The Old Benchers of the Inner Temple,” and “The Old
tween the Magistral and the Initiative method: “The magistraland the New Schoolmaster,” among others. All are, to one
method teaches; the initiative intimates. The magistral requires thatdegree or another, autobiographical, and all are saturated in
what is told should be believed; the initiative that it should be ex-allusions to the poetry of Wordsworth and Coleridge—not
amined.” Lamb’s essay makes a similar distinction, as does De Quin-only the “Intimations” Ode, but also “Tintern Abbey,” “Dejec-
cey’s comparison between the literature of knowledge and thetion,” “Frost at Midnight,” “Kubla Khan,” “The Ancient Mari-
literature of power, part of a broader Romantic rethinking of didac-ner” and other poems.14  In terms of genre, one conclusion
tic methodology (see Duff 117-18).to be drawn that the Romantic essay only comes to full

power, and full understanding of itself, through the stimulus
5“Preface” to Lectures on the English Comic Writers (1819), in Haz-of Romantic lyric. The new kind of poetic consciousness in-

litt, Complete Works 6: 91-92. See Haefner for the influence of Baconaugurated by Wordsworth and Coleridge—the poetry of the
and the “experimental” method on Romantic essayists.“self-watching subtilizing mind,” in Coleridge’s phrase from

the first version of “Frost at Midnight” (Fears in Solitude 20)—
6As shown by Gigante, whose annotated anthology charts theenters into and deepens the essay form in much the same

tradition from 1709 to 1821. Law and Watson cover similar periods.way as, twenty years earlier, it had transformed lyric poetry.
For autobiographical developments, see Treadwell and Chaney.And “Imperfect Sympathies” is not, as the title implies, a con-

fession of inadequacy, nor an apologia for racism, but a man-
7For the resonances of “familiar,” a key term in Romantic criti-ifesto for a revitalized Romanticism, one whose subtlest

cal discourse, see Natarajan.creative energies have transferred—for a final, remarkable
flowering—from the medium of poetry to that of informal,

8Hull 40. Wu draws similar conclusions. For a comprehensiveessayistic prose.
reappraisal of the discourse of “Cockneyism,” see Dart.NOTES

This essay originates in a paper given at the “Informal Romanticism” 9For different lines of development in the Romantic ode, see

conference at the Center for Advanced Studies of the Ludwig-Maxi- Duff 201-11.

milian-University, Munich, September 6-8, 2011. Another version ap-

pears under a different title in the volume Informal Romanticism, ed. 10Though Coleridge attributes this idea to James Boyer, his

James Vigus, Studien zur Englischen Romantik 11 (Wissenschaf- schoolteacher at Christ’s Hospital, his actual source is Edward

tlicher Verlag Trier, 2012). I am grateful to James Vigus and the se- Young’s essay “On Lyrick Poetry” (1728), from which he took notes

ries editors for permission to publish. in 1795 and which he cites on at least three other occasions (for

references, see Biographia 1: 9n). For Coleridge’s development of
1Unless otherwise indicated, all quotations are from the 1823 Young’s concept of poetic “logic”, and the theory of form it implies,

text, as given in the Lucas edition of the Works. Lamb refers to the see Duff 87-89.
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11Quarterly Review (October, 1814), reprinted in Park, 193-200. 5. Ed. Douglas Emory Wilson et al.  Harvard UP, 1994;
For appraisal of Lamb’s criticism of Wordsworth, see Ades and Frank, Robert. Don’t Call Me Gentle Charles! An Essay on
Wedd. Lamb’s Essays of Elia.  Oregon State UP, 1976; Gigante,

Denise, ed. The Great Age of the English Essay: An Anthol-
ogy.  Yale UP, 2008; Haefner, Joel. “ ‘Incondite Things’:12In the London Magazine version, after the words “order and
Experimentation and the Romantic Essay.” Prose Studiescompleteness” comes the sentence that starts “He has no falterings.”
10.2 (1987): 196-206; Haven, Richard. “The RomanticThe “Surmises” sentence that immediately follows has a different
Art of Charles Lamb.” English Literary History 30.2ending: “embryo conceptions, and every stage that stops short of ab-
(1963): 137-46; Hazlitt, William. The Complete Works ofsolute certainty and conviction—his intellectual faculty seems a
William Hazlitt. Ed. P. P. Howe. 21 vols.  Dent, 1930-34;stranger to” (153). Works 2: 349-50 partially records these changes.
Higgins, David. “Imagining the Exotic: De Quincey
and Lamb in the London Magazine.” Romanticism 17.313For this analogy, I am grateful to Franco D’Intino, who kindly
(2011): 288-98; Hull, Simon P. Charles Lamb, Elia andmade available to me relevant passages from the forthcoming trans-
the London Magazine: Metropolitan Muse.  Pickering andlation of the Zibaldone being prepared under the auspices of the Le-
Chatto, 2010; James, Felicity. Charles Lamb, Coleridge andopardi Centre at the University of Birmingham.
Wordsworth: Reading Friendship in the 1790s.  Palgrave
Macmillan, 2008; Jeffrey, Francis. “Article XIV. Poems,14Some of the connections are traced by Haven, Monsman, and
in Two Volumes. By William Wordsworth, Author ofRandel 3-20, though the subject needs fuller exploration. Echoes of
the Lyrical Ballads.” Edinburgh Review 11 (Octoberthe “Intimations” Ode (notably the “whither is fled” motif) are par-
1807); Lamb, Charles. “Jews, Quakers, Scotchmen, andticularly evident in “A Complaint of the Decay of Beggars” and “The
other Imperfect Sympathies.” London Magazine (AugustOld Benchers.” See also Park 13-14 for Lamb’s coinage of words like
1821): 152-56; —. The Letters of Charles and Mary Anne“sub-insinuation”, “sub-reference,” “bye-intimation,” terms which
Lamb. Ed. Edwin W. Marrs. 3 vols. Cornell UP, 1975; —Park rightly connects with the aesthetic principles of “Imperfect Sym-
. The Works of Charles and Mary Lamb. Ed. E. V. Lucas. 7pathies” but which are also ingenious elaborations of the vocabulary
vols. Methuen, 1903-5; Law, Marie Hamilton. The En-of the “Intimations” Ode—converted into a meta-language for a
glish Familiar Essay in the Early Nineteenth Century: The Ele-new, ultra-subtle literary criticism.
ments Old and New which Went into its Making as
Exemplified in the Writings of Hunt, Hazlitt and Lamb.  UWORKS CITED
of Pennsylvania P, 1934; Milnes, Tim. “Charles Lamb:

Aaron, Jane. A Double Singleness: Gender and the Writings of Professor of Indifference.” Philosophy and Literature 28
Charles and Mary Lamb. Clarendon P, 1991; —. “‘Im- (2004): 324-41; Milton, John. Areopagitica. The Complete
perfect Sympathies’ Revisited.” Charles Lamb Bulletin Prose Works of John Milton. Ed. Ernest Sirluck. Vol. 2.
153 (2011): 2-11; Ades, John I. “Friendly Persuasion: Yale UP, 1959; Monsman, Gerald. Confessions of a Pro-
Lamb as Critic of Wordsworth.” The Wordsworth Circle 8 saic Dreamer: Charles Lamb’s Art of Autobiography. Duke
(1977): 18-24; Adorno, T. W. “The Essay as Form.” UP, 1984; Natarajan, Uttara. “The Veil of Familiarity:
Trans. Bob Hullot-Kentor. New German Critique 32 Romantic Philosophy and the Familiar Essay.” Studies in
(1984): 151-71; Alexander, J. H. “Blackwood’s: Magazine Romanticism 42.1 (2003): 27-44; Newsome, David. Two
as Romantic Form.” The Wordsworth Circle 15.2 (1984): Classes of Men: Platonism and English Romantic Thought.
57-68; Bacon, Francis. A Selection of His Works. Ed. Sid- Murray, 1974; Page, Judith W. Imperfect Sympathies: Jews
ney Warhaft. Macmillan, 1965; Chaney, Christine. “The and Judaism in British Romantic Literature and Culture.
Intimate Familiar: Essay as Autobiography in Romanti- Palgrave Macmillan, 2004; Park, Roy, ed. Lamb as Critic.
cism.” Romantic Autobiography in England. Ed. Eugene Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1980; Parker, Mark. Literary
Stelzig.  Ashgate, 2009; Coleridge, Samuel Taylor. Bi- Magazines and British Romanticism.  Cambridge UP,
ographia Literaria (1817). Ed. James Engell and W. Jack- 2000; Randel, Fred V. The World of Elia: Lamb’s Essayistic
son Bate. 2 vols. Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1983; —. Romanticism.  Kennikat, 1975; Treadwell, James. Autobi-
Fears in Solitude: Written in 1798, during the Alarm of an ographical Writing and British Literature, 1783-1834.  Ox-
Invasion. To which are added, France, an Ode; and Frost at ford UP, 2005; Watson, Melvin Ray. Magazine Serials
Midnight.  1798; —. Poems. Ed. John Beer. London: and the Essay Tradition, 1746-1820. Louisiana State UP,
Dent, 1974; Craik, T. W. “‘Imperfect Sympathies’ 1956; Wedd, Mary R. “Lamb as a Critic of Words-
Again.” Charles Lamb Bulletin 154 (2011): 160; Dart, worth.” Charles Lamb Bulletin 41 (1983): 1-16; Words-
Gregory. Metropolitan Art and Literature, 1810-1840: worth, William. The Poetical Works of William Wordsworth.
Cockney Adventures.  Cambridge UP, 2012; Duff, David. Vol. 4. Ed. Ernest de Selincourt and Helen Darbishire.
Romanticism and the Uses of Genre.  Oxford UP, 2009; —, Clarendon P, 1947; Wu, Duncan. “John Scott’s Death
and Catherine Jones. “Introduction.” Scotland, Ireland, and Lamb’s ‘Imperfect Sympathies’.” Charles Lamb Bul-
and the Romantic Aesthetic. Ed. Duff and Jones. Bucknell letin 114 (2001): 38-50.
UP, 2007; Emerson, Ralph Waldo. English Traits
(1856). The Collected Works of Ralph Waldo Emerson. Vol.
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William Godwin’s “School of Morality”
Susan Manly

University of St Andrews

William Godwin’s Juvenile Library writing for children, thence to “ethical examination” (Account of the Seminary 40,
beginning with his Bible Stories in 1802, continues his earlier 44, 45). For Godwin, this close and thoughtful attention to
work on the subject of treason, sedition, and the censorship past events, past motives and decisions, and their conse-
of free thought and discussion, from Political Justice in 1793 to quences, is a schooling in morality and justice that preserves
his reply to Dr. Parr in 1801. For Geoffrey Summerfield, God- the intellectual autonomy of the child reader and thinker,
win’s post-1802 children’s literature venture was prompted not one that imposes an orthodoxy.
only by the prospect of financial gain, “philistine and grub-
bily commercial,” and Godwin’s dual commitment to imagi- In early 1813, a spy-report submitted to the Privy Coun-
native children’s books and to “infantine enlightenment,” cil reveals that contemporaries suspected the Juvenile Library
the development of children’s reasoning powers, involved to be a continuation of Godwin’s political work of the 1790s,
him in “a deep contradiction, unadmitted and unresolvable” designed to foster unorthodox, potentially seditious think-
(244, 246). Godwin himself saw no contradiction. Under- ing. The business had already been publicly exposed as God-
standing and imagination were potential partners in reform, win’s new venture by the Eclectic Review in 1808, in a review of
as he argued in his Reply to Parr: “The human imagination is an anonymously authored book published by him (Mount-
capable of representing to itself a virtuous community, a little cashell’s Stories of Old Daniel). The Eclectic questioned the
heaven on earth. The human understanding is capable of de- “principles” on which the Juvenile Library was based, and
veloping the bright idea, and constructing a model of it” (80- opined that Godwin ought to have acknowledged himself to
81). In his essay on “History and Romance” (1797), Godwin be the publisher, since his name was an “index” of these prin-
argues for an imaginative kind of history-writing that can “in- ciples (Eclectic IV: 274). The 1813 spy-report fills out the hint:
terest our passions, or employ our thoughts about personal “The proprietor is Godwin, the author of Political Justice.
events, be they of patriots, of authors, of heroes or kings.” There seems to be a regular system through all his publica-
Children, Godwin observes, whose minds reflect the “genu- tions to supersede all other elementary books, so as to make
ine and native state” of the “mind of man,” have little interest his library the resort of preparatory schools, that in time the
in abstractions, craving knowledge of “individualities,” a principles of democracy and Theo-philanthropy may take
knowledge that Godwin believes to be creative and progres- place universally” (State Papers, January-March 1813; cited in
sive: “It is the contemplation of illustrious men . . . that kin- Clemit 45). The term “Theo-philanthropy” is a loaded one,
dles into a flame the hidden fire within us . . . if the energy of appearing prominently in Canning’s poem and Gillray’s no-
our minds should lead us to aspire to something more torious print, both entitled “New Morality” (Anti-Jacobin, July
animated and noble than dull repetition, if we love the hap- 9 1798; Anti-Jacobin Review, August 1 1798), in which a crowd
piness of mankind enough to feel ourselves impelled to ex- of revolutionary idolaters, including Godwin, is depicted as-
plore new and untrodden paths, we must not then rest sembling to sacrifice at the altar of La Révellière-Lépaux, a
contented with considering society in a mass, but must ana- leader of the French Directory, and of the Theophilan-
lyse the materials of which it is composed.” Only the study of thropists. This was a Jacobin Deist sect that espoused a ra-
individualities shows “what it is of which social man is capa- tional, natural religion, and preached that the morality of the
ble.” By this means, readers are enabled “to add, to the gospels and republican morality were one and the same,
knowledge of the past, a sagacity that can penetrate into the claiming “Jesus, the philosopher of Judaea” as the founder of
depths of futurity” (“Of History and Romance” 291-3). the Theophilanthropic religion (Ozouf 567; Scott/Rothaus

950-52). Canning’s “New Morality” described the Theophi-
A similar motivation underpins Godwin’s stories and lanthropists as “men without a God,” and associated La Rével-

histories for children, those citizens of the future. He wants lière-Lépaux with “soft seductions . . . and easy vice” (ll. 458-
to raise “the pulses which beat with sympathy,” an empathic 9). Using Canning and Gillray’s sly misrepresentation of En-
excitement with potentially transformative social effects glish reformers, then, the spy implies that Godwin in his
(Preface to Bible Stories 314). Godwin’s interest in imaginative guise as publisher and writer of children’s literature is inter-
story-telling and its links with moral and political transforma- changeable with the false priest of French Jacobinism and
tion had deep roots. As early as 1783, when he was writing a atheism. His report uses tendentious language to reinforce
prospectus for a boys’ school, Godwin was thinking about the these allegations, accusing Godwin of his own “soft seduc-
reading of history and its possibilities for forming the minds tions”: Godwin has planned the price structure of his histo-
of the future. History was the subject that he considered most ries and dictionaries, with “the temptation of an allowance of
vital in the expansion of imagination and associated fellow- three pence in every shilling,” to draw in, or “allure,” schools
feeling: not “the general history of nations,” but the history “of a moderate and a lower class.” The spy cites Godwin’s
of the character and actions of particular individuals, Pantheon (published under his usual pseudonym, “Edward
through which children are led “directly to the most impor- Baldwin,” in 1806), condemning it as “an insidious and dan-
tant of all attainments, the knowledge of the heart,” and gerous publication,” “calculated to mislead,” “improperly ex-
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cit[ing] the curiosity of young persons to read the grossest name with “mooters of fatal controversies . . . promulgators
stories” from Greek and Roman mythology, and “artfully” of absurd and monstrous systems . . . savage desolators” (Reply
promoting “heathen morality.” He goes on to allege that to Parr 13). Rather than distancing himself definitively from
Godwin’s histories of England and Rome print “every demo- his 1793 stance, however, in 1801, just as he was meditating
cratic sentiment . . . in italics that they may not fail to present his entrance into the children’s book trade, Godwin partly
themselves to a child’s notice.” Taken together, the spy con- restated his case for a re-examination of relationships within
cludes, these publications prove an intention to introduce families and the political repercussions of these modes of re-
children to “every principle professed by the infidels and lating: “I would desire to love my children; yet I would not
republicans of these days,” emulating the activities of desire so to love them, as to forget that I have what we were
“Voltaire and his brethren” in spreading the “infidelity and accustomed to call, before the hoarse and savage cry of Jaco-
disloyalty” that had had disastrous consequences in France binism! had frighted all moral language from its propriety,
(cited Clemit 45-46). higher duties” (36). Defending this higher sense of moral pro-

priety, Godwin wanted “justice and philanthropy [to] be con-
The allegation that Godwin was propagating a “sys- verted into a passion and made one of the stirring and living

tem,” a design of pernicious systematic subversion, was not thoughts of our bosom” (39-40). Such heart-felt, passionate
original. The Monthly Visitor reviewer of Godwin’s 1797 book relationship to the wider public was for Godwin also a deep-
on education, The Enquirer, worries that its “system” will mis- ening, a truer realization, of family love: “by contributing to
lead young readers, since “they, led away by the most gener- the improvement of my countrymen, I am preparing for my
ous passions of humanity, are too apt to become converts to child a society in which it will be desirable for him to live”
systems superficially great” (I: 381-4). Although the Visitor’s (47). Godwin is implicitly arguing against Burke’s rhetoric,
reviewer has a more sympathetic understanding of which merged what Burke considered natural feelings for
Godwinian idealism as one of “generous passions,” he still “our frame of polity” with those for “a relation in blood,”
hints at the dangers of Godwin’s philosophy reflected in his “binding up the constitution of our country with our dearest
theory of education. There is some justification for this cau- domestic ties; adopting our fundamental laws into the bosom
tion and for the 1813 spy’s suspicions. Godwin was troubled of our family affections; keeping inseparable, and cherishing
by the inequality of the relationship between relatively power- with all the warmth of their combined and mutually reflected
less pupil or child, and dominant teacher or parent. He roots charities, our states, our hearths, our sepulchres, and our al-
his ideas about education in a resistance to absolutism—a re- tars” (Burke 120). Whereas Burke approves of the interests of
sistance that is later reflected in the formal strategies and the state and loyalty to government melding with, or becom-
subject-matter of his Juvenile Library output. Political Justice ing confused with, the parental and filial affections of the do-
anticipates this commitment to an active and independent mestic fireside, Godwin sees excessive identification with the
faculty of criticism in children, with its notorious questioning family order as a source and symptom of political corruption
of the morality of family attachment and duty to parents. and social and moral disorder.
Godwin is tactlessly clear, in the year of the French King’s
execution, about the link between domestic, familial defer- Godwin’s commitments to justice and the “generous
ence—the supposedly natural deference of children to adult passions” of philanthropy, and to honest, unprejudiced en-
authority—and the submission of subjects to hereditary quiry as the “open soil” capable of fostering such beneficial
monarchs, both part, he thought, of a system of imposture growth, inform his reflections on education and enlighten-
which impeded human progress. Such irrational partiality ment from 1795 to 1801, and his writings for children from
was, Godwin argued, an obstacle to truthful living and thus to 1802 onwards. A close examination of Godwin’s ideas about
political justice, which entailed detached and independent education and his histories and fables for children reveals
judgment: “He that would be just must before all things esti- that far from turning his back on the critique of political and
mate the objects about him at their true value. But the princi- social corruption in Political Justice and despairing of progres-
ple in regal states has been to think your father the wisest of sive action post-1801, Godwin continued to mount a chal-
men because he is your father, and your king the foremost of lenge to authority and orthodoxy and to pursue reform
his species because he is a king” (II: 427-8). through his Juvenile Library work. To establish this con-

tinuity, I shall briefly draw out the correspondences between
The furore over Godwin’s attack on the family and Godwin’s Considerations of Lord Grenville’s and Mr. Pitt’s Bills,

unexamined attachments was an element in the late 1790s concerning treasonable and seditious practices and unlawful assem-
surge in propaganda against the French revolution and those blies (1795) and The Enquirer (1797): taken together, these
deemed to be its sympathizers in Britain. As Godwin noted in earlier works shed light on the politics of Godwin’s interest in
his reply to some of his attackers in 1801, without naming allowing children free choice in reading, and freedom to en-
him—indeed, by employing a barrage of malignant innu- quire into what they read.
endo that enabled his adversaries to treat him with “con-
tempt and abhorrence” without having to countenance what The main thrust of Godwin’s argument in the Consider-
would have been necessarily a self-incriminating response— ations is that the government is effectively forbidding “liberty
the propaganda had succeeded in associating Godwin’s of enquiry” and preventing “impartial examination” of politi-
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cal ideas, and thereby infantilizing the public (Considerations mind is nurtured towards “habits of intellectual activity”
37, 38). Godwin’s model of political progress is one in which rather than being crammed with “this or that species of
intellectual growth, fostered through acts of reading and knowledge”: “the first lesson of a judicious education is,
writing, shades imperceptibly into the growth of political jus- Learn to think, to discriminate, to remember, and to en-
tice. Pitt and Grenville had conspired to suppress this or- quire” (5-6). The end that Godwin has in view is ambitious.
ganic process of rational, consensual change by proposing As a “friend to general happiness” he envisions the potential
legislation designed, Godwin alleges, to outlaw the consulta- for a defeat of “despotism” and “public misery” through the
tion and discussion, the reading and writing that is vital to an activity of a rising generation of thinkers and enquirers,
open and progressive society (30). Like the corrupt familial rather than the wasting of talents currently produced by a
power criticised by Godwin in Political Justice, the government profoundly unequal and irrational social order (11).
was in 1795 proposing a law that deliberately evaded rational
analysis, using terminology “that may mean any thing or The anxiety to control children through what Godwin
every thing that the prosecutor shall be pleased to under- considers “barren lessons” blinds us, he argues, to the intel-
stand by it” (26), while silencing any potential voice of resis- lectual progress possible through the “intercourse of our
tance. In its attempt to exercise a repressive discipline over companions, or in our commerce with nature,” an egalitarian
freedom of reading and conversation, the government was process of exchange in which ideas and experiences become
regressing, Godwin claims, to forms of control used at an ear- “the fruitful parent of a thousand projects and contempla-
lier period, specifically by Elizabeth I in her efforts to stem tions,” the child’s mind parenting itself (18). In this process
the “liberty of the commons of England” (60). Godwin con- freedom to think independently is invaluable: only through
cludes that for Pitt and Grenville to draw on legislation that “innumerable errors of speculation” can progress be
Elizabeth had used to quash “ideas of liberty” (61) in parlia- achieved. In addition to conversation and free individual
ment in the sixteenth century for the drafting of the Treason- thought, free choice in reading, and even erroneous choices
able and Seditious Practices Bill was to act as if it were 1571 in reading, seem crucial to Godwin, allowing a child to in-
again, rather than 1795—a regression contrary not just to habit different selves and histories, through which “the mind
constitutional freedom but to nature itself: “Does [Pitt] be- becomes ductile, susceptible to every impression, and gain-
lieve that he will be permitted to treat men arrived at years of ing new refinement from them all” (28, 33).
maturity, in the manner they were treated while children?
Are we to have an Index Expurgatorius, teaching us what books Godwin repeatedly, almost obsessively, returns to the
we may read, and what books must on no account be question of freedom in The Enquirer, contrasting an educa-
opened? Is government to appoint certain persons to draw tion founded on the “tyranny of implicit obedience” (60)
up for us catechisms and primers . . .? And are we, by these with a schooling that preserves liberty of mind. In contrast
publications from authority, to model our creed and fashion with the formative and deeply ingrained sense of injustice
our understandings?” (70-71) In attempting to impose and inequality induced by conventional education, whether
boundaries on free thinking and expression, the government private or public, Godwin seeks a means of “communi-
was behaving like a dictatorial schoolmaster, but neglecting cat[ing] knowledge without infringing, or with as little as pos-
the fact that those it was treating like children were grown sible violence to, the volition and individual judgment of the
irreversibly beyond its power to control: the “human species,” person to be instructed” (76). This is something that can
asserts Godwin, “can no longer be treated with the rigours of only be achieved if the child’s learning is prompted by his
infantine discipline, nor can it be moulded into every form own desire to learn rather than by “constraint and fear” (78).
that its governors shall please to prescribe” (79). Godwin therefore urges a radical review of the balance of

power between adult authority and the child-subject, and
That Godwin subsequently extends this questioning of proposes a revolutionized education in which “the pupil

legitimate authority and sense of the importance of freedom should go first, and the master follow” (79). He is convinced
of thought to the scene of early education in The Enquirer that this is a plan “calculated entirely to change the face of
(1797) reflects his growing conviction of the interrelatedness education . . . . Strictly speaking, no such characters are left
of political reform with reading, writing and enquiry: the upon the scene as either preceptor or pupil. The boy, like
habit of reading and enquiring must be implanted in early the man, studies, because he desires it . . . Everything be-
life if progress is to be possible. The very title of Godwin’s speaks independence and equality” (80). Godwin calls for
book suggests a continuing resistance to the curbing of dis- children to be accorded respect, understood as adult citizens-
cussion against which he had protested in 1795, and as he in-the-making with their own moral sense: “I do not say that a
stresses in the Preface, The Enquirer itself originates in specu- child is the image of God. But I do affirm that he is an indi-
lative talk, uninhibited speaking: the essays within are vidual being, with powers of reasoning, with sensations of
“presented to the contemplative reader, not as dicta, but as pleasure and pain, and with principles of morality” (88).
the materials of thinking,” not to be taken as settled and un- Above all, “[t]he state of equality, which is the consummation
questionable fact, or even as fully finished enquiries, but as of a just education, should for ever be borne in mind” (118).
“the hints of enquiry” (viii). In his pursuit of truth, Godwin To this end, Godwin argues that the child should be allowed
proposes a model of education in which the young person’s to read at will.
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Conjuring up the scene of a locked library to enforce tracted from the Old Testament, for the instruction and amusement
this point, Godwin argues that prohibition and censorship of youth (1798), which aims to “impress the youthful mind
only produce cunning evasion and eventually result in habits with exalted ideas of the Divine Nature, to incline it to the
of deception. To attempt to control the influences to which perusal of the Holy Scriptures, and imperceptibly to lead it to
the child is exposed in this way is to enrol the child in a the practice of religious duties.” Pilkington’s objective is ex-
“school of refined hypocrisy” (132) and to discourage the pressly moral and religious, and she adapts the language of
candour and generous reciprocity that Godwin thinks essen- the Bible so as to make “duty and instruction go hand in
tial for rational and human progress: “a wall of separation is hand,” “familiariz[ing] the sublime style of the inspired writ-
thus created between children and adults. They are made ers, to one more adapted to juvenile comprehension” (Pilk-
prisoners, and subjected to certain arbitrary regulations; and ington iii-v).
we are constituted their jailors” (129). The metaphors of sub-
jection and arbitrarily constituted power are telling, espe- In contrast with this didactic purpose, focused upon
cially when placed alongside the image of imprisonment for “duty” and obedience, Godwin insists that it is imagination
illicit reading, so it should come as no surprise that Godwin that forms “the ground-plot upon which the edifice of a
uses precisely the same analogy formerly employed in his sound morality must be erected.” The “pulses which beat
Considerations, when rejecting Pitt and Grenville’s legislation with sympathy,” not merely the “intellectual faculty,” are the
against free expression and freedom of the press in 1795: he source of benevolence. Modern authors’ attempts to make
comments that for parents or teachers to censor and prohibit children learn by rote a “catalogue of rules” leading to a
the reading of certain books is to infantilize these citizens-in- “cold and arid circle of principles” (Bible Stories 313-314) bear
the-making, to “digest for our offspring, as the church of no relation, Godwin writes, to the knowledge of human moti-
Rome has been accustomed to digest for her weaker mem- vation and passion that can be gleaned from the histories of
bers, an Index Expurgatorius” (129). Godwin calls for the Isaac and Rebekah, Jacob and Esau, retold by Godwin but
schooled child to be given the keys to the library: “Suffer him retaining the uncensored language of the King James ver-
to wander in the wilds of literature” (144). sion, in all its “enchanting simplicity” (315). The selection of

stories is guided here, as is Godwin’s theory of education in
It was this emphasis upon licence in reading that The Enquirer, by his memory of himself as a child: he has cho-

aroused most of the adverse criticism directed at The En- sen those that “seized most forcibly upon his youthful imagi-
quirer: the Critical Review, Monthly Review and the British Critic nation” (316), and the collection is presented to the child
all expressed reservations, the last of these arguing against reader not as an initiation into moral law or “the mysteries of
Godwin’s promotion of freedom to read by warning its read- religion,” but “merely as historical, as tales of ancient times”
ers of the moral peril that might result from contact with the (314), to be read for pleasure. (When Godwin refers to the
previous work of “this dangerous and extravagant author,” writing of Bible Stories in his diary, he calls it “Jewish History”:
whose malign influence had diverted even fully grown-up the emphasis is on the Bible as a history of memorable events
readers from their duties, whether those “of men, of parents, and characters, not as doctrine.) Such powerfully imaginative
or of citizens” (British Critic XI: 26). Despite the reviews’ sus- and transporting tales can, Godwin states, “insensibly initiate
picion of Godwinian “wilds of literature,” when Godwin came the learner in the relations and generous offices of society,
to initiate his career as a writer of books for children, the and enable him to put himself in imagination into the place
commitment to imaginative freedom, candour and uninhib- of his neighbour, to feel his feelings, and to wish his wishes”
ited enquiry is reflected in the statements of intent, the nar- (313). Without invasive designs on the mind of the child, this
rative strategies, and often the content of his biblical and is still a school of morality with lasting and potentially trans-
national histories and fables. formative social effects. But as Pamela Clemit has observed,

conservative contemporaries like Sarah Trimmer viewed
The first of these, published in 1802 under the pseudo- Godwin’s emphasis on the importance of imagination and

nym “William Scolfield,” prefaces a collection of stories from pleasure in early reading as encouraging a form of licentious-
the Bible with a brief essay dissociating the book from other ness, because of the implicit faith in “insensible” influence
works “lately written for the perusal of children” that Godwin rather than authoritarian control (Clemit 61). Godwin had
dismisses as too heavily fraught with “abstract and general claimed in The Enquirer that children have their own “princi-
propositions”: they give children no sense of the “real tem- ples of morality” derived from their innate “powers of reason-
pers and passions of human beings” (Bible Stories 313). God- ing” (88); but his Bible Stories’ insistence on the moral
win criticizes these modern children’s writers’ tendency to potential of what Trimmer called “the wild flights of an undi-
“stop at every turn to moralize” and rails at the representa- rected imagination” suggested to her “the language of modern
tion of characters “so sober, so demure, and so rational, that philosophy,” a language of aberrant “principles” with a “natu-
no genuine interest can be felt for their adventures.” Above ral tendency” to “bring the mind into spiritual darkness.”
all, he complains, there is no “picture to engage the imagina- Christian parents who bear in mind the “just judgment of
tion” in these religiously impelled children’s books (313). He GOD” will, Trimmer asserts, “discern the folly, as well as wick-
does not specify his targets, but perhaps Godwin had in mind edness, of leaving children to form their own principles, and
Mary Pilkington’s Scripture Histories; or, interesting narratives ex- regulate their own manners, without lesson or rule.” Accord-
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ingly, Trimmer saw Scolfield’s Bible Stories as an “engine of leaves the manger in which it has slept all day while the horse
mischief,” that failed in the duty of “bringing every thought into worked, because he is now hungry himself, and is admon-
captivity to the obedience of CHRIST” (Guardian of Education I: ished by a child who comments that the dog might now be
247-8). denied food in his turn, “if I were as naughty as you,” but the

child rejects this punitive response (Godwin, Fables 2). God-
One of Godwin’s most successful works for children, win throughout the Fables avoids depictions of harsh punish-

his Fables Ancient and Modern (1805), also challenges the idea ment, represented by him as an abuse of power and a failure
that stories can and must communicate predetermined of reasoning in Political Justice (II: 244). Inserting the child
morals—a concept that Godwin ridicules in The Enquirer into the fable and using him to voice criticism, but also em-
when he wonders at the pious reputation of works such as pathy and forgiveness for the erring dog, Godwin encourages
Paradise Lost, in which God is represented as “so merciless (but does not instruct) his young reader to emulate the little
and tyrannical a despot, that, if they were considered other- boy in the story and to occupy the position of clear-sighted
wise than through the medium of prejudice, they could in- but compassionate critic in the fables that follow.
spire nothing but hatred” (Enquirer 135). Godwin disdains
the prescriptive authority that Trimmer advises, declaring Suspicious adult readers, like the informer of 1813,
that to communicate with children, “we must become in part might have read other meanings into this first fable and the
children ourselves,” introducing “quick, unexpected turns” others in Godwin’s adaptations that give children materials
into the narration to maintain the child’s interest, conversing by which they might choose to think about the abuse of
freely and informally with the child, and conjuring up pic- power, monopoly of resources and enslavement: the horse,
tures “visible to the fancy of the learner” (Preface to Fables though “very hungry, and very tired” after labouring all day
iv). His fables are gentle, rewritten to “end in a happy and while the dog lies idle in the manger, has no choice but to
forgiving tone” in order to encourage the compassion and accept the dog’s determination “to keep away from others
kindness “which a kind and benevolent father would wish to what [he] cannot use [himself],” since the dog serves the
cultivate in his child,” and Godwin avoids abstract moraliz- horse’s wealthy master and is admitted as a trusted favourite
ing, since he wants to “[form] the mind of the learner to to his household (2). Godwin’s story-telling in his fables, as
habits of meditation and reflection,” rather than thinking for Marina Warner has observed, often pursues a “low-key but
his reader (Preface ii). Trimmer’s reaction to this statement sustained assault on tyranny, intolerance and received ideas”
of intent is telling: Godwin’s Fables were “destitute . . . of (Warner 320): here, without comment, the child is told a
moral, and every thing that should characterize a Fable Book” story that enables him or her to reflect on wider moral ques-
(Guardian of Education V: 296). tions than the “envy” to which Croxall points, questions such

as the injustice of a system that rewards the idle and mono-
A comparison of Godwin’s fables with the fable-books polizing flatterer while overlooking the hard-working

he was attempting to supplant makes the effects of his narra- labourer.
tive strategies, and of his focus upon “individualities,” more
apparent. Samuel Croxall’s Fables of Aesop, with Instructive Ap- Godwin’s version of “The Wolf and the Mastiff” again
plications—frequently reprinted in the eighteenth and early differs markedly from Croxall’s. Croxall retells the fable very
nineteenth centuries—are short and baldly told, but have briefly, without filling out the characters of the wolf and the
lengthy morals attached to them, which effectively curtail any dog (although he might be said to weight the child’s sympa-
meditations or reflections that the reading child might derive thy towards the “jolly” dog (Croxall 28)). The original equal-
from the narration for him- or herself. (Unsurprisingly, ity of the hungry (but free) wolf and the well-fed (but
Trimmer recommends that readers should buy Croxall’s, not enslaved) dog is pointed out by Godwin’s wolf—“We are ani-
Godwin’s Fables.) mals originally of the same class, only with a little difference

in our educations”; the dog pompously agrees with the wolf’s
Godwin’s first fable, “The Dog in the Manger,” tells the observation by referring to an authoritative schoolbook of

familiar story of a lazy dog barring a hungry beast of burden 1800 on this matter, William Mavor’s Natural History (God-
from feeding at its manger, but embroiders the fable, adding win, Fables 89). Even in conversation the dog feels the need
a small boy to the scene. Croxall’s version begins with the to support his ideas with the props of conformity to author-
dog lying on the hay in a manger, continues by describing an ity, rather than thinking for himself. Although the wolf be-
ox trying in vain to eat from the manger, and ends with the gins by envying the dog’s account of his lot, rewarded with
ox cursing the dog as a “malicious wretch, who wilt neither food for barking at “idle people and thieves” and “fawn[ing]
eat hay thyself, nor suffer others to do it” (Croxall 186); this upon my master,” when he sees the dog’s fur “worn away
very brief narration is followed by a much longer “applica- quite in a circle” at his neck, where the dog has been chained
tion” about the evils of envy. In Godwin’s version, the horse and beaten “to make me quiet,” he changes his mind: “hun-
who is attempting to eat hay is much more fully character- ger shall never make me so slavish and base, as to prefer
ized, and although he does not speak or curse when the dog chains and blows with a belly-full, to my liberty” (91-92). With
stands in his way, he “was very sorry, and would have said, its casual opening reference to the original likeness of the
Pray, dog, let me eat! if he had been able.” The dog finally enslaved dog and the free, independent wolf, the fable calls
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to mind Godwin’s assertion in 1783, when discussing his ual’s personal integrity in the face of overwhelming pressure
plans for a reformed education, that “the state of society is to conform and obey. Lady Jane’s extraordinary intellectual
incontestably artificial,” and that the power of master over accomplishments and learning, her mastery of three modern
slave is not natural, but the consequence of “convention” or and five ancient languages, were, Godwin writes, in part a
“conquest”: “by nature we are equal” (Account of the Seminary, consequence of her parents’ coldness and brutality towards
2; cited by Clemit 55). her, which led her to turn to books for consolation, but she

would have done still better without these adverse circum-
But Godwin provides the child with enough material to stances: proof, Godwin asserts, of “how wrong that system of

reflect on the workings of a master-slave relationship without education is, which treats a free and apt disposition with se-
prior learning or contact with the authority of philosophical verity, and, as it were, applies the whip and spur to that horse
books, by giving imaginative play to the characterization of which, from the prompting of his own nature, would go as
the wolf and the dog. He psychologizes the fable, dwelling on fast as any master ought to desire him” (15) . His heroine is
the dog’s shame at having to admit the facts about his servi- an enquirer, one who parented her own mind. From the be-
tude to this “free and high-spirited creature” (Godwin, Fables ginning of her life Lady Jane distinguished herself from her
91) and registering the wolf’s shock at the abuse that the dog peers by her “clearness of apprehension” and “solidity of
not only meekly accepts, but justifies as merited: “Sometimes judgment,” rejecting the conventional attitude prevalent
I am so foolish as to be tired of my chain; and then I struggle amongst most ladies of her rank, who “thought their high
to get loose, and howl most dismally; and then my master station sufficiently authorised them to trifle away their days,
comes with a great stick, and gives me a sound beating to and domineer among their attendants” (10); instead, she
make me quiet. But he gives me excellent meat every day, chose to improve her understanding. As Godwin emphasises
and as much as I can eat” (91). As Robert Anderson com- at the beginning of his Life of Lady Jane Grey, he sees her story
ments, the mastiff’s speech “demonstrates the dynamics of as one bound up with an historical crisis in which the pro-
oppression familiar to readers of liberal and radical critiques gressive powers of mind—which he associates with Protes-
of the government: the mastiff not only chooses his chains, tantism and the “Revival of Learning” (Preface iv)—faced
but sees his own resistance as the problem” (Anderson 128). repression at the hands of those loyal to an old regime of
Yet Godwin leaves the fable un-moralized: unlike Croxall, intolerance and love of unlimited power: her life story is in
who appends a long “application” about the evils of slavery, this sense a “fragment of the history of nations,” but also mir-
Godwin allows his reader space to reflect imaginatively on rors the trials and tribulations of radicals and Dissenters in
the dog’s submission and the wolf’s rejection of the bargain. the 1790s.
The child is left to meditate on the original equality of the
wolf and the dog, before each was “educated” differently, and In Godwin’s retelling of Lady Jane Grey’s life, he
to consider which state is preferable. William Mulready’s il- makes it clear that she was subjected to familial tyranny, but
lustration for this fable confirms Godwin’s interest in images he also spends some time reflecting on the King whom she
as a means of promoting reflection: the wolf is pictured with briefly and unwillingly succeeded, Edward VI. He too is rep-
his back to the reader, foreshortened, only his head turned resented as a child who was manipulated into various unwise
in profile towards the dog, who is contrastingly conspicuous, actions by a man who purported to be his protector, the duke
seen from the side, as if to allow the reader’s attention to of Northumberland, John Dudley. For Godwin, Edward VI
focus on the marks of servitude, the bruises and scars, the exemplifies the vulnerability of kings, especially those placed
imprint of the collar. In effect the reader sees the mastiff on the throne while still children, as Edward was at the age of
through the eyes of the wolf: Godwin provides the means for ten: ignorant of the world, and without the necessary experi-
his reader to think about the abject state of voluntary subjec- ence and judgment to understand much about war, taxes,
tion, without forcing the thought. and liberty, kings as a class are permanently infantilized,

whether they are minors or fully grown adults. As proof of
Godwin’s Life of Lady Jane Grey (1806) extends these in- this, Godwin relates how Edward VI was tricked into believing

vestigations of freedom and independence, as well as provid- his original protector—his uncle, the moderate Edward Sey-
ing an intriguing coda to Godwin’s reflections on monarchy mour, Duke of Somerset—to be a traitor through Dudley’s
and treason in Political Justice and Considerations. This vividly “wicked contrivance” (21), thus setting in train the events
written short account of Lady Jane Grey’s brief life and nine- that would lead to Lady Jane Grey’s own eventual execution
day claim to the crown is presented to female readers in par- as an alleged traitor. Godwin here seems to echo and reflect
ticular as a model of moral integrity and accomplishment— on Hume’s account of the same event in the History of En-
as “the fittest possible [model] to be held up to the fairest gland: “Care had been taken by Northumberland’s emissa-
half of the rising generation” (Preface to Lady Jane Grey iii)— ries, to prepossess the young King against his uncle; and lest
but Godwin’s principal preoccupation in what he calls a he should relent, . . . the prince was kept from reflection by a
“specimen of the history of England” and a “fragment of the continued series of occupations and amusements.” (Hume I:
history of nations” (iii-iv) is with examining a young person’s 337). Hume goes on to relate that Northumberland also
subjection to familial hierarchy; the pursuit and abuse of made sure that the “rigorous statutes of treasons” were re-
power; the framing of the idea of treason; and one individ- newed, effectively gagging opposition: if anyone should ac-
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cuse the sovereign of heresy or tyranny or usurpation, in followed from Lady Jane’s trial and Mary I’s accession to the
“writing, printing, painting, carving or graving,” he would be throne. He depicts Lady Jane’s conviction of treason and sub-
“held a traitor,” and the Commons, Hume records, did noth- sequent execution as only one of the misfortunes consequent
ing to resist this infringement of liberty of speech (I: 338). All upon her misrepresentation as a willing conspirator against
of this material had strong resonances for Godwin, who had the rightful sovereign: the political unrest that erupted as
played such an important part in the Treason Trials of 1794 Mary became less popular made a personal tragedy into a
and the protest against the subsequent Gagging Acts. But national disaster. Godwin paints a vivid picture of the various
Godwin’s reflections on the exclusion of kings from open, responses to despotic government, describing how people re-
free discussion and reflection also recall the passages in Politi- act according to their individual temperaments (75-76). He
cal Justice where Godwin comments on the education of stops short of endorsing the idea that the people in such situ-
princes in falsehood, errors of understanding that spring ations might be justified in “over-awing” the court and
from their isolation from others and from new ideas. In an “reduc[ing] the government to terms” (77), but encourages
anticipation of his plea in The Enquirer for children to be al- his reader to think about why desperate measures might be
lowed their freedom and independence and treated with meditated by some in times of persecution.
candour, Godwin laments that in the case of a prince, “[t]he
winds of heaven are not permitted to blow upon him” (Politi- Godwin’s History of England (1806) continues his exper-
cal Justice I: 362). Those around him “never express them- iment with the communication of historical events and politi-
selves in his presence frankly and naturally . . .  They play cal debates to child readers. His preface declares his
under a mask. Their own fortune and emolument is always determination to produce a kind of history very different
uppermost in their minds, at the same time that they are anx- from those that, written in a “dry and repulsive style,” “excite
ious to appear generous, disinterested and sincere” (I: 363). no passion in the mind and present no picture” (iii). God-
When his courtiers are liars and actors, a king himself is not win’s “democratic sentiments” are a matter of inference, but
in a position even to “understand the meaning of the word the spy of 1813 was correct to think that Godwin was bringing
freedom” (I: 373); he has “deliver[ed] up his person into the instances of popular resistance to his readers’ attention via
custody of another, and may . . . be precluded from that very the use of italics. An example of this is in Godwin’s discussion
intercourse and knowledge it is most important for him to of James I’s attempts to exalt “king-craft” and to define the
possess,” a king only in name while “in reality a prisoner” (I: limitation of monarchic powers by his subjects as “sedition”
374). (Godwin’s italics). Godwin dismissively describes this as “very

foolish talk” (136-137), and goes on to explain that by the
The enemies of the progress of knowledge, Godwin im- reign of Charles II, two distinct bodies of opinion had

plies, are those whose greed for status and power override all formed as to the legitimate extent of monarchic power, asso-
potential commitment to the public good, such as Lady ciated on the one hand with the Episcopalians (the King’s
Jane’s parents, who, “ravished with the idea of a kingdom party), and on the other with the Puritans: “the king’s party
and a crown” (Lady Jane Grey 34), sacrificed their child at the taught passive obedience, or in other words, that whatever the
altar of ambition and thus made her subject to the allegation king thought proper to do, the people should submit: the
of treason. The lawyers at her trial, Godwin recounts, people’s party taught that the king was only one member of
“urge[d] the excellence of her understanding, the greatness our free government, and that, as the king had his preroga-
of her attainments, . . . as the most horrible aggravations of tives, so the people had their rights” (169-70). Godwin’s
her guilt” (65), and represented a plot not of her making as stance on this debate is evident when he calls Henry
her determination “to set her hand to war and battle, to the Sacheverell, who during Queen Anne’s reign “preached a
murder of her lawful sovereign, and the destruction and mis- flaming tory-sermon in favour of passive obedience,” a “very silly
ery of her country” (65-66). Godwin had personally encoun- fellow”. The informer of 1813 might well have been irked by
tered similar allegations, as the Reply to Parr demonstrates: he the repetition of the italics in this instance, especially in the
there recalls the anti-Jacobin accusation that if “these self- context of Godwin’s outline of the disagreement between
called philosophers once came to have power in their hands Episcopalians and Dissenters, since the controversy over
. . . they would be found as ferocious, as bloodthirsty, and full Bishop Horsley’s assertion in the House of Lords on Novem-
of personal ambition, as the worst of those men who shel- ber 11, 1795—that “the Mass of the People [had] nothing to
tered themselves under similar pretensions in a neighbour- do with the Laws, but to obey them”—was still a fresh mem-
ing country” (Reply to Parr 17). Countering the tendency to ory. Godwin even hints at the need for young readers to
identify with those in power, Godwin gives his child readers think critically about their own monarch, George III, when
the materials with which to imagine how Lady Jane felt about he comments that the first Hanoverian had continued the
being imprisoned for “imputed crimes against the state” anti-democratic tendency of the Stuarts by more subtle
(Lady Jane Grey 68), under intrusive surveillance, and barred means: George I had, Godwin asserts, sought to obliterate
from reading and writing, watched by guards who were “sel- the memory of the contest between liberty and power by
dom indisposed to make those . . . under their government “render[ing] the nation rich, commercial and pacific, a peo-
feel their power” (69). Godwin heightens the emotional ple of traders uninfluenced by the love of literature, or the
charge of his history of an individual by dwelling on what love of liberty” (175). Again, Godwin connects the love of
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From Electrical Matter to Electric Bodies
Richard C. Sha

American University

“The . . . great merit possessed by Schelling,” Hegel other hand, threatened to dissolve into incoherence.  Its ma-
wrote, “ is to have pointed out in Nature the forms of Spirit; terial status, therefore, was always a monstrous form of pro-
thus electricity, magnetism, & c, are for him only external test against the category division itself, and such protest was
modes of the Idea” (3:542).  Electricity here functions as the further masked by the fact that one imponderable, electric-
medium of synthesis between Nature and Spirit; moreover, ity, could always shade into another, say, heat or caloric or
Hegel praises Schelling for naming electricity as the very ex- light through analogy.  Napoleon believed humans to be the
ternality of the idea.  What allows electricity to leap across the product of the imponderable fluids of the atmosphere, and
divide between nature and consciousness, and what are the that after death, they would be returned to ether (Helibron,
implications of this for thinking about bodies?  For that mat- Imponderables, 16).
ter, what gives electricity the power to ontologize the rational
tool of Hegelian synthesis itself?  To answer such questions, I My interest here is in how these protests of incoher-
start with 18th century electrical materiality, how it was con- ence kept from being heard or seen.  Because 18th century
ceptualized as matter, and then consider what electricity treatises on electricity detailed the sensuousness of electric-
could do for bodies and how. ity, often lavishing attention on its acrid or sulphurous smell,

metallic taste, and cracking sounds, electrical materiality
In the 18th century, electricity was endowed with a ca- seemed self-evident.  This emphasis on electricity as a sensu-

pacious but ultimately incoherent materiality, shifting ini- ous experience helped to link a particular experience with
tially from a fire (sparks associated with electricity were called the Aristotelian notion of experience as how things happen
electrical fire) to a fluid to an imponderable fluid.  Kant in nature.  Electricity further provided grounding in sensa-
called Benjamin Franklin a “modern Prometheus” tion, which, in turn, provided a sound basis for science.
(Delbourgo 3), and Mary Shelley made this the subtitle to Once grounded, however, other theories were licensed by
Frankenstein.  As if fire were not capacious enough, in the this initial ground (Sutton 379).  Historian of science, Geof-
novel she also refers to the electrical fluid (Robinson 66). frey Sutton, thus considers how electricity was especially use-
Similarly, Joseph Priestley, electrician, seller of electrical de- ful for system building since its empiricism could so easily be
vices, and polymath, in his 1769 Familiar Introduction to the extended outward.  Sutton’s examples are Franklin’s turn to
Study of Electricity defined electrical matter simultaneously as lightening to construct a highly speculative theory of rain
fire and fluid.  He submitted that electricity was “that subtle and Mesmer’s animal magnetism.  Electricity enabled electri-
fluid which is supposed to be the cause of all those appear- cians and audiences to imagine phenomenology as part of
ances which are termed electric.  It is sometimes called elec- things (Schliefer xxiii), a way of connecting Kantian phe-
tric fire, and sometimes ether” (82-3).  Those who purchased nomena with noumena.
his electrifying machines automatically received copies of his
Familiar Introduction to the Study of Electricity (Schofield 228). One key problem: what was the ontological status of
Since fire and fluid and ether are potentially self-cancelling, the sensuousness of electricity? Were these sensuous effects
what prevents Priestley and Shelley from seeing contradic- part of electricity or merely its appearance?  Before Volta in-
tion in the forms of electrical materiality? Fire, ether, and vented machines like the voltmeter to measure electrical
fluid indicate forms of materiality that deliver intelligibility charges, precise measurement was impossible, and thus elec-
but without dictating logical consequences:  they offer the trical showmanship compensated for what physics lacked by
placeholder for materiality, rather than materiality itself.1 By way of measurement.  Indeed, Volta initially had to use his
thinking about electricity as a “cause,” moreover, Priestley own body—his fingers or his tongue—to feel the electricity, a
converts its essence from an effect that might just be an ap- dangerous proposition to be sure.
pearance to an essential cause.

To efface the possible split between appearance and
But electricity was considered a special kind of fluid, an reality, electricians converted electricity from an effect to a

imponderable fluid. Imponderable simply meant that it was un- cause and converted appearance into action.  Benjamin
weighable, and one must admire the creation of a category of Franklin’s using the law of the conservation of charge made
such paradoxical, even literary, matter as immeasurable ma- electricity into a calculable substance, a substance trumped
teriality.  While imponderability could indicate epistemologi- by mathematics (Heilbron, Electricity 330).  Simply put, the
cal modesty (Heilbron, Imponderables, 17), it also granted law stipulates that the net charge within any isolated system
electricity powers of immanence:  lurking behind this subtle remains constant.  Once charge could be calculated, it no
materialism was nothing less than the very hand of God. longer mattered that its essence was unknown.  Conservation
Hovering between a spiritual wonder and a rational curiosity meant that electricity was beyond human power to create or
(Delbourgo 8), electricity, on the one hand, promised an destroy (Heilbron, Electricity 330).  Charge conservation ac-
end to the division between spirit and matter, and, on the counts for the relationship between the amount of charge in
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a region and the flow of charge into and out of that region.2 suggests one of the limits of sensibility as a truth regime.  The
Mathematically, one can state the law as follows: legacy of natural philosophy, however, meant that electricity

could unify all forces into one that allegorized the simplicity
Q(t2 = Q(t1) + QIN − QOUT. and intelligence of God’s design.  Physician and friend of

Franklin, Erasmus Darwin thus justified the medicinal uses of
Where Q(t) is the quantity of electric charge in a specific vol- electricity on the grounds of a kinship between vital force
ume at time t, QIN is the amount of charge flowing into the and electricity (Elliott 196).4

volume between time t1 and t2, and QOUT is the amount of
charge flowing out of the volume during the same time pe-

In sum, then, what made electricity so powerful in the
riod.  Isabelle Stengers argues that such equations equate

cultural imaginary was its ability to offer a materialism with
“what they define as cause with what they define as effect,

reductionism that refused to limit itself to reductionism.
and in doing so disconnects cause and effect from any refer-

Hence simultaneous incarnation of electricity into fire, fluid,
ence to a particular past and a particular future of a moving

and ether without self-cancellation.  This ability to use the
object” (106).  She adds, “cause is not responsible for effect,

tools of reductionism without having to commit oneself to
it does not bring about the effect:  its identity is derived solely

the logical consequences of reductionism further seemed to
from the relationship of conservation it shares with that ef-

solve any potential tension between appearance and reality.
fect” (106).  My point here is simply that by making cause

Even though he claims that the soul is “subject to the laws of
equivalent to the effect, electricians are able to make the ap-

matter,” self-proclaimed “rational mystic” and electrician,
pearance of electricity look like the cause of it, and thereby

William Belcher, MD, for example, refused the label of mate-
short circuit the problem of appearance.  Because “cause is

rialist on the grounds that he was “convinced that the soul
what is exhausted in producing the effect, while effect, in ex-

does not consist of such matter as we are acquainted with”
hausting itself, will in turn reproduce the cause” (Stengers

(ii).  If the soul conformed to the laws of matter, it was a kind
106), nothing has been allowed to escape description, and

of matter as of yet unknown to man, and thus Belcher appro-
appearance cannot help but be the thing itself.

priates the insights of physics without committing himself to
letting present physics have the last word.  On the one hand,

Collapsing cause with effect was one strategy for doing
therefore, electricity could be understood under the law of

away with the problem of appearance.  Converting electricity
conservation of charge.  On the other hand, the wonder of

into action was another.  Erasmus Darwin wrote to a friend
electricity could elucidate “the Connection between the ma-

speculating on “the resemblance between the action of the
terial and spiritual world,” thereby rendering “the medium of

human soul and that of electricity” (cited in Emery 316).
thought visible” (Belcher, title page).  Only a materialism

Optician to the Prince Regent, George Adams, wrote in his
with reductionism that did not commit itself to reductionism

Essay on Electricity:  “there is a natural agent or power, gener-
could facilitate such simultaneous rationality and wonder.

ally called the electric fluid, which by friction, or other
means, is excited, or brought into action. This action is mani-
fested to our senses by what are termed electrical appear- I began with an examination of electrical materiality
ances” (1).  By transforming appearance into action, Adams because Enlightenment electricity facilitated a recursive loop
shifts phenomenality to the thing itself; he converts electric- between mechanical machines and living bodies, between
ity into an autonomous agent even as he puts aside his inabil- matter and bodies, and between the accrued knowledge of
ity to explain why or how electricity works as an agent.3  This physics and the nascent and therefore quite limited science
emphasis on electricity as action further collapses the gap be- of biology.  The term “biology” was coined by Lamarck in
tween the looking subject and the electrical object.  Instead 1802.  Such traffic between physics and biology was necessary
of framing the distance from the object as the ground of epi- given the status of electricity as a metonym for life:  the sur-
stemic virtue, many electricians insist on their proximity to it. geon John Abernethy speculated that life was analogous to
The being who is the looking subject is much like the electri- electricity.  Mechanical electricity also made the nervous sys-
cal being:  seeing into the life of things made things like ac- tem intelligible: since electricity was demonstrated to travel
tive and acting beings.  Beings, of course, could have almost instantaneously, it helped to make sense of the speed
knowledge of other beings. of nervous reaction.  Nervous fluid was therefore an electrical

fluid.  To find out how nervous electricity travelled from
The 18th century shift from a natural philosophy that point A to B within a vast nervous network, Luigi Galvani

strove to understand first causes—namely in terms of God— ground the nerves up to determine their chemical composi-
and towards a science that emphasized instrumentality over tion.  He discovered a high presence of fat, known to be an
intelligibility meant that the fact that electricity worked even- insulator, and thus Galvani could explain why nervous con-
tually trumped the need to explain it.  Science documented duction was so targeted.  Yet this recursive loop between
that it worked, but its job was not to explain why it worked. mechanical and living electricity ultimately facilitated the
Benjamin Franklin insisted, “I must doubt its Existence till I specification of human agency since human action—named
can see or feel some Effect of it” (Sutton 387).  Here effect as the supplement to vitalism which was itself the supplement
has become a kind of ontological guarantee, and perhaps to mechanicity—the marker of which was a certain kind of
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excess.  Far from being reduced by physics, then, human sufficient number of times with any other sensation D, idea
agency is in fact defined by it. E, or muscular motion F; it will at last excite d, the simple

idea belonging to the sensation D, the very idea E, or the
muscular motion F” (viii).  Excitement then provides the al-Mechanical electricity helped to define not only
lure of a mechanism whereby motion and ideas and sensa-human will, but also helped make inter-subjectivity seem pos-
tions are brought together into a causal chain of association,sible if not inevitable.  Benjamin Franklin claimed “the elec-
but the actual mechanism does not have to be specified sincetrical fire is never visible but when in motion, and leaping
electricity works in imponderable ways.  Along with the pat-from body to body. . . When it passes through dense bodies it
ina of materiality, electricity thus provided affect with theis unseen” (EO 48).  Franklin, moreover, speculated that
idea of causality.electrical charge was everywhere in the atmosphere, and the

ubiquity of electricity allowed it to suggest connections be-
Electricity, moreover, endows the emotions with con-tween all bodies.  His friend Erasmus Darwin argued in The

cepts of attraction and repulsion.  Belcher claimed not onlyBotanic Garden:
that the “soul (considered as synonymous with the mind) is

So with quick impulse through all nature’s frame subject to the laws of nature.  That, on this principle, apathy,
Shoots the electric air its subtle flame. sympathy, and affection, are the effect of attraction; antipa-
So turns the impatient needle to the pole, thy and aversion of repulsion” (i).  To the extent that elec-
Tho’ mountains rise between, and oceans roll. tricity was always attractive or repulsive, it was an especially

disruptive form of materiality insofar as it might disturb
Indeed, electricians regularly referred to the transfer of elec- other bodies and break them out of inertia.  Paul Gilmore
tricity from one body to another in terms of “communica- has underscored electricity as a disruptive force (73), and he
tion.”5  Electricity thereby grants language a transactional teases out the revolutionary implications of Shelley’s framing
phenomenality (Gilmore 73), one that insists upon an end- of poetry as lightening.
less potential for human connection (Gilmore 65). Thus
when Percy Shelley refers to writers who imitate the form but In all of this language, note how the agent has become
not the spirit of the age in terms of having “uncommunicated a product of his or her nervous components.  This reduction-
[the] lightning of their own mind” (PU 207), the trope of ism paradoxically enables physics to tell the story about the
lightning in fact makes such un-communication nigh impos- animation of human bodies.  Belcher claimed,  “I derive both
sible.  Such implicit connectivity did not have to be demon- my imagination and memory from adventitious aid; partly I
strated, and the symptoms of electrical connectivity could think from electricity, perhaps combined with oxygen” (19).
further stand in for the demonstration of actual connections. The language of action made the emotions seem effective;
If electricians were generally skeptical of action at a dis- before evolution stipulated that the emotions become predis-
tance—things acting where they were not—they turned to positions to action, Romantic understandings of emotion
electricity to finesse this problem because of the theory that link them to action.  This meant that Romantic feeling was as
“electrical atmospheres mediated attractions and repulsions” good as doing.  Electricity suggested a causal link, and in fact
(Heilbron Electricity 337). made feeling proleptic of doing.  James Delbourgo has ar-

gued that “the double status of electricity as a rational curios-
Because the language of affect saturates electricity, af- ity and rational experience” (8) enabled it “to defy Cartesian

fect becomes a contagious transactional exchange between dualism. . .by putting mind and body into startlingly direct
subjects.  If electricity took from affect a kind of sensuous communication” (8).  Insofar as electric affect crosses mind
presence that had the self-evidence of a shock, affect gained and body, it also facilitates the idea of affect as thought and
from electricity the rational language of attractive and repul- such thought as action.  Electricity, then, offered nothing less
sive forces.  Once again the recursive loop between humans than a material form of chiasmus between bodies and minds,
and machines enhances the power of affect even as it locates affect and intellect, and between the material and
affect in between subjects.  Priestley argued that electrifica- immaterial.
tion adds quantity of electrical matter (12), and this meant
the glass is said to be “excited” (15).  Excitation is the Ro- NOTES
mantic trope for emotions par excellence, for it endows af-
fect with causal logic and the appearance of rationality.  By 1Heilbron argues that Lavoisier understood “aeriform

linking too much or too little excitement with disease, John fluids. . .as compounds of a base with the matter of fire”

Brown made health itself affective.  And physician Erasmus (Imponderable 12).  The standard imponderables were:  light,

Darwin in Zoonomia documented the myriad ways in which electricity, magnetism, and heat.

electricity functioned as an incitantia to the body, a stimulant
to remove chronic pains. 2Delbourgo documents that because Franklin did not exploit

math, he was not taken seriously as a scientist (150-1).  In OE, how-

Hence William Belcher, MD, insisted that “if any sensa- ever, Franklin does deal with the mathematics of the conservation of

tion A, idea B, or muscular motion C, be associated with a charge (13).  Heilbron shows how Coulomb began to measure the
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Wordsworth’s Folly
Matthew Bevis

Keble College, Oxford

Byron set out the problem clearly enough: “Words- that fool you. He really is an idiot.” This joke is a reminder
that things both are and are not what they seem, one corol-worth—stupendous genius! damned fool!” (Woof, Critical
lary of which is that someone who “really” is an idiot—as wellHeritage, 291). He was not the first to have mixed feelings.
as somebody who is really interested in playing an idiot—Hazlitt observed of the Lyrical Ballads that “Fools have
might fool you into thinking that you had little to learn fromlaughed at, wise men scarcely understand them” (Works,
him.xi.87), cannily leaving it undecided as to whether the two

groups were synonyms or opposites. On occasion, Words-
worth’s writing seems to entertain the idea that the laughable An “idiot” can be hard to read, and may play the fool
can provide a key to understanding via forms of folly and idi- in either an unwitting or a knowing way. According to the
ocy. Granted, many of Wordsworth’s critics and parodists OED, he can be a “natural fool,” one “congenitally deficient
have been sceptical about this risky comic business; the Smith in reasoning powers,” or “a professional fool or jester,” and
brothers prefaced their skit on Wordsworth in Rejected Ad- Wordsworth has the tradition of the holy fool in mind when
dresses with these lines from Richard Cumberland: “thou art he writes to John Wilson about his Idiot Boy:  “I have often
Folly’s counterfeit, and she/ Who is right foolish hath the applied to Idiots, in my own mind, that sublime expression of
better plea;/ Nature’s true Idiot I prefer to thee.” ( MacDon- scripture that, ‘their life is hidden with God.’ They are wor-
ald, 76) Bracing stuff, although this assurance about the abil- shipped, probably from a feeling of this sort, in several parts
ity to spot the true from the false idiot may house its own of the East. Among the Alps where they are numerous, they
complacency. Groucho Marx’s joke about Chico in Duck Soup are considered, I believe, as a blessing to the family to which
is a more helpful way of getting a handle on the question: they belong”(Letters, i.357).  He points to the sanctity of true
“He may look like an idiot and talk like an idiot, but don’t let folly, for “hath not God made foolish the wisdom of this
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world? . . . God hath chosen the foolish things of the world to In A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Peter Quince feels that
confound the wise” (1 Corinthians  i. 20-27). So it betokens a the mechanics” comedy should be written in a traditional bal-
certain kind of idiocy to shun the insights of the fool: “If any lad-metre of “eight and six”, but Bottom suggests a slight
man among you seemeth to be wise in this world, let him tweak to the form: “No, make it two more: let it be written
become a fool, that he may be wise. For the wisdom of this eight and eight.” (III.i.16-18) Both their play and Shake-
world is foolishness with God” (1 Corinthians iii. 18-19). speare’s are timed by the moon—this is important to Bot-
Wordsworth’s comments also recall the Graeco-Roman view tom; “Look in the almanac. Find out moonshine” (III.i.33-
that misshapen and abnormal people, having already re- 4)—and the action throughout is punctuated by “The clam-
ceived all the bad luck that could be expected to befall them, orous owl that nightly hoots and wonders / At our quaint
were immune from divine punishment. They were therefore spirits.” (II.ii.6-7) Wordsworth’s poem is written in Bottom’s
employed as mascots on the principle that contact with the preferred style, a version of “eight and eight,” and its narra-
lucky brings good luck. tor begins by drawing attention to “The owlet in the moon-

light air” (3) before he says towards the end that “The owls
have hooted all night long, / And with the owls began my

Scapegoat, victim, clairvoyant, critic—the fool is a song” (443-5). The trials and tribulations of the fool in the
tricky customer. Fielding’s entry in his “modern Glossary” poem also parallel those of Bottom: a journey into the wood;
(1752) hints at the figure’s range: “FOOL. A complex Idea, a hazardous loss of bearings which may include both a meet-
compounded by Poverty, Honesty, Piety, and Simplicity” ing with spirits; and strange, ass-like behaviour (maybe, the
(36). A complex idea which includes simplicity is a version of narrator says, Johnny has been coaxed into “the goblins’
pastoral, as William Empson showed, because to be at once a hall” [238], or “Perhaps he’s turned himself about, / His face
simpleton and a paragon of simplicity is to judge those who into his horse’s tail” [332-3]). Bottom is himself a reincarna-
judge you. “We laugh at imbeciles,” but “they laugh at us, and tion of the fool, for his most memorable moment is indebted
are critics”: “the contradictions that appear in the doctrine to the ending of Erasmus’s The Praise of Folly (1511):“Eye has
were felt to be a gain, not an obstruction, because they not seen, nor ear heard, nor has the heart of man conceived
brought out this feeling of mutuality: ‘I call you a fool of one what things God has prepared for those who love him”. And
sort speaking as myself a fool of another sort’” (112, 108). this is Folly’s part . . . Those who have the privilege of exper-
The idea that mutuality may issue out of distance has long iencing this (and it happens to very few) undergo something
been seen as a central hope and trope of Wordsworth’s poet- very like madness: they talk incoherently, not in a human
ics, but it also plays a large part in the shaping of his humour, fashion, making sounds without sense . . . Soon after, when
particularly as it finds expression in “The Idiot Boy.” Looking they come to themselves, they say they do not know where
at this poem through the lens of folly, I suggest, sheds light they have been, whether in the body or out of it, whether
on how Wordsworth conceived comic impulses as an inform- waking or sleeping. They do not remember what they heard
ing energy of his imaginative thinking. or saw or said or did except in a cloudy way, as if it were a

dream” (137-8)“The eye of man hath not heard, the ear of
man hath not seen . . . what my dream was” (IV.i.201-3), Bot-

Johnny is in a long tradition of fools (holy and other- tom says as he comes to himself, talking incoherently about
wise) who develop a partnership with donkeys and asses, the privilege of his experience. “Man is but an ass if he go
from Christ to Cervantes to Sterne and beyond. Sancho about to expound this dream . . . man is but a patched fool if
Panza rides on his donkey “like a patriarch” (56), while Don he will offer to say what methought I had . . . I will get Peter
Quixote dreams up the name Rocinante in order to translate Quince to write a ballad of this dream” (IV.i.198-204). Audi-
his own ride from a nag to a steed. Both servant and master ences never hear that ballad, just as they never quite get to
sense foolery in such postures: Don Quixote notes that “the the bottom of what the idiot boy has been doing all night,
most perceptive character in a play is the fool” (479) and says but what is heard at the end of Wordsworth’s poem is a
of his faithful sidekick that “at times his simpleness is so haunting echo of Bottom’s language. The weaver is inclined
clever that deciding if he is simple or clever is a cause of no towards incongruity even in his more lucid moments; singing
small pleasure” (674). As if on cue, a few pages later Sancho to drown out the owls in the wood, he thinks of “The ousel
says the same thing about his master—“he’s a fool” (678)— cock so black of hue” (III.i.86-89), and then later, as a dying
because he seems both misguided and insightful. Words- Pyramus, he addresses the moon: “Sweet Moon, I thank thee
worth’s idiot boy, strangely simple and clever, is himself a for thy sunny beams, / I thank thee, Moon, for shining now
knight-errant of sorts: “His steed and he right well agree, / so bright” (V.i.252-3). Wordsworth’s poem ends when Johnny
For of this pony there’s a rumour, [. . .] He never will be out returns home from the wood and is asked to give his version
of humour” (117-21). When accounting for the sources of of events:
this humour in “The Idiot Boy”, critics have tended to focus
on Wordsworth’s debts to his immediate forbears (notably,

(His very words I give to you,)Bürger, Burns, Cowper, local tales, and popular songs), but
‘The cocks did crow to-whoo, to-whoo,its puckish power can be felt more strongly by listening to the
And the sun did shine so cold.’poem with another tune in the background.
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— Thus answered Johnny in his glory, relation and contrariety,” to “similarity and dissimilitude”
And that was all his travel’s story. (341, 369, 364) When Hazlitt delivered his Lectures on Comic

(459-63) Writers in 1819, he adopted Wordsworth’s formulation when
discussing comic incongruity: “the ludicrous is here blended

In his Leviathan (1651), Hobbes had warned that “seeing with a certain beauty and decorum . . . from the principle of
they [metaphors] openly profess deceit, to admit them into similitude in dissimilitude” (Works, vi.11) and when the
counsel or reasoning were manifest folly” (52) and that “si- Wordsworth himself praised the imagination which could
militudes” ungoverned by judgment are akin to “a kind of “draw all things to one” in his Preface to Poems (1815), he
folly I know no particular name for” (51). Johnny’s meta- turned to comedy for his example, quoting approvingly from
phoric muddle is in tune with the foolish task of poetry as Lamb’s essay on the genius of Hogarth (Major Works, 634).
Wordsworth conceives it. Like Bottom or Don Quixote, idiots
and poets refuse to bow to reality—or rather, they raise a sus- The idiot boy’s final words are the crowning example
picion that certain versions of reality are impoverished. As of what the narrator refers to earlier in the poem as
Wordsworth puts it in a later poem, “At the Ermite or Upper “Johnny’s wit and Johnny’s glory” (136). To put it this way is,
Convent of Camaldoli”, even a thing which seems as though I think, to cast a glance back on Locke’s criticism of wit and
“for mockery combined [. . .] Shows not a sight incongruous also on Hobbes’s feeling that laughter is evidence of “sudden
as the extremes / That everywhere, before the thoughtful glory” over “some deformed thing.” In his letter to Wilson,
mind, / Meet on the solid ground of waking life” (10-14). In Wordsworth was at pains to explain that “my Idiot is not one
some circumstances, then, thinking tends to render reality of those who cannot articulate and such as are usually dis-
itself incongruous and folly may become a form of “reason- gusting in their persons,” before singling out two passages as
ing.” Johnny’s world of strange contrasts (and his final evidence: the moment when Johnny laughs, and his last
words) may look as though they are “for mockery combined,” words about the owls and the moon (Letters, i.357). Both mo-
but they are testament to Wordsworth’s feeling that one of ments bring out a feeling of foolery that is neither simply
the callings of poetry is to wake up his audience to the incon- misguided nor wholly superior—“And Johnny burrs and
gruities they have in common. Indeed, Johnny’s perspective laughs aloud, / Whether in cunning or in joy, / I cannot tell”
on the world is of a piece with his narrator’s, who shares his (387-9); “Thus answered Johnny in his glory / And that was
hero’s predilection for seeing apparent extremes or oppo- all his travel’s story.” The odd alliances the boy invokes and
sites as co-implicated: “Almost stifled with her bliss, / A few inspires are a way for the poet to find a route to the beaute-
sad tears does Betty shed” (395-6); “She’s happy here, she’s ous via the ludicrous—and the narrator’s own use of simile
happy there, / She is uneasy every where” (399-400); “And as once again takes its bearings from his character. Take the
her mind grew worse and worse, / Her body it grew better.” following stanza, which was ridiculed by many reviewers.
(425-6) This is the way the acute, unruly mind of the fool When Betty at last spots her son in the wood, simile is up to
encounters and ponders the world. The implication is that mischief:
he, like the poet, sees better by seeing similitude in

She looks again—her arms are up—dissimilitude.
She screams—she cannot move for joy;

She darts as with a torrent’s force,To Wordsworth’s contemporaries, his very phrase “si-
She almost has o’erturned the horse,militude in dissimilitude” (from the Preface to Lyrical Bal-
And fast she holds her idiot boy.lads) would have been immediately recognisable in relation

(382-6)to debates about wit and humour. In the 18th century, the
major challenge to Hobbes’s influential account of laugh-
ter—which saw laughter as “a sudden glory,” a person’s scorn- Coleridge complained in Biographia Literaria that “the idiocy
ful expression of superiority over “some deformed thing in of the boy is so evenly balanced by the folly of the mother as
another, by comparison whereof they suddenly applaud to present to the general reader rather a laughable burlesque
themselves” (43)—was from what has come to be termed as on the blindness of anile dotage than an analytic display of
the “incongruity” theory of humour. This theory in turn maternal affection in its ordinary workings” (194). He echoes
evolved from discussions about wit. Locke’s influential defini- John Wilson’s earlier objection to the poem: “to me it ap-
tion saw wit as “the assemblage” of differing ideas to give a pears almost unnatural, that a person in a state of complete
sense of “resemblance or congruity”; in this regard, wit was idiotism should excite the warmest feelings of attachment in
inferior to judgment, for it “misled by Similitude” (156). the breast even of his mother” ( Lyrical Ballads, ed. Brett and
Later writers, though, emphasised how comedy sought out Jones, 335). So Betty’s love is incongruous because she hasn’t
the hidden truths within such assemblages. George Campbell thought it through properly: it is too high a sentiment for too
observed that wit and humour are built on “incongruous af- low a subject. From that perspective the simile in this stanza
finity,” on the discovery of “an unexpected similarity” in dis- is a miniature version of what is wrong with the poem at
parate objects (i. 67, 45). James Beattie also claimed that the large: it makes too much of Betty’s feelings just as she makes
“playful imagination” is drawn to this kind of discovery, and too much of her idiot boy. And yet the simile itself is part of
saw laughter as a response to “an unexpected coincidence of the poetic challenge, a challenge issued through, not despite,
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the humour. The exaggerated notion that in her keenness accompanied by one. When Peter Bell’s ass grins, the narra-
she could overturn the horse is laughable, but to laugh here tor describes Peter as “grinning with a joke” (1031), yet de-
is to assent to the visceral rather than rational foundation of clines to explain the joke. Some early reviewers were not
her love. The whole stanza is instinct with the urgency as well amused. The poet seems “to chuckle in secret over the
as the comedy of affection, an odd blend of seriousness and amazement and disgust which he prepares for his reader,”
slapstick: “And fast she holds her idiot boy” is a brilliant con- one commentator objected; what’s more, “he is too fond of
densation of her action in time and space; for a split-second, the ass” ( Critical Heritage, 706). Too fond, that is, because the
“fast” means “quickly” before steadying itself to mean animal is too low for so high a regard. Attributing a grin to
“firmly.” Anile dotage need not preclude analytic display; a an ass is like attributing wit to an idiot, or acuity to a fool, or
reader’s understanding of maternal affection here is fur- tenderness of feeling to a reprobate like Peter Bell.
thered rather than frustrated by a willingness to countenance
a double-act which comprises folly and idiocy. Byron’s parody of “Peter Bell,” penned in the margin

of his copy of Wordsworth’s poem, is similarly dismissive—
When Wordsworth took issue with Wilson, he was once but it is not only dismissive:

more led to similitude—and to simile: “I have indeed often
There’s something in a Stupid Ass,looked upon the conduct of fathers and mothers of the lower
And something in a heavy Dunce;classes of society towards Idiots as the great triumph of the
But never since I went to Schoolhuman heart . . . nor have I ever been able to contemplate an
I heard or saw so damned a foolobject that calls out so many excellent and virtuous senti-
As William Wordsworth is for once. —ments without finding it hallowed thereby and having some-

(Byron, “Epilogue”, Works, iv.285)thing within me which bears down before it, like a deluge,
every feeble sensation of disgust and aversion” (Letters, i.357).
“Like a deluge”: the language recalls the sudden sense of “a This verse has its fun while conceding that Wordsworth may
torrent’s force” within Betty. The tone here is clearly not be on to something (after all, in Don Juan Byron points out
comic, but Wordsworth’s pronouncement referring back to that “persecuted sages teach the schools / Their folly in for-
the incongruous figures of speech in the poem is a reminder getting there are fools” (XV.17)). So what is the “something”
that his comedy often houses his most heartfelt convictions. in the Ass and Dunce that might be worth such folly? One of
Following the lead of Jean Paul Richter, Thomas Carlyle Wordsworth’s neighbours noted that “if he was fond of
would later note that “true humour” is “a sort of inverse sub- onything, it was of li’le ponies” ( Swaab, 451), and in the po-
limity; exalting, as it were, into our affections what is below etry the fondness seems to be related to a feeling for down-
us; while sublimity draws down into our affections what is trodden humanity. In Home at Grasmere Wordsworth
above us.” (Essays, i.13) This distinction is close to the central confesses to
feeling of “The Idiot Boy,” a poem that risks and revels in a

A liking for the small grey Horse that bearsvision of sublime via the ridiculous. When Wordsworth said
The paralytic Man; I know the assof “The Idiot Boy,” “I never wrote anything with so much
On which the Cripple in the Quarry maimedglee” (Fenwick Notes, 56), he was pointing to an incongruous
Rides to and froalliance with his idiot, for “His heart it was so full of glee”

(725-8)(92). As Robert Burns acknowledged of the figure of the
Bard, he “is half an idiot too” (“To R***** G***** of F*****,

It feels as though knowing the ass is a way of knowing theEsq.”). Poets, idiots, fools—they all talk funny. One secret of
Man, and as though the figure of the fool is somehow haunt-the idiot-fool’s inscrutable laughter and strange language is
ing the darker spaces of the Wordsworth’s imagination.that, while you think you’re indulging him from a distance,

he may be recommending and talking more sense than you
currently care to imagine. These spaces are often stumbled upon in Words-

worth’s blank-verse poetry. When readers encounter the bro-
Readers like Wilson have little patience for such things; ken-down man in The Ruined Cottage, whistling strangely flat

commenting later on Wordsworth’s defence of Burns, he “merry tunes” and idly “weaving bells and caps / Of rushes,
wrote “if he will make a fool of himself, he cannot well blame play-things for his babes” (215-29), the writing expresses sym-
us for recording his folly” ( Woof, Critical Heritage, 610). But pathy with its subject through its own odd melody, for bells
there are worse things to make of oneself than a fool, and and caps are variations on the cap and bells. Speaking of
reading “The Idiot Boy” as an oblique praise of folly via Eras- Wordsworth’s reception by the critics, William Jerdan
mus and Shakespeare may encourage another way of reading thought it odd that the poet was often “held up as a Zany
Wordsworth—for the wisdom that may be lurking in the odd- with the cap and bells” even as he was “worshipped as an ex-
ity of his comic instincts. Wordsworthian horseplay is full of alted Genius” (Swaab, 269), yet this is the mixed reception
strange doublings—from the narrator of “Strange fits of pas- that the zany may encourage if he himself takes his own folly
sion I have known” to the Idiot Boy, from Peter Bell to Benja- seriously. Here the shade of Don Quixote is raised again, be-
min the Waggoner, the man who plays the ass is usually cause he is both the knight of the sorrowful countenance and
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a man in search of pleasure, not too far removed from Peter thing from your fancy, is itself a commitment to the Quixotic
Bell and his ilk. In “My First Acquaintance with Poets,” after (it is fitting that “craz’d” here could refer to the “I” as well as
describing Wordsworth as “Don Quixote-like,” Hazlitt added to his imagined quest-figure). Yet the poet is “half-possess’d,”
that he also looked “not unlike his own Peter Bell” (Works, just as the figure is a “Semi-Quixote.” He announces the high-
xvii.117-18). He was recalling Peter’s face, “keen as the wind est hopes for the effects of poetry, but gently intimates the
/ That cuts along the hawthorn fence,” with “a medley air / limits of what might be hoped for; “I, methinks” might be
Of cunning and of impudence” (276-80). This medley is pre- proud or slightly hesitant (“You know, I could do that”),
sent in The Brothers, in a passage which Lamb praised when while “Oftentimes, at least” hovers between self-assertion and
writing to Wordsworth. The vicar looks at Leonard and concession. The grand Miltonic cadence of a line like “Me
thinks to himself: hath such deep entrancement half-possess’d” can come

across as oddly inflated when immediately followed by the
’Tis one of those who needs must leave the path plain-spoken “When I have held a volume in my hand.” The
Of the world’s business, to go wild alone: whole passage—like the best writing in The Prelude—is in a
His arms have a perpetual holiday, tone which is both aspiring and wryly self-watchful, with many
The happy man will creep about the fields lines carrying a sound that is difficult to gauge. It’s heard, I
Following his fancies by the hour, to bring think, in the assonance of the last line: as well as drawing
Tears down his cheek, or solitary smiles “earthly” and “Verse” nearer to one another, it brings the
Into his face, until the setting sun words “immortal” and “Poor” into each other’s orbit and cre-
Write Fool upon his forehead. ates a space in which the egotistical sublime is shadowed by

(102-9) an earthly ruefulness.

This description is a disguised self-portrait of the artist as a The Prelude often stages small comedies of self-appre-
young man. The fool is he whose vagrancy seems like a com- hension, for it understands that an autobiography with epic
mitment to a vocation, the figure whose willingness to go wild pretensions contains within it a potential for mock-epic, and
lures nature to rise to the level of sponsor. He returns in an- that its narrator is flirting with foolishness. Mark Storey has
other guise in Book V of The Prelude, where the poet tells of suggested that “Someone who ends up taking himself as seri-
his fears for the precious yet fragile value of literary art ously as does Wordsworth finds that a sense of his own ab-
before recounting a dream inspired by a reading of Don Quix- surdity is an important part of that process” (42). This is why
ote. A man “with wild look” appears, a rider on a quest, armed The Prelude is sometimes to be found catching itself in the act
with a book which offers “A joy, a consolation, and a hope,” of its own phrase-making:
before the dreamer then wakes with Cervantes” novel still by

weight and power,his side. As so often with Wordsworth, the aftermath is as sig-
Power, growing with the weight: alas! I feelnificant as the event itself:
That I am trifling

Full often, taking from the world of sleep (The Prelude [1805] VIII 705-7)

This Arab phantom, which my Friend beheld,

This Semi-Quixote, I to him have given At the line-end, “I feel” feels momentarily grand (something
A substance, fancied him a living man, like “I feel—I feel it all” in the Intimations Ode), before then
A gentle Dweller in the Desart, craz’d tilting over into a confession. In these surroundings, “tri-
By love and feeling and internal thought, fling” is not only felt as a participle, but also as an adjective—
Protracted among endless solitudes; not just what the poet does, but also what he is. Many of the
Have shap’d him, in the oppression of his brain, most memorable passages skirt between pathos and bathos,
Wandering upon this quest, and thus equipped. as when the long trek through the mountains “Ended in this,
And I have scarcely pitied him; have felt that we had cross’d the Alps” (VI 524). This sense is not so
A reverence for a Being thus employ’d; much of something evermore about to be, but more like a
And thought that in the blind and awful lair belated sense of something having been. At other moments,
Of such a madness reason did lie couch’d [. . .] hindsight brings with it an intimation of foolery amid mo-

I, methinks, mentous occasions. The boat-stealing episode in which the
Could share that Maniac’s anxiousness, could go huge cliff “Uprear’d its head” and “like a living thing, /
Upon like errand. Oftentimes, at least, Strode after me” (I 407-13) contains a Quixotic glint; the
Me hath such deep entrancement half-possess’d, young adventurer might as well be fighting windmills.
When I have held a volume in my hand,

Poor earthly casket of immortal Verse! When James Thurber claimed that “humour is emo-
(The Prelude [1805] V 140-64) tional chaos recollected in tranquillity,” he was making an

astute comment about Wordsworth as well as about humour.
The poet follows as well as represents the Knight of La The gentle comedy in the poems often comes from the way
Mancha. To give a substance to a dream, to fashion a living in which past selves are looked upon as fools: they are ini-
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tially condescended to and indulged, but they also gaze back The Philosophy of Rhetoric (2 vols. Cadell, 1776); Carlyle,
at the spectator with a look half-critical, half-quizzical. Per- Thomas, “Jean Paul Friedrich Richter” (1827), in Criti-
haps it could be said that the child is father of the man in the cal and Miscellaneous Essays (4 vols.; Chapman Hall,
same way that the fool is the double of the poet (as Erasmus 1857); Cervantes, Miguel de, Don Quixote, trans. Edith
pointed out, in Greek the “childish” and the “foolish” were Grossman (HarperCollins, 2003); Coleridge, Samuel
closely related (118)). In poems like “The Idiot Boy”, “We Taylor, Biographia Literaria, ed. George Watson (Dent,
are Seven” and “Anecdote for Fathers”—as well as in The Prel- 1975); Empson, William, The Structure of Complex Words
ude—Wordsworth may be seen to be searching for his own (1951; repr. Penguin, 1995); Erasmus, Desiderius, The
language for an emerging strand of thought in both associa- Praise of Folly (1511), trans. Clarence H Miller (Yale,
tionist psychology and idealist philosophy. In Observations on 2003); Fielding, Henry, The Covent-Garden Journal and A
Man (1749), David Hartley suggested that the most natural Plan of the Universal Register-Office, ed. Bertrand A. Gol-
occasion for derisive laughter is “the little mistakes and follies gar (Clarendon Press, 1988); Hartley, David, Observa-
of children”, but this laughter is checked when we realise tions on Man, His Frame, His Duty and His Expectations (2
that they are rightly following the dictates of nature rather vols. Richardson, 1749); Hazlitt, William, The Complete
than custom: “we often take notice of this, and correct our- Works of William Hazlitt, ed. P. P. Howe, (21 vols. Dent,
selves, in consequence of being diverted by it.” (i.440-1) 1930-4); Hobbes, Thomas, Leviathan (1651), ed. Rich-
Friedrich Schiller echoed and extended the point when con- ard Tuck, (2nd edn. Cambridge, 1996); Locke, John,
sidering the naı̈ve expressions and actions of the child in his An Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690), ed.
essay “On Naı̈ve and Sentimental Poetry’:  “[M]ockery of in- Petter H. Nidditch (Clarendon Press, 1979); Macdon-
genuousness yields to admiration of simplicity. We feel our- ald, Dwight, Parodies: An Anthology from Chaucer to Beer-
selves obliged to respect the object at which we formerly bohm—and After (Random House, 1960); Shakespeare,
smiled, and since we at the same time cast our glance upon William, Complete Works, ed. Jonathan Bate and Eric
ourselves, bemoan the fact that we are not likewise endowed. Rasmussen (Macmillan, 2007); Mark Storey, Mark, Po-
Thus arises the entirely unique phenomenon of a feeling in etry and Humour from Cowper to Clough (London: Mac-
which joyous mockery, respect, and melancholy are com- millan, 1979); Schiller, Friedrich, “On Naive and
pounded . . . The child’s act puts the world to shame . . . We Sentimental Poetry” (1795-6), repr. in German Aesthetic
laugh at him, yet we cannot refrain from esteeming and Literary Criticism, ed. H. B. Nisbet (Cambridge U.
him”(182-4). The same might be said of the relation between P., 1985); Swaab, Peter, ed., Lives of Great Romantics:
the audience and the foolish poet: he divests mockery of its Wordsworth (Pickering & Chatto, 1996); Thurber,
sting by turning it inward, and makes laughter a catalyst for James, New York Post (29 February 1960); Woof, Robert,
an unexpected kind of replenishment. ed., Wordsworth: The Critical Heritage 1793-1820 (Rout-

ledge, 2001); Wordsworth, William, The Poems of Wil-
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Wordsworth, Loss and the Numinous

Phil Michael Goss
Jungian Analyst, University of Central
Lancashire

Wordsworth’s intuition of the sublime parallels Jun- To illustrate, I offer fictionalised clinical material
gian notions about how the numinous operates through the which provides, through the portrayal of themes which have
unpredictable and mysterious movements of the self.  In the cropped up in my practice, versions of vivid inner experi-
words of Casement and Tacey, the numinous is  “something ence, impressions of how loss may get projected into, and at
like ‘awesome’ and . . . refers to the emotional quality of re- times apparently transformed by, landscape, or cityscape. I
ligious experiences” (xvi).  Wordsworth describes it in Tintern propose that the mystery inherent in loss; that is, of a loved
Abbey as an “aspect more sublime; that blessed mood” in one being there one moment, and not being there the next,
which “we are laid asleep / In body, and become a living may somehow become re-constellated by way of  a projection
soul” (132).  This notion of the sublime as a kind of “state of of that affectively unsolvable mystery onto the external or
connection” with a deeper sense of reality, by way of nature, natural world. That mystery, in turn, can afford access to the
enables one to “see into the life of things. . .” (133). In this deeply felt intimations described by Wordsworth in his
paper, from the perspective of a Jungian analyst, I consider poetry.
the encounter with the numinous, particularly where it may
be facilitated by formative experiences of loss. In Mourning and Melancholia, Freud writes, “in mourn-

ing it is the world which has become poor and empty. . .”
(254).This impoverishment and “emptying out” of the famil-Rather than invoke the vast library of works on Words-
iar environment (which he contrasts with other depressiveworth and the sublime, for the purposes of my discussion, I
states where it is the ego which becomes empty) may make itpropose that for Wordsworth, the sublime is an aesthetic and
likely that  a heightened awareness of what is “there,” “notaffective experience of the environment that becomes some-
there” or “hidden” in the environment becomes an often un-thing numinous. In moments of numinous encounter, one
noticed legacy of the loss, particularly for a child whose form-moves beyond or behind the sensual daily reality accessed
ative relations to the environment are more open tothrough psychological and physiological systems, and instead
influence. For some people, Wordsworth included, loss andtries to  find ways to emotionally and cognitively process, and
mourning create the conditions for the generation of numi-symbolise, such an experience.
nous experiences. These conditions take the form of  mo-
ments experienced in relation to landscape generally or in

The numinous is a term Otto coined from the Latin relation to specific objects in the natural world, where there
numen (“divine presence”) to refer to non-sensory, non-ra- may be a sense of encountering what Jung describes as some-
tional experience of feeling directed towards something be- thing “secret and very other”  (Memories, Dreams, Reflections,
yond oneself. The numinous is usually unavailable to be seen 38). This tentatively proposed link between loss, grief and
or experienced because humans simply do not have the fac- the numinous experiences Wordsworth terms as an encoun-
ulties available to experience it (5-7). However, in the mo- ter with the “sublime,” is one way in which the experiences
ment of encounter with the numinous, one is afforded a he describes may get generated.
momentary glimpse into, or intuition of, hidden depths in a
view, image, object, sound or other sensory stimulus.

William was eight years old when he lost his mother.
He did not see his sister between the ages of eight and seven-

From  the patterns in Wordsworth’s life and the multi- teen. At age nine, he was sent away from the family home in
ple bereavements he experienced as a child, it appears to me Cockermouth with his brother to Hawkshead School . Wil-
that his experiences of loss influence more than his affective liam was thirteen when his father died. Such a sequence of
states and  contribute to the constellation of numinous ex- losses and locational upheavals were  common two hundred
periences in his  poetry.  Several related questions help to set and thirty years ago in Great Britain, and still happen, yet
the scene to explore this possibility. First, how might inter- something  takes the breath away about how the very founda-
rupting experiences of loss in the midst of life, and the griev- tions of William’s life were knocked away; or at best pre-
ing which arises from them, get projected onto the served in memoriam, or in the pining hope of return (in the
landscape, evoking experiences which seem to be both case of Dorothy). In “We are Seven,” Wordsworth asks, “A
“other” and  “familiar”? Second, might one see phenomeno- simple child. . .. What should it know of death?”—a question
logical examples of these experiences in Wordsworth’s po- everyone  might agonise over from time to time. Knowledge
etry? Third, how might this experience be manifested in of death, encounter with death, is like sexual intimacy;  one
others no matter where they live (town or country), and how can never be a virgin again. Wordsworth lost this “virginity”
might one begin to make sense of what Wordsworth de- in terms of parental bereavement twice over by the time he
scribes, in Jungian terms? was thirteen.
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Studies on bereavement in childhood and adolescence ing both the masculine and the feminine) rather than the
emphasise how the loss of the “real” parental object (though one-sided patriarchal spirituality of the Old and New Testa-
the introjected mother or father remains in some form ments. Instead there is a sense of the archetypal mother and
within), can radically impact on how reality is experienced by father seeming to be absorbed into “that immortal sea /
the child, particularly  the younger child, (Worden W. & Which brought us hither,. . .(where). . .the children sport
Silverman); and impact on the feel  and form of a young per- upon the shore”  as he says in the Intimations Ode ( 301 ).
son’s journey through adolescence (Ribbens-McCarthy and This image is also an archetypal vision of the child playing
Jessop). This element is the key which explains why these ex- safely in the lapping waves of the parental sea.
periences are infused with a special kind of “life”; a “life from
death” one could say. In Jungian terms, the child archetype In my view, the grieving process itself provides access
retains a crucial influence on individuals as they continue on for the child to the realm of the numinous. The shock, sor-
life’s journey through adulthood and towards old age. To row and depression commonly associated with loss combines
Jung, the archetypal was a dimension of human experiencing to sustain the “hole” created in the psyche, and this empti-
that is like “. . .the invisible presence of the crystal lattice in a ness can be particularly powerful for a child who has lost the
saturated solution” (Western Religion, para. 222, n2). An ar- presence of mother and/ or father.  However, the grieving
chetype is something which is simply “there,” its presence un- process may allow for something compensatory to take place
noticed until one sees or experiences the effects of it. It is which might open access to numinous experience for the
also bi-polar, in that there will be two poles which are oppo- child, and leave a legacy of “fleeting access” through later
site but capable of producing all shades in-between, such as life.
“day and night” with its shades of light and dark,  dawn and
dusk. “Compensation” is an important concept in Analytical

(Jungian) psychology. Jung came to the view that there is a
The term “archetype” is often explained in terms of powerful influence at work in the psyche to maintain equilib-

the figures and roles one inhabits at various times, or experi- rium or homeostasis. The “self” as the underlying purposive
ence in others— Mother, Father, Child, Trickster, Hero etc. centre of who one is constantly tries to steer one through life
But it also refers to the phases and milestones everyone en- in as balanced a way as possible, and will point out , through
counters in life—birth, adolescence, adulthood, and death, dreams for example, where one may, from a more limited
as well as when the archetype of Death literally intrudes into ego position, need to address imbalance   ( General Aspects of
life when a loved one dies. I propose that when the Death Dream Psychology, Para. 269 ). Applying this principle to the
archetype becomes constellated with the Child archetype, impact of loss on a child, I propose that the child’s grief
something profound can happen, like the generation of needs to find some kind of compensation for the loss.
deep intimations of the type found in Wordsworth’s poetry.
In a similar way to Wordsworth, Jung (The Psychology of the This compensation could take the form of a new close
Child Archetype: 260 n.21) saw the Child archetype as repre- bond with a grandparent, but it could also take the form of
sentative of something which can connect one to the  bigger an opening up to something bigger, something archetypally
picture of the collective, old and perhaps spiritual reality ‘parental’ which, in Wordsworth’s case took the form of “na-
from which everyone  might emerge at birth. As an archetype ture as parental dyad,” where  sublime intimation offers
the Child also, as Shiho Main argues “exhibits duality and profound compensation for the loss of the real parental love.
integrates opposites . . .(including). . . the pre-conscious and
post-conscious essence of humans.” (Childhood Re-imagined: In Grief and Mysticism, Aberbach describes how mystical
45)  In other words the Child archetype also carries some- states may be related to encounter with death through be-
thing of what might be “before birth” and “after death.” reavement (as well as other presentations of mental ill
Therefore, the appearance of a critical loss in childhood may health), and how access to the numinous may be generated
constellate intimations of what lies beyond life and death. in response to loss, as some kind of psychic compensation. I

do not know if this compensation has any purposive quality,
A classical Jungian perspective proposes that individu- or if it is an almost automatic unconscious dynamic which

als have two sets of parents—real, and archetypal. Where pa- throws open access, fleetingly, to something “other”: how-
rental bereavement occurs for a young child, it then becomes ever, the former should at least be regarded as a possibility.
possible, as Lindley says that: “People without their actual
parents often develop a hole in the psyche, through which Taking these insights back to “We are Seven,” I pro-
the archetypal parents reach to them directly” ( 58).  For ex- pose that Wordsworth is referring   to the effect on his sense
ample, Lindley offers the figure of Jesus Christ as one who of self by the succession of deaths—real bereavements as well
apparently could access the “Father above” because he did as exile from his sister and original home, in this poem about
not seem to have a real father. In Wordsworth’s case, his hav- an imagined eight-year-old girl who cannot admit the loss of
ing lost both parents by the time adolescence began helps to two siblings who remain alive within her, their continuing
explain how overtly “natural” his intimations are, infused presence in her psyche, and in the fields and roads around
with a pantheistic sense of something “whole” (i.e. contain- her home. The girl in the poem is eight years old, as Words-
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worth was when he lost his mother. He produced this poem ability of both in women and men (Mathers, An Introduction
around twenty years later, drawn back to the moment when to  Meaning and Purpose in Analytical Psychology:85-6).  In my
the numinosum of death manifesting in the midst of life an- reformulation,  Wordsworth”s sublime encounters can be de-
nounced its shattering presence in his life. scribed as being influenced by erosima—ie where anima gets

infused with Eros, bringing inner experience which is life-en-
This compensatory process, then, is laced through his hancing, enlivening, reviving, revivifying. I also propose a

poetry, in the shape of big  feelings and profound intima- place for the presence of thanima—where contact through
tions in response to anxieties such as the intruding fear of a Thanatos (the draw towards deadness / depression / destruc-
lover’s death even as the narrator in “Strange fits of passion” tiveness) provides access to the world of spirit, made available
rides towards her cottage: “Oh Mercy!” to myself I cried, / If Lucy through a soulful search for feeling by way of soulful encoun-
should be dead!” (148) The compensatory numinosity of some- ter with nature, infused, mainly unconsciously, with grief. I
thing “bigger” in response to the panic induced here, is bril- will refer to this application of ideas from Jungian and post-
liantly conveyed in the concluding image of the setting Jungian thinking about the influence of feminine and mascu-
moon. line on the experience  of “familiar otherness”—by what

Wordsworth termed as “spots of time” (565)—as I explore his
In the Intimations Ode,  Wordsworth also expresses poetry as well as my own clinical experience.

moments which seem to sit “out of time,” provided by the
breaks in ones relationship to life - when death intrudes and In relation to the presence of “deathliness,” Words-
the clock stops—which tell something about how this com- worth’s intimations have a deeper and at times dimmer and
pensatory sublime experiencing of the  numinous  “out darker flavour.  Wordsworth illustrates the ways loss and grief
there” in the landscape, gets constellated. It could be that generate a sense of mystery and profundity in relationship to
where Thanatos locks horns with Eros is where one might ex- landscape,  in  the boat-stealing episode in “The Prelude”
pect to experience something “in the air” around and within where a rearing mountain seems to be chasing him and
defying explanation but connective with something that en- leaves him “with a dim and undetermined sense / Of  un-
larges of psyche but lies “too deep for tears” (302) .  Words- known modes of being” (385) which haunt his dreams. Close
worth writes about his sense of the lost connection with encounters with death, notably the experience of loss in
something elemental and profound as one moves further childhood of a loved one, particularly a parent, may expose
away from childhood as “nature’s priest.” In the “Ode,” he the psyche to the mysterium tremendum of death as an unbear-
associates this idea of a diminishing spiritual return from ably inscrutable and powerful archetypal presence which
ones engagement with “the bigger picture” over the life span, constellates in moments where outer reality evokes it, such as
with a certain kind of grief. “while the birds thus sing a joyous when a mountain might rear up in the dark as the boy rows
song, / And while the young lambs bound.” (298). across a lake under a night sky.

From a phenomenological standpoint, the poet exper- Going back to Jung’s intra-psychic formulation one
iences moments where his affective state inside is out of step could see this event as a darker anima experience, what I
with a sense that maybe he “should” be feeling a kind of joy, would term as the presence of a kind of thanima energy,
or at least a kind of nourishment, from the scene outside and where the anima experience is infused with a dark, shadowy,
before him: pangs of grief for what has been lost, which he deathly power, which is enough to strike terror as well as awe
seems, on the cue of “the trumpets from the steep” to be able to into Wordsworth’s heart. I do not pretend to understand
overturn and convert into the joy which emanates from his what this power “is” nor suggest  that encounters with loss
communion with nature. automatically open one to some other hidden psychic, or

spiritual, reality. However, the subjective reality of such mo-
Wordsworth’s poetry expresses a kind of “grief” which ments needs to be respected for what it is, and for the person

finds balm in moments of connection with the immanent who has experienced them.
presence of the natural world. In Jungian language one
could describe this experience as a constellation of positive Clinical vignette 1: The Wall:  A woman client, in her
anima, that is a feminine quality of soul which in turn makes forties, described a brick wall at the end of a cul-de-sac near
it possible for contact with the presence of spirit via soulful her home in the city, which she used to pass walking to and
connection with the natural world (Anima and Animus from work each day.  She described a feeling that arose
Para..303). strongly in her at times when passing one end of the road

and seeing the wall a few hundred meters away at the other
In Men, Women and Relationships, A Post-Jungian Ap- end. She found herself wanting to stare at it and “experience

proach, I proposed a reformulation of the anima-animus dyad. something powerful which came from behind it.” She also
In Jung’s original formula, anima is the presentation of the described experiences when she took the bus up a hill which
feminine in men as experienced through image, feeling, overlooked the heavily built-up area within which was the
and/or thought; and animus likewise is the masculine as pre- street with the wall. There was, she said, “a really powerful
sent in women  though later writers have suggested the avail- moment”  when the bus went up the road above the streets
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where “I can suddenly see over the wall, right across the east of thanimus (ie deadened masculine energy which evoked the
side of the city, all the houses, the factories, the cathedral, child’s encounter with the death archetype).  This approach
the town hall, the parks, everything.” She described how on helped to give depth and meaning to the experience which
occasion this moment could feel like the whole city, even the her genuine respect and sensibility towards it seemed to
run down bits ( such as a burnt out tower block a couple of merit.
miles away ), could seem “alive with energy”“ and the silhou-
ette of the city  scape would get “imprinted on my brain, so it Recalling Freud”s notion of mourning as a state of “ex-
is still there when I go to sleep.” clusive devotion” (op cit: 253) to the lost object, which re-

quires that ego is closed off, I thought this phenomena was
As we worked together, I found myself setting these similar to what Wordsworth experienced, where something

mysterious pulls at the edges of her awareness within the con- has been opened up mysteriously because apparently ego has
text of the memories of her father, who had died in a had to take such a back seat, and it is the mysterious aestheti-
motorbike accident when she was seven. Although her mem- cal awareness of the deeper self rather that of ego which is
ories seemed to become more available to her, the picture able to access sublime experience. In The Prelude, VI, Words-
was still fragmented and contradictory—for example, memo- worth describes such a process: “when the light of sense / Goes
ries of him paying her close attention contrasted with a out in flashes that have shewn to us / The invisible world” (463-4).
strong, hurtful, memory of him dismissing a drawing she had A space, created by the emptying  out of the world, as Freud
done for him. I noticed this ambivalence reflected in my describes bereavement, means that the usual ego strengths,
sense of her, sometimes feeling warmth towards her, at other the “lights of sense,” are thrown into relief by one’s world
times a wish to dismiss her thoughts and feelings. She recal- being disrupted through loss, possibly allowing one to see in
led that when he  died she had seen through the window a flashes something deeper, hidden in the depths.
van driving past the house with the mangled motorbike,
which she recognised, on the trailer behind it. She remem- Here, Wordsworth’s sublime as a state of mind rather
bers then watching the van and trailer pass along the road than a quality existing in the landscape, helpfully points to
then down a track which went to a scrapyard. This image had the way that the subjectivity of the individual observing or
haunted a number of her dreams, and still did. She also re- experiencing what I am referring to a moment which seems
members staring out of the window day after day with the to take them “outside time” needs the space to have been
feeling that he would be back soon, although another part of created around the ego, ie one could say a “spaciousness of
her knew, because she had seen the smashed motorbike, that self” in order to elicit the sensibility towards what might be
this could not be true. The feeling though was utterly real for “beyond and behind” normal reality.  This experience  does
her, she shared it with no one but herself and her Dad, who not have  to be predicated by  loss, as clearly peak, numinous,
she still talked to inside and around her, somewhere; still moments are experienced by people irrespective of this influ-
“real” in an affective and relational sense. ence; but rather this is a particular route into  experiencing

the numinous, which I am exploring the possibility of in this
With this clinical knowledge in mind it is easy to patho- paper.

logise her fixation on the brick wall, plus her encounter with
a momentarily enchanted city when she could see over it In this respect, loss may act as  a powerful emptier of
while on the bus, as an unresolved recapitulation of the grief the world  and  for some people a new relationship to the
reaction of a young child to losing a parent. In itself, this way possibility of encountering this kind of “enchantment” may
of thinking about it is indeed valid; there seems to be a griev- arise. It may even be possible to link this  to ideas about syn-
ing process which was not mediated by those outside and chronicity as a kind of residue of loss which seems to invoke
around her, and a continuing inner and intra-psychic rela- an external-internal “meaningful coincidence” (Roderick
tionship with father as introjected object, pined for inside Main, 7). Such a synchronicity might need the presence of
and out. some occurrence in the cityscape or landscape—a view, a

sound, a smell, a moment of fright with an animal, or a bus
However there is more going on here, both in her con- turning a corner to throw houses and factories into view - for

scious efforts to find meaning in what happened years ago, in something to be triggered within the subjective (affective and
her draw towards this wall, and  some deeper, unconscious perceptual) field of the observer which connects with a pow-
link to some sense of “otherness” which she cannot find the erful sense of “otherness”; something collective but more
words for. Moreover, there was more than one moment in than human, perhaps a “psyche within nature”, a kind of
our work when I found a strong image forming in my mind “Gaia logos” perhaps which is other, but also in these moments
of her standing in front of the wall with the city stretching fleetingly intelligible.
into the distance, or moments in the consulting room where
we seemed far away from each other. I perceived this image Clinical Vignette 2: Boy in the Woods  A teenage boy
as access to a numinous constellation, infused with the pres- lived in a residential school since he was six when  he lost his
ence of an erosimus (positive masculine) spirit, which was mother to illness  and his father had not been able to cope
around in the “empty environment”; as well as by the energy with his oppositional and sometimes violent behaviours. He
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described how he found release, when on weekend or holi- the kinds of experiences Wordsworth had,  point to an arche-
day visits at home, in walking with his dog, at night-time in typal constellation around death which needs the spaces one
the fells. He felt he knew the land well, and with torch in inhabits—in his case the stunning heights and lowlands of
hand, he would tramp through the woods and boggy grass- the Lake District—to open up in flashes of a revealed felt
land at the dead of night, ostensibly looking at the owls and sense of something “bigger” and “other than” the human
bats (he had inherited a keen bird watching  habit from his and the familiar. This “something” can be described in vari-
dad), and, as he said, “just to be by  myself, sometimes feeling ous phenomenological, psychological and spiritual/ religious
sad, sometimes feeling ok”. He told me that sometimes when ways, but it is a something which “gives something back” to
he was in the wood he “felt as if the whole wood was alive, the bereaved soul in compensation perhaps for having its
like it was one, breathing thing”. In these moments he said heart broken.
he felt weird, “ scared but I just want to stand still and listen
to the wood breathing.” His yearning for the embrace of In alchemical terms, this compensatory process affords
mother, a life-giving erosima (positive feminine) yearning, another lens through which to view the arising of numinous
one could say, seemed to be projected onto the “mother for- experience by way of the interface between childhood grief
est.” The fear of being lost or swallowed up in it carried a and nature which, in turn, can shed further light on what
sense of an archetypal terror of Great Mother, infused with a might have been going on for Wordsworth as well as in the
mortally fearful, thanima (dark feminine), combined to help fictionalised case studies. For Jung, alchemy provided the
constellate access to something numinous. In a more general template for understanding the process of meaningful psy-
way the urge to wander out at night “searching for some- chological growth or healing. He came to the view that al-
thing” is reminiscent of conventional theory about the stages though the alchemists  failed at turning  base metal into
of grief where for example Murray-Parkes talks of a “yearn- gold, they had hit on the archetypal psychological truth that
ing/pining” stage as the second stage which follows the ini- something of real value can be generated if the messy, shad-
tial numbness incurred by the shock of the bereavement owy “dark stuff”  within can be faced and integrated. The phi-
(12). Here there is a struggle to accept the permanence of losopher’s stone or the living water can become more
the loss that gives way to despair and depression before there available if one embarks  on such a process, either through
can be recovery and re-organisation of self in relation to life. analysis, or some other well-grounded personal process fo-
Although such theories can seem overly formulaic, the di- cused on self-exploration (possibly with an overtly spiritual
mension of grief which is about searching for the lost object dimension, though not necessarily so).
does seem to be a widespread feature of the grieving process.

As Darlington observes, the Alchemists prima materia
However his description of such experiences also car- were the substances which had been dismissed as having no

ried a powerful tremor of “otherness” (which I experienced value but turned out to have the most potential to enable
as a quiver of fear down my spine and a greater spaciousness spirit to be released in matter. She writes: “I see a parallel
between us), of something unknown which touched him here with the humble and commonplace subjects of Words-
deeply with both terror and fascination. The sense of other- worth’s poetry, which through his work, and our own as read-
ness seemed in one way to be a recapitulation of the aching ers, reveal their inner value and release spirit.” ( 59)
un-knowability of where his mother had gone which he had Likewise, working in analysis with the ordinary, faulty, messy
experienced as a boy.  In another way the subject-object rela- aspects of who one is carries a profound potential for deep-
tion experienced in such “moments out of time,” between his ening ones sense of self, of “individuating,” the on-going pro-
painfully undigested grief and the otherness experienced in cess of integrating aspects of oneself and becoming more
the dark wood seemed to arise in an a-causal way, Although it fully oneself (The Relations between the Ego and the Unconscious:
was like meeting his lost mother in the wood, he experienced Para. 242).
it as a contact with something thoroughly unfamiliar which
he also described as “choosing to let me walk through it.” Jung noticed that, archetypally there were a number of

stages of development or analysis which needed to happen
Whatever  happens when the numinous breaks for this process to “work” (The Alchemical Process and its Stages,

through in a “sublime” experience of the environment, the 228-241). For the alchemists these stages were portrayed in
conceptual terms are less important than appreciating phe- differing ways but generally “fit” with four stages based on the
nomenologically, what happens in these “moments out of writings of Heraclitus of Ephesos: nigredo, a blackening or
time,” and what it is which might release ego from its usual melanosis, albedo, a whitening or leucosis, citrinitas, a yellow-
preoccupations: dealing with reality plus getting on with its ing or xanthosis, and rubedo, a reddening, purpling, or iosis.
job of maintaining some kind of psychic “status quo.” As the movement through black to red implies, something

comes into being, into life, from the place of deadness. In
Arising from the impact of loss and grief there might Jung’s application of the cycle to analysis, he draws on the

be some kind of psychic compensation at work. Psyche has more  refined twelve stages of the Rosarium (The Psychology of
suffered a literally grievous wound, but in the opening of the the Transference, 401), where the alchemical couple (“King
wound in turn something deeper has been opened up, and and Queen”) come together in the alchemical vas and pass
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through nigredo, a deadening of relationship, as often hap- ization that human perception is absolutely limited  by the
pens in a long terms analysis before there is a sprinkling of the perceptual apparatus of the physical body” (26). The physical
dew and a “whitening” begins the process towards a new con- vas of the human body which provides the container that
cuinctio where the patient is helped to integrate shadow as- makes the life of the psyche possible has its limitations in
pects and a new version of self is generated (the analyst too is terms of what depth of experience is possible. This is some-
affected and developed by being part of this alchemy). thing which seems to haunt Wordsworth here with a feeling

of absence or lack—the intimation of something profound,
the numinous ingredient in the landscape just out of reachFor such alchemy to occur, one needs to have a suita-
with the summit of Mont Blanc a cruel reminder of how big,ble and solid crucible or vas (alchemical bath) in which the
high, or deep this could feel if only it were properly availabletransformation can take place. Here the parallel with the
in this moment, as perhaps it once had been.therapeutic relationship and process becomes clearer, with

the analyst’s role being to provide the containing space (safe
but facilitative) within which the analytic process can unfold Nevertheless, the legacy of grief seems to be an ingredi-
for the patient. Here, then, is an example of how the mixing ent in the crucible of body, mind and soul which makes the
together of different elements—in this case the various fea- possibility of the “gold” in these moments outside time to be
tures of the analysand’s psyche (personality, shadow aspects, seen and felt, their elusiveness, as in this case, almost making
plus developmental, environmental and archetypal influ- them the more poignant, as if the ache induced by the mani-
ences etc), as well as the psyche of the analyst. festation of the “soulless image” provides some evocation of

the usurped “living thought.” This is a feature of archetypal
process; that where one end of the archetypal polarity is ac-The principle of container and contained also applies
tive, the flip side may not be literally present, but it will beto the parent-child relationship, with the child dependent on
there somewhere in the air, waiting for its moment to showthe presence of the parent to begin to find themselves and
itself. This is the principle of what Jung drew on Heraclitus toexplore their emerging relationship to the wider world.
refer to as “enantodromia” (Khan, The Art and Thought of Hera-Within the container provided by parents, children become
clitus ): that everything eventually turns into its opposite, orthemselves. When a parent dies, or for some other reason
there will at least be moments or episodes where this occursdisappears from the life of a child, the container has a gaping
before the dominant end of the archetype - in this case anhole in it, or can even seem to have been destroyed. Into the
archetype of  absence-presence where  absence is the moreyawning space all the archetypal parental material flows. The
powerful - reasserts its dominance.danger is the child’s psyche could be flooded, overwhelmed.

There is psychotherapeutic evidence that when this flooding
happens, the self takes steps to defend itself which can create In Wordsworths case the experience of grief and ab-
automatic blocks, even self-destructive patterns in later life so sence seems to tip into intimation and contact with the sense
as to avoid having to get close to difficult feelings which are of “familiar otherness” at times, however fleetingly, as evoked
reminders of the shock and trauma encountered as a child across his poetry.  So, the alchemical metaphor works to help
(Kalsched, The Inner World of Trauma, 7-10). describe and in a sense explain this kind of subjective exper-

iencing of the numinous in the landscape. First, in Words-
worth”s case, the archetypal polarity of death and life hasIn a more benevolent outcome, the child finds another
been evoked in his life and in his psyche, as contained withincontainer, another alchemical crucible which is  big enough
his physical body. Here nigredo. or blackening, has takento hold, even if only partially, the extent and depth of the
place from early on in life. Second, the albedo, or whitening,contents which have come flooding through the wide crack
is provided by something numinous which acts as a compen-in the damn between the conscious and unconscious mind,
sation for the loss, a rooted availability of something beyondand allow for an alchemy of the known and unknown to en-
which opens up deep intimations which go beneath and be-counter one other. This encounter, I speculate, might be
yond normal personal experience. Thirdly the availability ofwhat happened for Wordsworth; whereby he was left with a
landscape as well as of the potential to encounter sublimemix of yearning, discomforting feeling about having lost
beauty or other aesthetics, such as the aesthetics of terror orsomething joined with a gift of insight into deeper realities
horror in specific moments or via particular natural or man-which are on the edge of his awareness, sometimes becoming
made objects / buildings etc. provides the necessary conduit,available as flashes of awareness. For example, his description
the yellowing, or citrinitas. This, finally, enables access to thein The Prelude of his disappointment when he discovers he
fourth stage, the reddening, or rubedo, wherein the exper-has crossed the Alps without knowing it, the famous and fa-
iencing of the numinous encounter with intimations of some-miliar Simplon Pass passage:  “From a bare ridge we also first
thing “immortal” and “too deep for tears” is possible:beheld unveiled the summit of Mont Blanc, and grieved to have a
moments of gold, hard won from the blows of grief and loss,soulless image on the eye that had usurped upon a living thought
and through the careful attention to feeling and thought as itthat never more could be.”  As Laurence Wright remarks: “This
responds to the physical environment and to unexpectedapparently inconsequential poetic moment presents a fleet-
moments of encounter with something familiarly other.ing feeling of grief and estrangement accompanying the real-
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The Gothic-Romantic Nexus: Wordsworth,
Coleridge, Splice and The Ring
Jerrold E. Hogle

The University of Arizona

The fundamental drives in the vexed relationship be- If such claims and writings can be deemed quintessen-
tween Romantic and Gothic modes of symbolic discourse in tially Romantic, there seems little distinction between that
the late 18th and early 19th centuries, I want to argue here, mode and the Gothic—or rather the neo-Gothic launched
has survived, surprisingly intact, in fictions and especially most influentially by Horace Walpole’s novella The Castle of
films of the 21st century.  Romanticism as I view it, just to be Otranto, especially its Second Edition of 1765 with a new Pref-
clear, includes a wide range of work across several genres ace that bore a subtitle (“A Gothic Story”) never used as a
characterized by what Wordsworth makes the “object” of his generic label before but printed bigger than its title in subse-
and Coleridge’s Lyrical Ballads in an 1802 revision of his Pref- quent editions (Walpole, Castle, 3).  That Preface defines this
ace to the Second Edition:  the “throwing over” of “com- new literary “species” as a cross-generic “blend of the two
mon”—or sometimes already extraordinary—“situations” a kinds of romance, the ancient and the modern,” whereby the
“certain coloring of imagination” by which the initial focus of latter, in which “nature” is “sometimes . . . copied with suc-
perception acquires an “unusual aspect” because of “the cess,” Walpole admits, is conjoined with the “imagination
manner in which we associate ideas in a state of excitement” and improbability” of the former, so much so that “the pow-
and proceed to infuse and alter the initial focus with those ers of fancy,” as in old romances, have “liberty to expatiate
associations (Wordsworth, Prose, 281-82).  This is the very through the boundless realm of invention” while “the mortal
combination echoed in the Biographia Literaria (1817) when agents’ in the story behave “according to the rules of
Coleridge values both “exciting the sympathy of the reader” probability” in more realistic middle-class novels, even when
by a perceived “adherence to the truth of nature” as it is per- they face “stupendous phenomena” of “ghosts” and other su-
ceived and yet lending “ the interest of novelty” provided by pernatural hauntings recollective of old Catholic fantasies
“the modifying colors of the imagination” reminiscent of the now disbelieved in more enlightened times (Walpole, Castle,
heightening of the earthly to suggest the supernatural in the 9-10).  Seeing as the natural and the imaginative are as juxta-
old romances of medieval and even Shakespearean times that posed here largely as they are in Wordsworth’s and Coler-
had been revived in the later 18th century (Coleridge, Bio- idge’s theories of the Romantic, one cannot be too surprised
graphia, 168).  Although this attempt at bridging perceived when “Gothic Story” features continue to surface in “The
reality and a quasi-mythic exaltation of it by imagination has Thorn.”  The “aged” plant is rendered early in this poem as a
been (I think rightly) viewed by Forest Pyle as an ideological stony “mass of knotted joints” now “hung with heavy tufts of
construct that “addresses the [extreme] fissures of the social” moss,” so it soon stands “High on a mountain’s highest ridge”
at the time by trying to compose a “coherence” that strives to for all the world like a Gothic castle, even one haunted by
heal, or at least cover, those fissures, even though reality as “voices of the dead,” the “Cries coming from the mountain-
perceived is already ideologically and thus socially inflected head” ( 8, 14, 23, 174, 171)  Yet Wordsworth and Coleridge,
(Pyle, 3), no scholar, I think, would deny that the “Romantic” right at the time of the Lyrical Ballads, make a point of con-
aspiration works towards “abolishing the ‘immeasurable gulf’ demning what the Walpolean Gothic has become as the very
between the true and the good” while simultaneously articu- antithesis of their project.  Wordsworth’s Second Edition
lating the “link between world and mind” by striving to subli- Preface sets the Ballads explicitly off from the ‘frantic novels
mate the former by way of the latter (Pyle, 6), even if that . . .tragedies, and . . . extravagant stories in verse” that the
means, as in Byron, revealing the irony of the distance that Gothic has become for him by the 1790s (Prose, 284) not long
still yawns between one pole and the other.  In Wordsworth’s after Coleridge in 1797 has reviewed the most wildly anti-
“The Thorn,” for example (Lyrical, 103-10), published in the Catholic of Otranto’s Gothic descendants, The Monk (1796) by
first Lyrical Ballads of 1798 and only somewhat revised there- Matthew Gregory Lewis, and found it “low and vulgar,” hy-
after, the juxtaposition of a petrified old plant and the griev- perbolically typical of a “species of composition” now “manu-
ing and guilt-ridden “Martha Ray” point to the abandonment factured” (he says) like industrial copies of Walpole’s ill-
and debasement of rural people because of a changing econ- assorted mixture against which works of clearly higher culture
omy, supposedly revolutionary wars that have turned into re- ought to stand in contrast and exhibit greater imaginative
newed oppression, and the inequities of the class structure, unity (Coleridge, “Review,” 185-87).  Such views, in fact, be-
all now in question, as they deserve to be.  Yet this poem ulti- came so pervasive at the turn of the 18th into the 19th cen-
mately turns its litany of losses into the object of an act of tury that, as Michael Gamer has shown, “gothic writing”
sympathy that both embraces and rises above it all in a tran- became “blamed” in many a British “periodical” and “essay”
substantiation of horror and pain that makes both Martha for nearly all the inconsistencies “in literary production and
and the thorn, in the poet’s monumentalizing of their recur- consumption” (67)—which, as Julia Kristeva suggests in her
ring appearances and the stories about them, what Slavoj Powers of Horror, are thereby “abjected,” or thrown off and
Z̆iz̆ek has called a “sublime object,” albeit “of ideology.” down, into the Gothic, supposedly the main literary site of

the anomalous and the dis-unified—at a time of increased
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urbanization and industrialization, economic upheaval, and guise, the unresolved tug-of-war in Walpole and his audience
fervid ideological debates in the wake of the revolutions in “between two versions of economic ‘personality’: the “tradi-
America and Europe.  It is as if the Gothic mode of paradoxi- tional claims of landed property and the new [more bour-
cal ingredients was at once at the very root of what came to geois] claims of the private family” (Clery, 77).  From the
be Romantic writing, given Walpole’s combination of the re- beginning of the “Gothic Story,” in other words, the mobility
alistic and the imaginary, and yet a kind of infancy of drives, of its signs and the conflict in its cross-generic orientations
like the Freudian unconscious, that supposedly “higher” Ro- have made it fundamentally about ideological irresolution
manticism sought to repress as what must not be consciously and the fears that come from being pulled simultaneously
seen, even though it kept returning from repression, not just towards waning and emerging forms of human self-fashion-
in such expected places as Coleridge’s “Ancient Mariner” or ing and visions of cultural, natural, and even cosmic order.  It
“Christabel,” Mary Robinson’s Lyrical Tales, Scott’s historical is clearly into the Gothic by its very nature, as even Coleridge
poems and novels, or Byron’s Manfred (named for the anti- suggests in 1797, that the unresolved ideological tensions of
hero of Otranto), but in such unexpected works enveloped by the European readership at that highly conflicted time could
statements of divorce from the Gothic as my current exam- most readily be abjected, given the Gothic inherent tug-of-
ple, “The Thorn,” and many other supposedly “high culture” war between ideologies as well as different generic styles and
productions from the Lyrical Ballads on. incompatible theories of character-formation.  Thus it is,

again, into the Gothic, that site of cultural “blame,” that Ro-
What accounts, then, for this conflicted, yet persistent, mantic writers and many of their reviewers and readers

nexus—indeed, what is the principle of linkage—between “threw off and down” the conflicts in belief-systems they
Gothic and Romantic strains even as enunciators of the latter could not resolve, the anomalies they cast into the cultural
try publicly to sever the connection while maintaining it “unconscious” at the heart of the Gothic-Romantic nexus, in
more than they often admit?  I think Coleridge points to the order to craft the ideological possibilities of a somehow more
beginnings of an answer in his review of The Monk by castigat- unifying and transcendent imagination.
ing elements in the Gothic that are crucial to it as early as
Walpole.  He is especially distressed that the “figures” Lewis The Gothic when it appears in the would-be-Romantic
employs can shift willy-nilly between different “orders of na- text, then, as one of its founding dynamics returning from
ture,” character tendencies that normally do not co-exist, and repression, enables, even as it also destabilizes, any subli-
“all that is most awfully true in religion” and what can now mating attempt at imaginative transfiguration by hauntingly
only be called “superstition” by Christians no longer medie- containing, and thus suggesting while obscuring, the un-
val nor Catholic (“Review,” 186-88).  These responses, if a bit resolved contradictions between systems of belief out of
indirectly, realize that the “figures” especially of “ancient ro- which any attempted vision of imaginary unity rises when as-
mance” in Walpole’s Otranto are indeed “floating signifiers,” sociations based on past perceptions are coalesced and pro-
as Lacan and others have termed the “acoustic images” of jected into newer impressions to produce what Coleridge
Saussure, and thus able to refer, slipping back and forth as calls a “multaeity in unity.”  Wordsworth’s “The Thorn” is a
though they were groundless, to highly incompatible ideo- vivid case in point.  As much as the stony plant and Martha
logical constructs within the same work.  The specters that Ray, two quite distinct entities, are brought together here by
Walpole’s Manfred and his other characters face, after all, their perceived endurance in the face of deprivation, Words-
are shades of what are already mere figures, not solid bodies; worth’s Gothicizing of the thorn makes it a separate “moun-
the two ghosts that appear at the start of Walpole’s Castle take tain-head” pile through which “voices” of the living and “the
the forms, first, of a gigantic helmet (one of several huge ar- dead” seem to circulate without settling down, even though
mored body-parts) referring to a smaller underground effigy some of the voices haunt the scene with whisperings about
of Otranto’s buried founder (Castle, 19-21) and, second, of Martha’s past deflowering by the higher-class “Stephen Hill”
the full-length figure walking out of a portrait (26), both and the possible killing of what may have been their illegiti-
reminiscent of the Ghost of Hamlet’s father in Shakespeare’s mate “child” (171, 174, 118, 136).  Moreover, there is no
play and yet figures of figures of figures with no more sub- unity to the conflicting rumors and attitudes in these voices
stance behind them than the “fictitious will” that turns out to as they oscillate between stances of condemning this woman
have established Manfred’s grandfather, the murderer of Al- and lamenting the mistreatment of her—“some will say” this
fonso the founder many years ago, as the false heir of and “some say” that (214-16)—and hence between different
Otranto (113).  Walpole’s “Translator’s Preface” to his first beliefs about her degree of responsibility or victimization
edition of Otranto frames all such one-time Catholic icons as during a decade (the 1790s) that witnessed an unprece-
“exploded now even from romance” (6) and thus as hol- dented debate, clearly unresolved, about the nature, rights,
lowed-out repositories able now to symbolize newer ideolo- and possibilities for women pulling strongly in both conserva-
gies—or, in this case, the conflict of ideologies manifested by tive and progressive directions.  The final, coalescing tableau
the juxtaposition of “ancient” aristocratic and “modern” ris- of Martha grieving on the peak (243-53) is thus unsettled and
ing middle-class “romance.”  Hence E.J. Clery has shown that haunted by the conflicting ideologies about womanhood,
The Castle of Otranto, precisely because of what Coleridge dis- class, and responsibility located in and around the Gothic
likes about the Gothic in The Monk, manifests, albeit in dis- thorn.  Together they help make it the tangle that it is, a site
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of “ancient and modern” ideas struggling with each other and both English and German Romanticism in this theory
that remain both hovering and sequestered—and thus means that all of these, most obviously the Gothic, are also, at
abjected—in the old ruin of the title as the poem ends.  The some level, about what Salvoj Z̆iz̆ek has seen the construction
Gothic-Romantic nexus in this instance, I would argue, is just of “sublime objects” by schemes of ideology to intimate more
as paradoxical and telling about its era’s barely suppressed than usual and yet keep removed from comprehension what
conflicts, just as typical of the Gothic-Romantic relationship Jacques Lacan has termed “the Real,” the utterly unknowable
in those texts that really pressed it hard, as the most famous level of the Ding an sich of Immanuel Kant, into which one
of Romantic-Gothic fictions, Mary Shelley’s original Franken- would probably die if one reached it, that is both referred to,
stein of 1818.  Even as Victor Frankenstein there romantically especially behind the terror-sublime, and yet kept entirely
aspires to an elevation of the natural through the added arti- away by every form of representation from human thought to
fice achieved by old and new systems of belief brought to- language and beyond.  Though this Real is “beyond compre-
gether “in a state of excitement,” his creature comes to hension” in Burke as much as in Kant, Z̆iz̆ek goes on to sug-
occupy a role like the thorn’s: that of the repository, as many gest, there is a sense even in the Enquiry—and thus in the
readings have seen, of numerous unresolved quandaries at Gothic, which Z̆iz̆ek first writes perceptively about in 1991—
the heart of its culture then and since, ranging from the mid- that the Real is feared by all of us to be like what Kant calls
dle class creation then neglect the working class that it the “manifold of sense” that keeps hurtling at ones percep-
helped form for its own benefit; the dependence of white Eu- tive faculties before one can make any order out of it.  It may,
ropean supremacy, masked by a denial of that dependency, terrifyingly, resemble a concatenation assaulting our sen-
on the multitude of the other and enslaved races that reap- sorium with intermingled parts so thoroughly chaotic,
pear together in the creature’s face; and the use of suppos- boundless, and indistinguishable that it threatens us with dis-
edly high scientific objectivity and its products as hiding solution into an “amorphous mass” of utter “nonidentity,” so
places for unconscious drives, public and private, towards much so that our minds can only construct “identity” over
self-extension through sublimated sexuality and the violent against it by using fabrications that are all ideological and
subjugation of other forms of life, all displaced by the West- suggest the “amorphous” only by forcefully “abjecting” it (as
ern subject onto sites of abjection such as the creature.(see Kristeva would add) into sublimations that may momentarily
Hogle, 185-87).  These are just a few of the many half-buried terrify us, but ultimately keep us feeling safe, much as Gothic
conflicts embodied by the throwback to alchemy and the at- fictions are still famous for doing.
tempted advance in laboratory reproduction that makes
Frankenstein’s creature, to this day, the quintessential mon- Consequently, for Z̆iz̆ek (esp. in “Grimaces,” where he
ster of the “Gothic Story” that Walpole created to be a Janus- channels Burke and Kant as well as Lacan and Marx), the
faced mode, always pulling in different directions Real can be intimated by dim suggestions of primal “social
simultaneously. antagonism” (as in The Castle of Otranto) or of a “life-sub-

stance” of constant “disintegration” as well as commingling
This frisson which the Gothic brings to the Romantic that overflows every boundary or distinction that might be

work again and again, however, may not be the biggest threat applied to it (as in the dead-as-well-as-living mass of differ-
to the Wordsworthian-Coleridgean aspiration for a subli- ences that is the creature in Frankenstein).  Both of these are
mating coalescence.  Walpole’s Gothic, after all, among the suggestions are harbored, though also disguised, by the
many ingredients in conflict with themselves, looks back to “thorn” in Wordsworth’s poem, seeing as it is haunted by
the 1757 Enquiry on the Sublime and Beautiful by his fellow conflicting ideological voices as well as being a nearly form-
Whig in Parliament, Edmund Burke.  There the sublime, the less entanglement of “petrified” and yet lushly mossy ele-
expansive affect often achieved in onlookers by images of ments, the dead and the undead in an undistinguishable
vast antiquated spaces and looming ghosts of the kinds in The manifold.  The Gothic figure in the would-be-Romantic work,
Castle of Otranto, has the force it does because it suggests a I would therefore claims and as the painter Caspar David
“terror,” via the association of ideas it arouses, of potentially Friedich depicts in his hollowed-out Gothic ruins still loom-
being swallowed up by immense distances, dark “obscurity,” ing large behind more modern life or in the swirling mist
towering ruins, shadowy threats of violence, and intimations broken up by crags below the Wordsworthian wanderer,
of destructive powers “exceeding the bounds of our compre- abjects, and thus haunts Romanticism with, both the massive
hension,” all possibilities in (say) the 18th century prints of ideological irresolution in thought and culture that imagina-
Giovanni Piranesi, provided such a fear is aroused by images tive unities strive to overcome and the usually-repressed
such as words, as distant and removable from definite refer- awareness of how one uses representation to distance and re-
ents for Burke as the ghosts of figures are for Walpole, and imagine the Real to which, like Wordsworth and Coleridge,
provided that such an aesthetic distancing is enough to cre- we claim to be true yet which we cannot actually bear to face
ate a sense of safety in the spectator that sublimates potential even when extreme circumstances of violence and disruption
pain through “secondary pleasures of the imagination” and (such as those of the 1780s to the 1830s) are thrown at us
so keeps at bay the threat of death or dissolution that re- over and over.  The Gothic threatens to refer even more to
mains vaguely behind the “sublime” depiction (Burke, 36-37, the Real, as well as conflicts among beliefs about It, than
53-65, 121-23, 149-57).  The roots of the Walpolean Gothic images of nature do precisely because, as Burke and Walpole
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saw by the 1760s, it is so hyperbolically unrealistic, so bla- search and Development).  They soon decide that they can
tantly distant from grounded points of reference, that it secretly fashion a humanoid product of splicing, whom Elsa
comes close to announcing, as in the terrific sublime, the finally names “Dren” as a way of reversing their corporation’s
threat, however distanced, of a primal amorphousness of presumed power over them.  This hybrid, they believe, can
meaning and being and its counterpart in the social antago- carry genetic engineering to a higher level of “multeity in
nism of unresolved conflicts in views of the world, both fun- unity” now only imagined (a “sublime object” indeed) in de-
damental threats to imaginative transcendence that the fiance of NERD’s effort to reduce their work to marketable
Romantic aesthetic continually works to abject and chemical compounds to be sold at a high profit, the exact
sublimate. sort of dehumanizing industrialism resisted by most English

Romantic writers.  But this Frankenstein-ian “Dren,” since
This struggle of the Romantic with and against the she/it combines so many species, is conflicted from the mo-

Gothic that helped make it possible, I now want to show, has ment of her artificial birth both within herself and towards a
such a cultural resonance across the modern West—itself a lab environment that starts breaking apart while trying to
series of attempts to gain redemptive mental distance from contain her unusually rapid growth, so much so that she in-
horrors that range from the Irish famine to the Holocaust tensifies the arguments over ethics and legality that increas-
and beyond—that the Gothic-Romantic nexus has never dis- ingly place Clive and Else at odds with each other. So as not
appeared from old-world or new-world forms of representa- to be fully seen, then, as what she/it is, Dren is packed off to
tion.  In all the conflicted tensions so apt for an anxious an old, dilapidated farm still in Elsa’s family, quite North
modernity that keeps claiming to separate enlightened pro- American Gothic with high pointed vaults, spaces (like cathe-
gress from the persistent regressions still connected to them, dral windows) between the rotting slats, and many dark re-
the Romantic-Gothic tug-of-war has only proliferated, even cesses in the barn and the house.  There this new creation
more as the 19th has given way to the 20th and 21st.  Conse- starts to raise memories of Elsa’s insane mother, a now-dead-
quently, it is now visible everywhere in symbolic realms from and-absent “madwoman in the attic,” and hints of an abusive
serious horror to pulp fiction and graphic novels to cyber- upbringing for Elsa that now proceeds to recur in her own
space games and especially in film, the medium that has most cruel efforts to control this “daughter” whom it turns out she
re-popularized both the Gothic and the Romantic since the has helped create to be completely distanced from all these
days of silent pictures.  Indeed, particularly in the most intel- repressed layers of hers—even though the same Elsa, without
ligent of attempts to re-program archetypes from the 1760s telling Clive, has infused the original splicing of Dren’s genes
to the 1820s, albeit with some different reference points, for with her own DNA.  The Gothic repository that Dren increas-
the popular cinema, the underlying struggles and fears in the ingly becomes, particularly in her final location, challenges
Gothic-Romantic interplay remain astonishingly similar to the Romanticism of her creators, along with the techno-eco-
what they were in Romantic times even in films and their nomic drives of her corporate backers, by being the inter-
connections to other fictions during the 1990s and early nally divided, albeit hidden, circulation-point for many
2000s.  One strain of this present-day nexus, of course, in- ideological conflicts surrounding her as well as the film’s au-
cludes the endless re-workings of the Frankenstein pattern, dience, all still unresolved, such as the struggles over how
helping us to deal as it always has with our ongoing tensions much the personal or occupational should mix or not; how
over technologizing organic life, and no recent film better much objective science (as in Frankenstein) can really be re-
epitomizes what the Gothic-Romantic clash can still do in this moved from the subjective unconscious of its practitioners;
vein than Splice, the 2009 French-Canadian production co- how far genetic research should go before it crosses an unac-
written and directed by Vincenzo Natali.  Here the sheen of ceptable line not placed in the same position by everyone;
technocratic modernities matched by the latest cinematic how much communal, older religious, or even corporate in-
technologies of shape-shifting nevertheless help to reenact terests should be allowed to constrain innovative personal ini-
the kinds of unsettling juxtapositions of the Romantic and tiative; and how far the supposedly now-liberated woman
Gothic that we have seen in Wordsworth’s “The Thorn” as should be allowed to carry her initiative and independence at
much as in Mary Shelley’s most famous novel. a time of shifting gender-boundaries not entirely different

from the time of the debates that echo around Wordsworth’s
The genetic-engineer partners central to this film, Martha Ray.

Clive Nicoli and Elsa Kast (played by Adrien Brody and Sarah
Polly) , are immediately Romantic in a number of ways, yet On top of all this, too, the Gothic monstrosity of Splice
most forcefully in ones that harbor Gothic hauntings which is quite manifestly an intimation of, as well as a hyperbolic
will come to threaten them (and all of us) from within their fantasy that resists, what it might mean—and what many may
aspirations.  Clive and Elsa imagine that they can both chan- secretly fear—if the modern quest to penetrate to the Real,
nel their personal love-life into their scientific experiments here through reaching the deepest genetic levels, really
with gene-splicing and yet keep keep it idyllically and domes- brought us face to face with such a Ding an sich. If we still
tically removed from the debates between them over practi- worry, as I think we do, that such a removed and un-repre-
calities and ethics at their laboratory owned by the sentable level may so resemble a Kantian “manifold” that all
corporation abbreviated N.E.R.D. (for Nucelic Exchange Re- its parts may finally merge into and out of each other without
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boundaries or distinctions—and thus destroy all identity— The Castle of Otranto, it is not too surprising that it is an En-
Dren is clearly a “sublime object” of such terror.  After all, glish-language remake of The Ring Virus (1999), written and
she is extremely hybrid enough to be at once amphibious, directed by Dong-bin Kim in South Korea, and of a Japanese
insect-like (with the stinger at the tip of her lion’s tail), cat- version prior to that one, Ringu (1998), directed by Nakata
like yet dog-like, bird-like with a condor’s wing span, and Hideo from a screenplay by Takashi Hiroshi.  All of these are
both “occidental” and “oriental” in her sometimes human based, moreover, on a Japanese novel of 1991, Ring, written
features.  She/it is a crossing among ideological, not to men- by Koji Suzuki, who has openly acknowledged combining
tion previous Gothic, constructs that looks like the most un- Western Gothic and Romantic conventions with Japanese my-
real of fantasy-creatures and yet a blend of realities too that thologies in yet another hybrid, one that ends up (I would
may betoken a primal mixture and amorphous multiplicity argue) with similarities to Dren, even though Splice was pro-
that all of us are afraid of coming from and dissolving into, duced more recently.  As these layers multiply forward in
however much we romantically long for a vague unity em- time from Suzuki’s novel, based around Tokyo, and move
bracing all known forms of being in a brave new world.  The across the Pacific Ocean to the setting of the 2002 Ring in
attraction and fearfulness of this neo-Gothic prospect even Seattle, the story gets more and more romanticized and
arouses our endorphins, as the Gothic often has in its intima- tends to suppress the most disturbing deep levels of Suzuki’s
tions of boundary-breaking sexuality in texts such as The deliberate amalgamation of the ancient and the modern, the
Monk and the play that Walpole wrote soon after Otranto, The very combination that Walpole labeled “Gothic” in 1765.
Mysterious Mother. The ultra-Gothic Dren finally reveals a ca-
pacity for sex-shifting right along with her multiple species- The reporter Rachel Keller in Verbinki’s film (played
mingling and race-blending and thereby draws out the sexual by Naomi Watts) imagines that she can “get to the bottom” of
instincts of both Clive and Elsa despite their attempts to re- the mysterious deaths of several teenagers, including her
main faithful to each other.  When Dren’s last shift, before niece, from heart-stopping fear because there is extensive
she is killed by the Elsa who wanted her the most, turns her technological evidence at the Shelter Mountain Inn where
into a vampiric male werewolf-figure with bat wings and she they stayed in a cabin: there are Polaroid pictures of the
impregnates Elsa, she/it/he “fathers” a child with seminal teens with blurred erasures across their faces, there is a video-
fluids that may well be in her/him after a prior coupling with tape that they watched on television, and there is the tele-
Clive when Dren seemed more female. A clear sense of life- phone in their room that rang after the tape was finished and
origins and species-continuity dissolves as this film reaches triggered the beginnings of their hearts stopping exactly
and passes its climax, and the final retreat from all this into seven days later.  From Rachel’s perspective, there is an inter-
the pristine offices of NERD only partially places this Real pretation that can be drawn from all this that will, in the Ro-
and the ideological conflicts over it at a great distance once mantic tradition, simultaneously probe into the natural roots
more.  With Clive and other male characters now laid waste of these representations and rise above them with a thought-
by Dren’s deadly stinger in its final quasi-phallic mode, the ful observer’s re-interpretation uniting its disparate parts, the
youngest and the oldest females left (Elsa and NERD’s very result of which might be a solution to phenomena as mysteri-
old-world CEO), as though the farmhouse “madwoman” ous as the mournings of Wordsworth’s Martha Ray.  Scenes
were now doubly resurrected, plan a new amalgam of inter- in the disjointed and Gothically black-and-white tape, how-
ests where the latest results of further splicing the splices in ever, lead Rachel to their apparent “natural” source, the Mor-
Dren can couple with clever corporate marketing and profit- gan Ranch horse- farm on Moesko Island with its own
making primarily for the benefit of women more than men. variations on the quasi-Gothic house and barn with long-hid-
Is this the promised end, we are left to wonder, or an image den secrets.  The local doctor now adds further layers by re-
of some future horror, since Elsa remains pregnant with a vealing that the Morgans’ supposed daughter, Samara, was
hybrid of hybrids, a new sort of Rosemary’s baby, which has actually brought back to the ranch some thirty years past as
yet to unfold the ominous Real to which this Gothic- Roman- the spawn of an unspeakable birth-process elsewhere that in-
tic nexus might lead in the future? timates a distinction-blurring Real but remains entirely off-

screen, as Lacan suggests it must.  That process left Samara
Even so, I would also add, the Frankenstein strain does telekinetic, able to move objects with her mind, often in ex-

not exhaust the myriad recurrences of the Gothic-unsettling- tensions of violent thoughts—an infusion of cathected en-
the-Romantic that have expanded across filmmaking as well ergy into nature more Gothic than Romantic—and so her
as printed fiction by now to the point of becoming a world- mother, more benignly clairvoyant, we hear, beat the girl and
wide series of phenomena stretching into the so-called East shoved her, not yet fully dead, down a well decades ago, the
as much as the so-called West.  A particularly revealing case same well over which Cabin 12 at Shelter Mountain (the lo-
in point is another largely Canadian film, The Ring, released cus of the tape, pictures, and phone) has since been built.
by Dreamworks in 2002 with a screenplay by Ehren Kruger Since it took seven days for Samarra to die down there, her
and direction by Gore Verbinski.  Since this highly successful telekinetically outpouring thoughts, re-presented in the gar-
thriller is in part about layers of super-modern technology bled and watery images on the tape, are transmitted across
representing other layers that represent other layers still, wave-lengths and electricity to make the viewers of the images
reminiscent (I think) of the figures of figures of figures in of her images die, once they have seen them and heard the
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phone, after precisely the same amount of time.  All of this had turned her into an object of study, telekinetically
will stop, Rachel believes, only if Samara’s skeleton is brought aroused his animal sexuality, leading to his raping her mak-
up from the well, as it finally is.  Although there are intima- ing her the carrier of many interwoven viruses and to his vio-
tions of conflicted debates about the treatment of “the lent disposal of her body once he discovered its androgeny.
gifted,” especially girls, and even about what means of gesta- This monstrosity, then, takes and hollows out both the figure
tion and birth are more artificial than natural, these sugges- of the long-hidden woman and the figure of the demon-child
tions are left muted in favor of Samara remaining, even after from much earlier Western Gothic and refills them to make
her body is recovered, an energy of simulations producing their new re-combination harbor an unusually boundary-
simulations, especially when her still videographic figure fi- breaking and chaotic “life substance” (one of _i_ek’s phrases
nally climbs out of a TV screen much in the way Walpole’s for the Lacanian Real).  This “manifold” level, though dimly
second ghost walks out of a portrait.  Her threat to romantic represented in a figure easily shunted off as sheer fantasy like
interpretation in this film is only her revealing how much it Walpole’s specters, at once contains an underlying mixture
may be based on images of mere images covering the reality of cultures, races, and belief-systems, not to mention sexes,
of death.  This signifying of signifiers of signifiers ends up usually kept separate—and thus thrown together with all
being the ultimate solution to the threat in this 2002 produc- their social antagonisms unresolved—and the barely-
tion when Rachel finally keeps Samarra’s powers at bay by glimpsed possibility of what Suzuki suggests as “a distant past”
making another tape of the tape and then a further tape of in which “God and the Devil, cells and viruses, male and fe-
the latest one.  By doing so she stays just barely ahead of a male, even light and darkness, had been identical” (257), a
violently deathly Real by frantically mutiplying representa- past now rising from the depths just enough that biological
tions of video representations as she drives off with her son viruses can carry over into electronic transmissions which can
into an oncoming storm. carry over into biological effects (such as the stopping of

hearts) as though mere video images are not as distant from
The suppression of everything else that the Samara-fig- a horrific Real, which is also a “multaeity in unity,” as they

ure might suggest in this production is far less complete, appear to be.  The Gothic in the Romantic and vice-versa,
however, in its Korean and Japanese predecessors on film. particularly in this layering of Ring films and fictions, has
That is because both of them look back more directly, thus shown itself to be as alive and well, as threatening and
though still only partially, to the astonishing compound of powerfully attractive, by 2010 as it came to be over two centu-
elements that Suzuki’s original novel, the most fully Gothic ries before that.  I, for one, hope this nexus never ends as a
and Romantic version, abjects into this child-woman rising symbolic dynamic that is richly suggestive, just as I hope, at
from the depths, for him called “Sadako” instead of “Sa- the very same time, that I never have to confront all that it
mara.”  As able as she is to tele-port video-waves to the point intimates of the chaotic manifold possibly lurking behind its
of killing photographed teens by turning them into negatives “sublime objects.”
of their positive images, Sadako is also even more shocking
than the sex-shifting Dren, an embodiment of “testicular
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The Romantic Roots of Blade Runner
Mark Lussier and Kaitlin Gowan

Arizona State University

In Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner (1982), the influential Leon (played by Brion James), who had already attempted to
yet loose film translation of Philip K. Dick’s novel Do Androids kill another blade runner during an earlier Voight-Kampff
Dream of Electric Sheep, the clash between creatures engi- test following his penetration of the Tyrell Corporation main-
neered in biomedical laboratories (cyborgs called replicants) tenance personnel. The hybridized bond of love also serves
and those who create them to achieve colonial ends (at the as a unifying element at the level of symbolic relations in the
Tyrell Corporation) form the center of cinematic concern. film and plays a determining role in the tragicomic resolu-
After the replicants hijack a spaceship and kill the human tion to conclude Scott’s exploration of the continued rele-
crew and passengers, they return from their exile in the off- vance of high Romanticism for postmodernism.
world colonies to the Earth to confront the individual genius,
Dr. Eldon Tyrell, responsible for their creation. The repli- The clash at the root of this plot between creatures re-
cants are led by Roy Batty (played by Rutger Hauer), the new- turning to their creator to petition for intervention to im-
est combat-model (Nexus-6) developed by the corporation prove their existential state resembles Mary Shelley’s
for military use, and under his leadership the group has re- Frankenstein; or, The Modern Prometheus, in which the creature
turned to force from their creator biomechanical modifica- created and abandoned by Victor Frankenstein kills those
tions in their genetic design to overcome the engineered most loved by him, then pleads with him for a mate to end
four-year life-span inserted to protect humanity from these his isolation, and is hunted in turn by the scientist across the
physically superior yet emotionally inexperienced beings. Af- barren wastes of the arctic. The plot of the film, however,
ter an unsuccessful attempt to penetrate the Tyrell Corpora- also pays homage to another dimension of the Romantic era
tion headquarters (a pyramid-like building that dominates associated with both Mary and Percy Shelley, as well as its less
the dark, despoiled environment that defines the cityscape of well-known evocation by William Blake—the core of the Pro-
Los Angeles in 2019), the replicants are targeted for execu- methean myth and its adaptation in Blake’s America, A Proph-
tion (called retirement). ecy, in Mary’s Frankenstein, and in Percy’s Prometheus Unbound.

While the opening of Blade Runner emphasizes the Franken-
The agent sought to accomplish this task is Rick Deck- stein myth and its themes, the conclusion of the film just as

ard (played by Harrison Ford), a retired “blade runner” (the clearly operates in a promethean dimension where will (for
term applied to those who hunt and kill replicants) who, dur- vengeance) is overcome by love (of all that lives).
ing his investigation of the Nexus model specifications, is in-
troduced by Dr. Tyrell to his “niece” Rachel (played by Sean The setting and symbolism against which the passage
Young). During a test designed to detect flawed empathic re- from hate to love of the postmodern Prometheus occurs
sponses and thereby reveal replicants (the Voight-Kampff should also resonate with any audience remotely familiar
test), Rachel is unveiled as a replicant (which Tyrell already with Romantic aesthetics, since both features reflect the lin-
knew and through whom he sought to measure the validity of gering influence of the gothic and the sublime. In Scott’s
the test itself).  After Rachel’s status as a replicant is revealed, nightmarish adaptation of Dick’s novel, the de-familiarized
Deckard also learns that, unlike other replicants, she does urban landscape of Los Angeles has become a concrete sea of
not have a terminal lifespan engineered into her genetic massive fire-belching buildings periodically emitting fireballs
composition, and across the opening half of the film the and smoke, and the monumental scale and deep darkness of
blade runner falls in love with her, following her abandon- the film is hauntingly reminiscent of the 1823 Paradise Lost
ment by Tyrell. This human-replicant emotive bond designs produced by John Martin, one of the best-known
manifests a form of hybridized love and becomes a crucial painters of the sublime during the late-Romantic period.
plot device for the film; Rachel later intervenes on behalf of Scott himself described his created cityscape as “darkly ro-
Deckard, saving his life by killing another replicant named mantic” (a comment offered in relation to Romantic artist
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George Stubbs) and suggested that his creative cinematic who turns out not to be a bad guy” (Scott, Wired Magazine).
tendency was to draw upon historical periods (Wired Maga- This irony, inverting traditional categories of identification,
zine 2010), something thoroughly on display in his depiction analyzed by Anne Mellor, offers another connection to high
of the decimated city and its ruined ecology. From the outset, Romanticism through the typologies associated with the By-
the audience is forced to confront the complete desiccation ronic hero. In this sense, Ridley Scott very much exploits the
of an environment by technology, which has erased the natu- ironies associated with Romantic art, whose “artistic process
ral and replaced it with mechanical. Even the lightning . . . must be one of simultaneous creation and de-creation: a
strikes from the storm unleashed in the first scene appear to fictional world must be both sincerely presented and sin-
be unnatural, since the dark thunderous clouds that gener- cerely undermined” (Mellor, Irony 14).
ate the lightning only enter and pierce a place already full of
destruction.  The audience, while fearful and estranged, The character of Batty, a descendent of both the By-
must nonetheless confront the power directing the destruc- ronic (or Satanic) hero and the creature in Frankenstein,
tion and domination of all that was natural, and the subse- serves to synthesize these symbolic strains of Romantic knowl-
quent jump cut to an eye upon which is reflected the edge yet extends them into the Promethean mode in his clos-
firestorm of the city visually implicates the audience, since ing act of renunciation. It might be tempting to identify this
the “eye” occupies the site of the “I” and thereby inculcates symbolic cluster with what Peter Woodcock has termed “neo-
an identification between the inner aesthetics of the film it- Romanticism,” which strives to re-enchant the world via the
self and the situated discomfort of its viewers (a point ad- technological sublime allied to the agency of the imagination
dressed shortly). (3-9). Woodcock argues that the interplay of the sublime and

the imagination grounds the most popular aesthetics forms
The discursive and aesthetic threads adopted in the of postmodernism (of which Blade Runner is the exemplar) in

film achieved their most energetic and synthetic expression the most salient features of high Romanticism. However, the
in British and German literature during the late 18th and gothic setting, sublime imagery, narrative devices, and the ty-
early 18th centuries, the Romantic period. The presence in pology of the characters suggest that the film remains within
Scott’s Blade Runner, one of the highest works of postmoder- classical modes of Romanticism itself (rather than defining a
nity, of such cinematic adaptations from high Romantic art, new strain), since these elements structure the plot, define
both in narrative thrust (Blake’s Orc cycle, M. Shelley’s the complexity of its characters, articulate the philosophical
Frankenstein, and P. Shelley’s Prometheus) and symbolic issues explored, supply the haunting architectural ruins of
technique (gothic imagery and sublime aesthetics), need the imagistic background, and establish a despoiled environ-
more critical attention, although such analysis has been ap- ment as the setting against which Ridley Scott examines the
plied to the film and its techniques.  Considering the direc- dimension of the human condition itself.
tor’s artistic methods, Blade Runner evinces a continuity of
Romantic concerns and extends these into the period of The film, at the level of techne (“craft” or “art”/tech-
postmodernity.  Our exploration begins with the best-known nique and technology), develops from the older forms of the
and recognizable aspects of Romantic literature and proceed gothic machinery (as developed by Horace Walpole, William
to the more difficult and less well-known aesthetic and philo- Beckford, “Monk” Lewis, Anne Radcliffe, and Lord Byron)
sophical resonances at work in the film. In general, Scott’s and explores the sublime through techniques of representa-
modes of representation entangle three prominent aspects of tion established across the history of critical theory (as ana-
Romanticism—the search for origins, the aesthetics of the lyzed by Longinus, Edmund Burke, Immanuel Kant,
gothic and the sublime, and the renunciation of the will— Friedrich von Schiller, and Jean-François Lyotard). Like the
and these elements converge to conclude the film. work of William Wordsworth or William Blake or the paint-

ings of Henry Fuseli or Caspar David Friedrich, the
Batty and his brethren cut a murderous swath of vio- resonance against which the film explores the agency of the

lence through the film, from the grim report of the hijacking human is both “ecological” (in its exteriority) and “neural”
to the ultraviolent and symbolic killing of his “father” Eldon (in its interiority), which extended through detailed analysis
Tyrell. However, in spite of these and other acts of violence, elements of concern already well-developed in Romantic
ones sympathies, by the end of the film, have nonetheless thought. Alan Richardson, in his critical examination of “the
shifted to the replicants, especially Batty, who embodies in neural sublime,” examines such techniques of representation
his final actions the motto of the Tyrell Corporation itself: through the investigation of Romantic-era mind science, sug-
“More human than human, that’s our motto.” Such an ironic gesting that “Cognitive approaches have been making nota-
inversion was still, even after twenty-five years, on the mind of ble inroads into humanistic fields like film studies, art
the filmmaker Scott who, in an interview discussed the sub- history, and musicology, which have begun to draw increas-
version of expectation in the construction of character in the ingly on the cognitive neuroscience of perception, attention,
film: “I think Harrison [Ford] was playing a character so op- memory processing, and emotional responses” (1-2). This is
posite to what people had normally expected from him that certainly the case with Blade Runner, where the exploration of
they were surprised by that—and the fact that the hero, or the human unfolds on the cognitive borders of inner and
antihero, finally gets his butt kicked by the so-called bad guy outer events. Richardson first defines “neural sublime” in his
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introduction to British Romanticism and the Science of the visual and aural landscape saturated with advertising, of a
Mind as a corrective phrase to more transcendentally ori- polyglot population immersed in a Babel of competing cul-
ented misreadings of sublimity in order to address the omni- tures, of decadence and homelessness, of technological
present concern for embodiment found in much Romantic achievement and social decay, has appeared to many people
work. As Richardson argues, “Although literary Romanticism as prescient” (53). Bruno, Harvey and Clayton offer a litany
has most often been associated with idealistic and transcen- of those elements most often associated with postmodern
dental conceptions of mind, the many points of contact be- theory in the film, yet these same semiotic aspects had al-
tween scientific and literary representations of the embodied ready emerged in significant ways within Romantic aesthetics;
psyche helps remind us of an antidualistic, materialist regis- in other words, the idioms of postmodernism in the work
ter within Romantic writing that has, until recently, been often borrow discursive and imagistic cues directly from the
badly ignored” (36). Romantic age and its most-empowered texts. This point is

made by John Fletcher, who argues that Scott derives much
In a similar vein, Bruno Latour takes up the emer- of the background in the film from aesthetic and historical

gence of the “hybrid” in his corrective re-reading of moder- tendencies located in the gothic and its symbolism (140).
nity, arguing that “A nonmodern is anyone who takes
simultaneously into account moderns’ Constitution and the The exploitation of Romantic literary works in the ver-
populations of hybrids that that Constitution rejects and al- bal and visual fields of Blade Runner make it difficult to over-
lows to proliferate” (47). In this sense, the replicants of Blade value the influence of Romantic modes of expression and
Runner (especially Roy Batty) define both the inner and thought on its aesthetic form and philosophical concerns. Al-
outer aspects evoked by Latour, since as a hybrid underwrit- though the postmodern planes of the film have achieved ana-
ten by the modernist Constitution (which “invents a separa- lytic prominence, the presence of Romantic concerns has not
tion between the scientific power charged with representing been altogether overlooked in critical responses to the work,
things and the political power charged with representing sub- but some of the direct parallels have nonetheless been ne-
jects” [29]) the replicant occupies a middle ground between glected. The cinematic narrative appropriates and transforms
these forms of representation and mediates, through the em- the animating aspects of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein in the
bodied rather than transcendent sublime, a position for staged clash between creator and creature, between the
forms of consciousness no longer easily separated within the human and not-human, and the novel, albeit in less literal
horizon of the film. The cinematic technologies available to ways, also informs the complications at work in Philip K.
Scott’s skillful evocation of the sublime experience succeed Dick’s novel as well. Mary Shelley’s narrative provides numer-
in achieving simultaneously the filmic representation of the ous parallels for the plot of film, as Forrest Pyle argues: “The
neural sublime, its thematic embodiment by the anti-hero collisions—and collusion—between human and non-human
Batty, and the transmission of its discomforts to its viewers. do not originate with [Blade Runner]; [rather] the opposition
 This synthesis renders the film a textual hybrid, in Latour’s between human and cyborg is but a contemporary and more
laudatory use of the term (41-8), and this hybridity comes mechanical mutation of a motif that extends at least to Frank-
into resolution at the active zone where Romanticism and enstein” (124). David Desser, as well, points to Mary Shelley’s
Postmodernism interact across the entire spectrum of semio- novel, especially the inter-textual bridge connecting it to one
sis (as Edward Larrissy and others have noted [13-28, 113- of its own sources, John Milton’s Paradise Lost, since “The
56]). possibility of reading Satan as the hero [of Paradise Lost] is

very real. . . . The Romantics, especially Byron and the Shel-
Blade Runner has come to function, in the last thirty leys, found in Satan the real hero of Milton’s epic” (55).

years, as a textual short-hand within which to identify some of
the most salient features of the postmodern age, yet the work A more subtle parallel occurs at the center of the film,
remains thoroughly Romantic in the narratological, philo- when Batty and Tyrell, creation and creator, meet atop the
sophical, symbolical, and technical elements through which dominating building that functions as the emblem of the
the film is realized. For example, Guiliana Bruno’s often Tyrell Corporation, a concrete and steel mountain of power
cited investigation approaches the film through “questions of instead of the sublime mountains of the Alps where Victor
identity and history, of the role of simulacra and simulation, and the creature meet in Shelley’s novel. In the ensuing dia-
and of the relationship between postmodernism, architec- logue between Batty and Tyrell, which is appropriately occa-
ture, and post-industrialism” (184), and Bruno’s approach sioned by a game of chess, the entwined nature temporality
has relevance for our argument. As well, David Harvey sug- and existence are very much on the Batty’s mind. When
gests that “Blade Runner hold[s] up to us, as in a mirror, many Tyrell says, “I’m surprised you did not come here sooner,”
of the essential features of the condition of postmodernity” the replicants responds that “it is not easy to meet one’s
(Harvey 323), and Jay Clayton makes kindred observations: maker,” and after Tyrell asks “What can I do for you?,” Batty
“[S]ince its first release in 1982, Blade Runner has been taken answers with the expletive “I want more life, fucker.” This ex-
by critics as a vision of a particular historical epoch, the pe- istential assertion of a desire for life brings Batty to the limits
riod many people today are calling postmodernism.  Its por- of human knowledge, since Tyrell simply cannot offer a bi-
trait of ecological disaster and urban overcrowding, of a omechanical cure to the technological ailment he himself
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has created. As Tyrell argues, duration in time does not con- light and misquotes Blake’s America (as Desser had earlier ob-
stitute identity, since by analogy “The candle that burns twice served). For an audience not thoroughly versed in Blake, the
as bright burns half as long and you have burned so very quote itself carries strong Miltonic resonances: “Fiery the An-
brightly, Roy. Revel in your time.” When he receives no satis- gels rose, & as they rose deep thunder roll’d / Around their
faction from his creator, Batty cradles his head in his hands shores: indignant burning with the fires of Orc“ (Blake 55:
and kisses him, stating that his father’s sin would certainly be 11.1-2). In the horizon of Blake’s poem, these angels are ac-
forgiven by “the god of biomechanics,” but he then breaks tually reactionary forces of suppression associated with King
his neck, pushes his thumbs into his creator’s eyes, and kills George and counter-revolution (hence the misquote alters
him. directionality), and “Orc” functions (in America and in most

of Blake’s prophetic works) as the spirit of revolution break-
A residual parallel from the later section of Frankenstein ing forth into history, thereby creating a mythic entity to in-

remains at play in Blade Runner even after the destruction of terconnect internal repression (at a psychological level) and
the father (Tyrell) by the prodigal son (Batty), which points external oppression (at a historical level). In this context, the
again to temporality and which re-emerges at the conclusion Blake quote sharpens Batty’s complaint with his creator, Dr.
of the film. Given the pronounced physical and mental ca- Tyrell, for his cause is not that of a petulant fallen angel moti-
pacities of the new generation of replicants represented by vated by pride but that of a slave revolting against the tyranni-
Batty, the two implanted fail-safe mechanisms designed to cal control of consciousness itself, which has deployed
control the replicants and protect human society (the engi- replicants as shock troops for colonization, engineered their
neered four year lifespan and the banishment of replicants untimely termination, and stabilized their passage across
from returning to the planet of their origin) remain opera- their shortened life by the implantation of false memories—
tive and echo the similar concerns expressed by Victor Frank- all forms of what Blake, in “London,” terms “mind-forg’d
enstein at the moment when, in violation of his promise to manacles” (26).
his creature, he dismembering the creature’s mate: “yet one
of the first results of those sympathies for which the dæmon Blake’s Orc, as the visual designs for America make
thirsted would be children, and a race of devils would be clear (plates 3-4; Bindman 156-7), is also associated with the
propagated upon the earth, who might make the very exis- rebellious energies of another towering mythic figure for Ro-
tence of man a condition precarious and full of terror” (M. manticism, Prometheus, and while Mary Shelley’s novel prob-
Shelley 114). While the methods employed in these narra- lematically establishes Victor Frankenstein as the “modern”
tives differ, the goal, survival of the human species faced with manifestation of the Titan, her husband Percy’s treatment of
a potentially superior physical being, is shared. the promethean myth helps determine the final resolution of

the film. Batty’s enlightenment seems to flow directly from
The first phase of Batty’s search for his origins and his the replicant’s apparent achievement of the highest state of

purpose come to a close with Tyrell’s death yet leaves him Romantic consciousness, as when the chained Titan, upon
locked in a closed circle of violence closely associated with hearing his curse of Jupiter repeated to him, laments: “It
the Orc cycle in Blake’s early prophetic work—which does doth repent me: words are quick and vain;/Grief for a while
not generate liberty but only re-inscribes violence. In this is blind, and so was mine./I wish no loving thing to suffer
sense, another evocation of Romantic work elided by Desser’s pain” (Shelley 218). Like the character Orc (in Blake’s myth)
analysis must be addressed, which will shift the analysis away and the Monster (in Mary’s narrative), the necessary element
from parallelism between Shelley’s novel and Scott’s film and to unlock the key of Batty’s complex character flows through
toward the promethean element of Romanticism with which Prometheus.
the film concludes. While Desser (above) addresses those Ro-
mantic elements displayed by the quasi-Satanic Batty, linking In our description of the elements of setting, mood,
him inevitably to both Paradise Lost and Frankenstein, his dis- character and plot of Blade Runner, the degree of the film-
cussion fails to consider the overt connection between histor- maker’s commitment to the particulars of Romantic art and
ical Romanticism and the psychodrama deployed in Blade practice come tantalizingly into view, although the embed-
Runner. William Blake, rather than in Byron and the Shelleys, ded aspects of Romanticism discussed next will further con-
provides the best evidence for the hermeneutic tendency to textualize the breadth and depth of Romantic associations at
which Desser points and one on display in plates five and six work in the film. At the level of technique, of representation,
of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell: “The reason Milton wrote the process of cinematic translation and representation
in fetters when he wrote of Angels & God, and at liberty achieves one of the most important outcomes for sublime
when of Devils & Hell, is because he was a true Poet and of art, the ability to move the mind into motion, which is an
the Devil’s party without knowing it” (Blake 35). The direct aesthetic commitment that extends across the critical elabo-
entry of Blake into the dialogue of the film occurs much ear- ration of the sublime from Longinus through Burke, Kant
lier than the final confrontation between Batty and Tyrell, and Schiller to Lyotard. This traditional element of the sub-
when the replicants Batty and Leon enter the eye shop of lime emerges with considerable force and function at the
Chew, a genetic designer engaged in the manufacture of eyes most fundamental level of semiosis in Blade Runner (a point
for the Nexus-6 models. Upon entering, Batty steps into the often made in critical discussions), literally providing the
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background radiation against which plot, character, mood, in Baudrillard’s discussion of “simulated Oedipus” conflict
and setting figure. Ridley Scott weaves from these elements a (Baudrillard 155-6). In this form of the sublime, as Timothy
vehicle capable of moving the mind (which since Longinus Morton argues, “the body stands in for what we think we’ve
had always been the primary function of those techniques for lost” even as “the Romantic environment [represented in the
evoking the sublime experience). As Immanuel Kant suggests film] twinkles and glitters like Bambi’s blinking eyes” (108,
in his definitive analysis of judgment, the representational 119).
techniques of the sublime attempt to create the conditions by
which “The mind feels itself set in motion” (107). As Lyotard’s The biomechanical construction of humans and ani-
study of Kant’s third critique suggests, this sense of mental mals pursued by the Tyrell Corporation images forth a tech-
motion is the tangible effect of something which is held in nological sublime, the only dimension of sublime aesthetics
common and which defines, in Kant’s well-known phrase, a remaining to inform the interiority of Scott’s film and Dick’s
sensus communis (both common sense and those sensate ex- novel. Both force their readers to negotiate within ecological
periences held in common): “One must ask oneself whether frames in the absence of nature, which renders “Blade Runner
sublime feeling also demands to be universally communi- . . . the best contemporary reading of Frankenstein” (Morton
cated, like taste, and whether it is justified in doing so accord- 187). As the distinction between the human and the non-
ing to the same principle of sensus communis with its supreme human is lost, the discursive ground of shifts in significant
finality in the supersensible” (224). ways, which the love plot of the film explores when Deckard

grows beyond this binary and comes “to love [Rachel] for
The techniques of representation employed by Ridley herself rather than as a copy of a human” (Morton 188).

Scott to evoke the sublime and put the mind in motion These elements also operate in truly traditional Romantic
achieve just such a sensus communis through the three “max- fashion as well, since the primary plot reflects the work of
ims of common human understanding” (152) described by William Blake (evoked by Batty in his first primary appear-
Kant in preparation for the emergence of the “sensus com- ance in the film), the structure of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein
munis” (153). Kant emphasizes that “the aptitude of men for (the creation returns to question his creator), and the resolu-
communicating their thoughts requires, also, a relation be- tion to this quandary offered by Percy Shelley (in the renun-
tween the imagination and the understanding, in order to ciation and inner revolution of Prometheus). Thus, while
connect intuitions with concepts, and concepts, in turn, with narratological elements of the film confirm the structural in-
intuitions, which both unite in cognition” (153). In the free fluence of Mary Shelley’s novel, the ethical transformations
play of the imagination, the sublime achieves its highest aim of Batty and Deckard define a promethean plane less conver-
by communicating “itself not as thought, but as an internal sant with Frankenstein but more connected to the subtitle of
feeling of a final state of the mind” (154). In this sense, as novel, which is better explored through the elements bor-
Richardson has recently argued, the Kantian process articu- rowed from William Blake (in America, A Prophecy) and Percy
lates a “Romantic neural sublime clearly depend[ent] on this Bysshe Shelley (in Prometheus Unbound). In terms of its anima-
emergent sense of the brain’s awesome complexity and ca- tive power, the narratological similitude between Blade Run-
pacity” (Neural Sublime 37), and the degree to which the neu- ner and its Romantic textual lineage yields, finally, to the
ral sublime in the film emerges from a commitment to techniques and technologies brought to the task of creating
empowered Romantic texts requires a deeper exploration of cinematically an environment simultaneously postmodern
the traces of those texts in the film. (as Bruno, Clayton, and Harvey argue) yet thoroughly Ro-

mantic (as we argue).
While the sublime reaction is often evoked in Roman-

tic works through the threatening power of nature, this is cer- To conclude our analysis of the Romantic components
tainly not the case in a poet like William Blake, which Scott used to construct all aspect of the architecture of Blade
Thomas Weiskel makes clear in his analysis of a “negative Runner, we will synthesize elements previously defined and
sublime [aimed] toward a unique disillusionment” (77). In discussed, a necessity to encounter the complex ending to
fact, this “negative sublime” draws attention back to the mind the film. The cinematic method needed to establish the sen-
itself as the seat of “an immense of fascinating psychodrama” sus communis so crucial to any sublime experience (whether
(79), and Ridley Scott’s script highlights this psychodramatic positive or negative) remains the ability of a work of art to
dimension when Batty, in his first significant speech in the perform “modification of power[s]” (Burke II.v.) that enact a
film, misquotes Blake’s America, A Prophecy and in his only form of synesthesia that gathers sensation into a chora com-
encounter with Tyrell kills him. This form of the negative ponent capable of moving the mind and which has measura-
sublime also informs the almost complete erasure of nature ble psychological and neuro-physiological impact on brain
within the film and the substitution of what Baudrillard patterns. The measurable impact is showcased within the
terms the simulacra, constructed animals and human alike mechanism of the film through the Voight-Kampff test itself
operate as crucial agents in the film, and this mode of repre- (which is used to distinguish replicant from human). The
sentation also partakes of the psychodrama Weiskel examines cinematic choices and techniques projected in the first pano-
in Blake’s prophetic work, where the conflict between simula- ramic view to open the film are fashioned from the most em-
tion (replicant) and creator (human) is manifest as emerges powered forms of the sublime discussed by Burke. “Power,”
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which Burke privileges in his analysis, is apparent in the mag- sentation and reproduction, through which a neural sublime
nitude and expanse of the ruined city of Los Angeles in 2019, begins to come into sight (110).
a cityscape whose buildings are virtually empty and whose co-
pious architectural styles both overwhelm the eye and em- The aesthetics of the sublime relentlessly replicated
body the eclectic idiom so distinctive in postmodernism. As through the fictive Los Angeles of 2019 provides, in certain
Burke suggests, “greatness of dimension is a powerful cause ways, “the gathering together of that setting-upon which sets
of the sublime” (Burke 154), and the scale of the carnage upon man” (Heidegger Question 20), a gathering antitheti-
and the darkness rendered visible through this cityscape viv- cally related to the synesthesia of the technical evocation of
idly materializes “the urban Gothic spaces of . . . crumbling the sublime experience. The film seems to confirm Heideg-
skyscrapers, off-world colonies, and ubiquitous surveillance” ger’s formulation, for the matters “setting-upon” humanity
(Fletcher 140). In the deep background of the opening, the are man-made, as symbolized by cinematic atmosphere of
Tyrell Corporation dominates this monumental evocation of technological catastrophe and destruction of the environ-
ruin, towering over both the visual and conceptual fields ex- ment. This concern, that plot complications grow from man-
plored in the film. Any residual traces of Los Angeles as a made causes, returns the film to questions of identity con-
place known to viewers have been thoroughly de-familiar- structed in relation to Richardson’s neural sublimity, a repre-
ized, as Coleridge would recommend, disappearing under sentational mode “draw[ing] increasingly on the cognitive
the weight of a blighted city and behind its despoiled neuroscience of perception, attention, memory processing,
environment. and emotional responses” (Neural Sublime 1-2). Filmic repre-

sentation of identity within and modes of perception and re-
The “practical help” offered by Longinus to those art- ception without stand at the nexus of these mental processes

ists attempting to model the sublime is worth consideration and help define the “performative dimension” of cinematic
relative to Scott’s technical orchestration of technologies of representation, with the postmodern medium and the bor-
representation, since he seems to achieve most of them rowed materials of Romanticism interact at the shifting fault
(Longinus 97). Longinus’s concerns were for the techniques line of subjectivity (Gasché 110).
of representation capable of capturing the “transport” of the
mind, although the neural sublime shifts this mode of repre- In his exploration of the film and its critical dimen-
sentation to the transport/movement of mind back into the sions, Forrest Pyle mounts just such an argument: “In the
body, rather than a drive to push beyond corporeality, which case of a film such as Blade Runner, for example, we may start
defines the aesthetic commitment of Ridley Scott’s filmic out with our assumptions of a clear distinction between
mode of representation. Judging by the robust critical re- human and machine intact; but through its representation of
sponses, Scott certainly created an aesthetic object capable of the hybrid figure of the cyborg, the film ‘plays’ on the bor-
“transport,” one combining “great conceptions [and] in- derline that we may come to see as shifting and porous, one
spired passion” through the “formation of figures” in the that begins to confuse the nature of the oppositions and the
“noble diction” of the medium whose end result, “elevation,” values we ascribe to it” (125).  Although most discussions of
occurs at the “concourse of the passions” (Longinus 97, 100, the sublime emphasize the physical attributes in nature or art
104). The realm of the eye, briefly discussed above and fur- capable of moving the mind toward stasis (ironically through
ther elaborated below, provides a primal imagistic and the- dissolution), those writers most often associated with the the-
matic layer in the film connecting its exploration of identity, oretical construction of the Romantic sublime (Burke, Kant,
but the realm of the ear, for the audience, is equally impor- Schiller) were as often sublimely moved by the power of
tant to achieve sublime ends. The aural harmonic range of thought. As Kant suggests, “the sublime is not to be looked
the film, its “tremulous, intermitting sound[s],” often “over- for in the things of nature, but only in our own ideas,” for the
power the soul . . . suspend its actions and fill it with terror,” sublime partakes of “a striving in our imagination toward
the very conditions for the use of sound for sublime affects progress ad infinitum” (97) without known outcomes. The
suggested by Burke (151). Sight and sound comingle in the open-endedness of this perceptual process renders the expe-
opening sequence of the film, where the fire and lightning rience “of the sublime [as] a mixed feeling” (Schiller 198),
are accompanied by loud peals of thunder to create anxiety since it moves the mind beyond itself and its capacities. How-
in the audience. Both eye and ear are directed toward the ever, such open-ended movement is precisely the trajectory
ruined state of future Los Angeles, and the sensory synesthe- taken by the creature in Frankenstein, who auto-didactically
sia created by Scott from the entwined “emotions of terror, assumes the “god-like science” of language (Shelley 80), culti-
horror, and ecstasy” remains one of the work’s most distinc- vates eloquence of expression, and then unleashes his terri-
tive artistic achievements, since the affective dimension is ble rhetoric onto his creator, who abandoned him to the
darkly negative in its implications (Monk 27). However, the forces Kant discussed under the heading “The Finality of Na-
external darkness that permeates the background for the city ture” (33-6). Roy Batty, literally and figuratively fashioned in
and its environment only addresses the most material traces similar circumstances, progresses along this same existential
of the sublime, and the shift toward what Rudolphe Gasché form of subject formation, where identity and subjectivity
terms “the performative dimension” of sublime art returns “are an effect of language” (Bruno 189) and where “a tempo-
our discussion to techne, the technologies of semiotic repre- rally persistent identity” can only emerge through that para-
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digmatic Romantic impulse to “search for one[’s] origins” from a slippery metal strut on the architectural edge, facing
(Bruno 191). obliteration. The replicants Batty, having easily made the

leap of which Deckard was incapable, stares at his dangling
Batty repeatedly signals his awareness of identity’s com- foe and, although relentlessly pursued by the blade runner

plicity with temporality, for the engineered four-year life across the film (and who has killed every fellow rebel, includ-
span forces an accelerated development, and when his mach- ing his beloved Pris), Batty nonetheless prevents Deckard’s
inations bring him, finally, into contact with Dr. Tyrell on the fatal fall to the spoiled streets below, lifting him to safety and
upper tier of the Tyrell Building, his direct petition is for al- unexpectedly saving his life. Batty’s penultimate statement
terations that would result in greater longevity (i.e. “I want classically evokes the privileged regime of sight operative
more life, fucker!”). However, the thematic dependence of within most modes of the Romantic sublime. As he speaks to
the film on replicated mechanization serves cinematic and Deckard, who lies prone on the roof, bleeding, broken and
narrative affects and intersects well-known critical views ex- defeated, Batty describes the actual experiences of his life
pressed by Jean Baudrillard’s post-industrial categories of (“I’ve seen things you people can’t imagine”), and then la-
simulacra and simulation, and the emergent, temporary in- ments that all these events, all these sights, all these exper-
sanity of Batty manifests in the split between the visual re- iences, will be “lost in time like tears in the rain.”
gimes of the eye and the temporal structure of the “I” of
identity (associated with the psychoanalytic theory of Jacques The conflict comes to a tragicomic resolution through
Lacan). In fact, the symbolism of the “eye/I” binary is per- a promethean renunciation, one predicated on the Roman-
haps the most insistently mapped within the symbolic dimen- tic elements seeded throughout the film, as the replicant
sions of the film, with the preferred method for discovering smiles sadly, looking into Deckard’s eyes, and says simply
replicants (the Voight-Kampff test) functioning as its meton- “Time to die” (Blade Runner). Batty resolutely acceptance his
ymy. This test is designed to detect poor empathetic re- existential state and his act of radical empathy for the blade
sponses registered in the dilation of the pupil, thereby runner strongly suggest that he has progressed beyond any
establishing the split between the eye (surface perception) test of essential humanity. As he dies, he releases a dove that
and the “I” (lacking deeper empathy), with the focus of the flies into the only hints of the blue sky seen in the film. The
mechanism of detection being the eye itself. true dimension of the sublime in Scott’s work of art, then,

emergences from a space of neural sublimity, the mind of the
Bruno’s analytic focus on these elements opens onto replicant Batty, who achieves a “pure immanence” (Deleuze

other postmodern critical discursive spaces that include Ro- 28) that expresses a mode of mental experience that inti-
land Barthes’ scrutiny of the photographic as “presence” in mately enfolded with and predicated upon physical experi-
Camera Lucida (which plays an important role in the film ence. Such a fusion marks a shift from the natural to the
given that both antagonists and protagonists alike valorize moral as a vehicle of “enlightenment” defined, by Kant, as
the implied memories beyond the photographic image) and “freedom from affection [that] alone is called noble” (124-
the excavation of the historical proposed by Michael Fou- 5). Batty’s exemplary behavior discloses such freedom and
cault in The Archaeology of Knowledge. The emphasis on the transfers it, at the moment of death, to Deckard (his persecu-
transmutation of photographic documents and documenta- tor), whose freedom, from a slavish dependency on “physical
tion into mental monuments of the self stands at the very necessity” (Schiller 203) can be realized in his escape, with
heart of the Scott’s exploration the relationship between Rachel, beyond a world of mechanized desire into an uncer-
memory and time, since they take the shape of what P. Shel- tain future only to be negotiated by “negative capability”
ley’s Prometheus termed “enduring thought” and thereby in- (Keats 109).
tersect exploration of being and time across the film, for
replicants, in particular, embody the tendency Heidegger an-
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Mary Berry’s Fashionable Friends (1801) on
Stage
Susanne Schmid

Freie Universität Berlin

From the late 1780s and well into the 1840s, Mary her comedy Fashionable Friends, to which Baillie contributed
Berry (1763-1852) was an influential blue stocking in London prologue and epilogue. Like Baillie, Berry was marginalized
and on the Continent. She was an engaging conversational- by the male theatrical establishment. If her privately staged
ist, well-read , comfortable, and familiar with the great comedy was well received, it aroused a storm of criticism
figures and ideas of her age, from Horace Walpole, to whom when it went public (Burroughs, “A Reasonable Woman’s De-
she was a protégé and who ultimately provided for her and sire,” 188).
her sister, to Malthus whose controversial ideas she de-
fended.  Her interest and involvement in the London theater
and abroad raises the question of how salonnières related to Mary Berry’s play Fashionable Friends, was first success-
things theatrical.  Her journal abounds with references to fully staged as a private play at Strawberry Hill towards the
performances of all sorts. She befriended Joanna Baillie and end of 1801, but six months later failed at Drury Lane. It was
wrote a comedy herself, Fashionable Friends (staged privately originally written and performed in the fashionable context
in 1801 and at Drury Lane in 1802). While Gary Kelly’s six- of private theatricals, where women had a role from which
volume edition on the blue stockings (1999), or Elizabeth the major patent theaters excluded them. Well-known wo-
Eger’s monograph (2010), deal with the bluestockings’ liter- men writers of the Romantic period such as Hannah More,
ary production, their poetry, essays, translations, or literary Elizabeth Inchbald, and Fanny Burney similarly built their
criticism, for example, their interest in the theater and theat- reputations in other genres although they also authored
ricality is underrated. (For two contrasting views on the status plays. Male competitors ruled the licensed theaters and fe-
of women dramatists, especially Baillie, Donkin [159-83] and male dramatists such as Baillie were unwelcome.  Women
Cox.) Taking Mary Berry, as an example of the theatrical could be celebrated if they appeared on the stage as ac-
bluestocking, I shall look at her friendship with Baillie and tresses, such Sarah Siddons or Elizabeth Farren, although
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even on stage such activities was considered questionable, mer asked her (Slagle, “Joanna Baillie through Her Letters,”
often linked to prostitution and scandal (Bolton 33). 3).  In “Sisters—Ambition and Compliance,” Slagle, points at

some striking biographical similarities between Baillie and
In contrast, private performances, “theater of the Berry: They were both born in nearly the same year (Baillie

closet” (Burroughs, “A Reasonable Woman’s Desire,” 188), in 1762, Berry in 1763) and they both had sisters (named
enabled women to explore the world of the theater with Agnes), who were supportive yet remained in the back-
fewer attacks on their reputation. Private theatricals, fashion- ground. They both spent much of their lives in or near
able in the late 18th and early 19th century were, as Bur- London. Around 1784, Joanna Baillie, her sister, and her
roughs points out, no “avant-garde movement” (“A mother settled in London, and eventually, in the late 1790s,
Reasonable Woman’s Desire,” 187) rather, to use Gillian Rus- they moved to Hampstead, while the Berrys lived partly in
sell’s phrase, “a key social ritual” (191); they could be exclu- Twickenham, partly in the center of London. Both Baillie
sive but were not necessarily so private as the label denotes. and Berry had enough money to be independent and
They often occurred beyond the immediate circle of the fam- neither married. Despite all setbacks, they exerted a fair
ily, included friends and neighbors, and as the reviews some amount of social and cultural power. If Baillie has frequently
of them received in print publications such as The Times or (and correctly) been presented as the victim of machinations
The Morning Post document, they could be brought to the at- within the predominantly male theater establishment, she
tention of the public. The costly performances staged at nevertheless was acquainted with and supported by well-
Richmond House in the later 1780s, for example, drew large known writers such as Lord Byron, Samuel Rogers, and Sir
audiences yet remained socially exclusive, attracting mem- Walter Scott. Both Baillie and Berry were voracious readers.
bers of the bon ton only (Rosenfeld). As part of salon sociabil- Her letters, like Berry’s journals, abound with references to
ity, these theatricals were situated between public and contemporary and to classical literature.
private, the same transitional space as assemblies and dinner
parties. Private theatricals enabled female participants to be As no documents of their conversation, which must
creative, to move among the roles of author, actress, pro- have far exceeded the letter-writing, survived, one can only
ducer, manager, and hostess. However, as the fictitious stag- guess how much the two friends must have spoken about the-
ing of August von Kotzebue’s Lover’s Vows (1791)illustrates in ater. Baillie’s dramatic texts attracted Berry’s interest very
Jane Austen’s novel Mansfield Park (1814), even private thea- early.  After Baillie had published the first volume of the Plays
ter could be disruptive.  Baillie’s comedy The Tryal (1798) on the Passions anonymously in 1798, she sent a copy to Berry,
also deals with one such private performance and the up- who enthusiastically wrote into her journal: “Everybody talks
heavals it causes. in the raptures (I always thought they deserved) of the trage-

dies, and of the introductions of a new and admirable piece
Sociable female networks were central to the private of criticism.” ( March 12, 1799, Journals, 2: 88). The diary

theaters. Berry’s Fashionable Friends owed much to two close entry goes on to praise Basil and De Montfort ( March 2,1799,
friends: the playwright Baillie and the sculptor Anne Damer. Journals, 2:90), arguing intuitively that the presentation of fe-
While Berry was one of Baillie’s closer friends, as Slagle’s edi- male dramatic characters proves the unknown author to be a
tion of the Baillie letters shows, hardly any of her letters pre- woman. Baillie felt Berry’s support was the reason why this
dating 1804 have survived. Thus, there is little information volume of plays “got into circulation” and eventually at-
about their exchanges over Fashionable Friends  Twenty-three tracted Kemble’s interest (Slagle, “Joanna Baillie through
recently edited letters from Baillie to Berry written between Her Letters,” 11). Before Baillie’s identity as the author of De
1804 and 1844, are very personal. They deal with mutual Montfort was uncovered on April 30, 1800, only few people
friends (like Damer), suitors, family, bereavement, other au- knew her as a playwright.
thors, reviewing, plans for traveling, practical issues such as
renting out houses, their literary production, religion, or, The notorious Anne Danner,the second friend impor-
simply, the weather. The letters show that they collaborated tant to Berry’s comedy, mentioned a play, presumably mean-
in the theater and frequently communicated about the liter- ing Fashionable Friends, in a letter as early as 1793 (The Berry
ary scene as well as about London’s performance spaces: Papers, 119). Born Anne Seymour Conway, in 1749, the
“Mrs Damer tells me in her note that there are some correc- daughter of Horace Walpole’s cousin, Danner was briefly and
tions you have to make on the last acts of my Family Legend” unhappily married to a gambling husband who shot himself,
(1806, 1:158-59), “What do you think of your friend Mr thus leaving her a widow at age twenty-six. . By 1780, she had
Moores intended duel with that tremendous man Mr Jeffrys become a successful sculptor and in 1801 wrote a novel
[sic]” ( May 27, 1806, 1:163), “I thank you for recommending Belmour (which has recently been reissued).  In 1797, she in-
Child Harold to me” (1812, 1:164), “My Constantine was pro- herited Strawberry Hill from Walpole and became part of
duced as a Melo Drama at the Surrey Theatre this summer, Devonshire House circle.  Soon after she was widowed, at-
and a had a run to good houses of 34 nights” ( August 9, tacks on her supposed lesbianism set in (Elfenbein, Romantic
1817, 1:168). To what extent Mary Berry influenced Baillie’s Genius, 91-124; Donoghue). A close friend of Berry (probably
self-awareness as a writer is shown by the fact that the latter through Walpole who had provided for her as his death),
left an autobiographical manuscript (1831) because the for- they were rumored to be lovers.
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Damer was not only a successful sculptor but also a which attracted gatherings of the social elite, received much
sought-after participant in private theatricals in attention in the press. Reviews remarked on the aristocratic
Brandenburgh House and Richmond House.  Renowned for actors, the sumptuous costumes and designs, the audience,
her acting style and dresses, she also staged plays herself (No- the musical accompaniment, and also on the plays as such.
ble, 96-106; Elfenbein, “Lesbian Aestheticism”), and moved Without doubt, parallels between salon sociability and these
in the elite social circles of theater enthusiasts: She knew the private theatricals existed: Both focused on interaction, both
Margravine of Anspach, who was in charge of the perform- occurred at the intersection between the public and the pri-
ances at Brandenburgh House, her brother-in-law The Duke vate spheres. When Damer opened a performance space at
of Richmond, and a friend of the actress Elizabeth Farren, Strawberry Hill, where she staged Berry’s Fashionable Friends 
later Lady Derby. A painting by Daniel Gardner of 1775, re- in 1801, she may have simply taken her turn in providing the
cently acquired by the National Portrait Gallery (London), sort of entertainment she enjoyed as an actress or member of
depicts Damer together with Elizabeth Lamb, Viscountess the audience elsewhere in London.
Melbourne, and the Duchess of Devonshire as one of the
three witches in Macbeth. Thus, Damer appears as a devoted The comedy Fashionable Friends, probably no major
participant in private theatricals but also as participating in contribution to the literary canon, nevertheless exemplifies
ambitious political power games (“Gallery launches actress what was at stake in women’s private theatricals. Fashionable
portraits show”). Baillie also was among her thespian friends: Friends is a comedy of manners and closer to the traditions of
It was through Damer that Baillie originally received the idea late 17th Restoration Comedy than to Baillie’s Romantic
for the plot for her Family Legend (1810) in 1805 (MacLean, Plays on the Passions. Like Richard Brinsley Sheridan’s School
24). for Scandal (1777), another late exemplar of Restoration

comedy, it satirizes the manners of people of fashion, as al-
The history of this fashion for private theatre is tied to ready the title indicates: The coinage “fashionable friends,”

the 1737 Licensing Act, which imposed severe control on which carries an ironic ring, occasionally appeared in the
British theater and had far-reaching consequences. In the press, for example: “The Prince, and many of his fashionable
Romantic period, spoken drama, which required the censor’s friends at Brighton, wear short green jackets. They have a
approval, remained an elite affair and was confined to the very aukward [sic!] and indelicate appearance” (Courier and
patent theatres, while other London performance spaces Evening Gazette,  August 8, 1800, [3]). The phrase “fashiona-
presented music and melodrama, or pantomime, in which ble friends” implies that the principles of true friendship
the censor took less interest. Another way to circumvent the such as mutual support and understanding no longer apply
censor was the staging of plays in private houses. Private thea- in surroundings where companionship is based on the super-
tricals were not restricted to one social class, yet those which ficialities of dress and appearance rather than on any deeper
got the most attention in the late 18th century were private feelings. Berry’s comedy exhibits several such fashionable
theatricals organized by members of the upper class, for ex- friendships, their superficiality, and their ultimate failure.
ample, by the Margravine of Anspach in Brandenburgh
House or by the Duke of Richmond in Richmond House. Fashionable Friends, set in London, is a social satire and
These two places especially saw theatricals which were very presents a cynical world, in which expressions of sentiment
expensive and socially very ambitious: the Prince of Wales at- are calculated and rarely true. The plot—several interwoven
tended both venues. Among the plays staged were pieces stories of amorous adventure, love, seduction, intrigue,
taken from the classical repertoire but also plays written or greed, and generation conflict—is conventional: Mrs. Lovell,
adapted for the occasion, with musical accompaniment, or recently married, is a close friend of the emotionally dishon-
imports from abroad (Burwick). The actors were some family est Lady Selina, who has just arrived in town. What Mrs.
and friends or professionals hired for such occasions, who Lovell does not know is that her husband has an amorous
would occasionally expressed negative opinions. The Memoirs interest in his wife’s friend, Lady Selina, who, however, just
of Miss Mellon, an actress who later through marriage became seems to have had an affair with Mr. Lovell’s friend, Sir Dud-
the Duchess of St. Albans, explained: “Her services were ley Dorimant. Although Sir Dudley still retains feelings for
sometimes required for the private theatricals with which the Lady Selina, he plans to marry the wealthy Miss Rackett.  Yet
nobility occasionally disported themselves” (1:243). When in order to do so, he must overcome the reservations of her
Fashionable Friends was staged at Strawberry Hill, she “under- guardian, Sir Valentine Vapour, who also happens to be Mr
took the character of stage-manager, besides being privy- Lovell’s uncle. To complicate matters even further, it is Sir
councilllor in all matters relative to costume and other little Dudley’s prospective mother-in-law, Mrs. Rackett, who has
etceteras known only to the initiated in Thespian mysteries.” cast an eye on her daughter’s suitor, intending to marry him
However, this appointment was no undiluted pleasure: “That herself. Sir Dudley is resolved to marry the daughter, not the
her office of manager was no sinecure may be inferred from mother, yet considers alleviating the impending burden of
a remark she afterwards made, and which, at this distance, we matrimony by turning to Mrs. Lovell. The intrigues, which
may venture to repeat—that ‘there never was such a stupid gradually unfold, culminate in the fifth act, a huge private
task as drilling fine people!’” (1:243) The performances masquerade, where the various couples try to meet in dis-
staged at Brandenburgh House and at Richmond House, guise. Eventually, two couples are united: Mrs. and Mr.
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Lovell, already married, confess their mutual affection, while aims for marriage: He wants money, not love, and therefore
Sir Dudley manages to elope and return with Miss Rackett, wishes to enlist Mr. Lovell’s help in obtaining the wealthy
leaving the mother, Mrs. Rackett as well as the guardian, Sir Miss Rackett’s hand. Miss Rackett is Sir Dudley’s equal in
Valentine Vapour, to acquiesce the status quo. Lady Selina, wishing a marriage of convenience—that is, an arrangement
who is ostentatiously left on her own, will no longer be Mrs. suited to her own needs, a fashionable life based on status
Lovell’s confidante and announces her departure from symbols: “a chair with tassels,” “two monstrous tall, handsome
London. footmen,” “horses to ride in the Park,” “a villa to give

breakfasts in the spring,” “a phaeton and four,” etc. (Fashion-
able Friends, 340). Words like “delicacy,” “sentiment”, “love,”As in a Restoration Comedy, many of the characters
and “passion” appear continuously yet are meaningless, onlyare flat, no individuals but types, as a number of telling
serving to hide emotional insincerity. Thus, Fashionablenames, especially of minor characters, shows: the fashionable
Friends satirizes fashionable couples, who were not to be seenphysician is called Dr. Syrop, Sir Valentine Vapour, absorbed
together, as an exchange of ideas between Miss Rackett andby obscure scientific projects, carries a name reminiscent of
Sir Dudley shows:the recently invented steam engine, while the noisy heiress

and her loquacious mother go by the fitting family name of
Miss Rac.—Then I will have a husband as soon as I can, that IRackett.  Mr. and Mrs. Lovell’s name indicates that the
may lose no time in getting a lover. I want somebody that willcouple will learn to love one another, not with an abundance
sit by one at an opera, and dance with one at a ball, and callof “passion” or “sentiments” but with the affection necessary
for one’s carriage, and hand one out, and—for a happy marriage. The characters are motivated by sexual

appetite, financial greed, or the desire for enhanced social
Sir D.—Lord, child! how much you expect of a lover! wherestatus. Some are outright caricatures, like Sir Valentine
could you get such antiquated ideas? (Fashionable Friends, 338-Vapour, whose schemes for improvement include violet soap
39)as well as the use of electricity for charging up chamber-

maids. The satire is also prominent in the scene in which Sir
Being fashionable is not compatible with caring for one an-Valentine reads through the bills for Miss Rackett’s
other. The play rarely focuses on domesticity, from which theeducation:
characters are trying to escape. Only Miss Rackett’s educa-
tion, expensive and inefficient, lets the audience guess whatSir Valentine.—Why, what the devil! here’s the income of

life at home is like: trivial and superficial, like the characters’many a moderate fortune gone in the education of one girl.

social life. That mother and daughter are rivals for the same(Looking over the accounts.) To Mr. Parallel, the drawing-

man testifies to the extent of domestic disorder.master, five guineas entrance; to three sets of prints, picter-

esque [sic!] views on the Brentford Road—picturesque views

on the Brentford Road! nine guineas: papers, colours, Among the gender roles tested is the figure of the mar-
brushes, preparing drawings, mounting drawings, finishing ried women. If Miss Rackett and Mrs. Lovell are eventually
drawings [. .] To Signor Celestini, ten guineas entrance: to six rewarded through finding partners of their choice, Lady Se-
sets of sonatas, dedicated to Miss Racket [. . .] (Fashionable lina, the woman of fashion, seductress, and intruder into her
Friends, 354-55) best friend’s marriage, is left alone. Since Mrs. Lovell was

played by Mary Berry while Anne Damer took the role of
There are also charges for two dancing-masters, a teacher of Lady Selina, Berry is symbolically returned to a secure place
the art of filigrain as well as philosophical lectures and paint- in society, while the notorious Damer remains on her own.
ing on velvet. To Mary Berry, who valued serious reading, Andrew Elfenbein astutely argues that the play “devalues
such trivial and expensive accomplishments, common same-sex friendship for supposedly more satisfactory hetero-
enough among the fashionables, would have been a great sexual pairings” (“Lesbian Aestheticism,” 12). In the face of
joke. accusations of a supposed lesbian affair, the two women may

have opted for a “strategic deflection of the rumors” (13)
What makes the play such an interesting document is simply by holding up the ideal of heterosexuality. Elfenbein

the performance of love and marriage, domesticity, and wo- analyzes several less known plays in which Damer acted, for
men’s roles. Fashionable Friends attacks the “marriage à la example, Henry Seymour Conway’s False Appearances (1789),
mode” depicted in William Hogarth’s biting satire of the explaining that these create “a space for lesbian representa-
same name. In Act I, Mr Lovell apologizes for entering his tion” (2). Lady Selina’s and Mrs. Lovell’s friendship is indeed
wife’s apartment (“It is then generally that the visits of a hus- very close. At the beginning of act II, they appear together,
band require the most apology,” Fashionable Friends 323), “arm-in-arm”:
while Mrs. Lovell, who leaves soon afterwards, fears that she
might be an “interruption.” A courtesy that consists of avoid- Mrs. Lovell.—The charm of seeing you thus unexpectedly—

ing one another has replaced companionship, and it is Lady S.—Can only be guessed by those who, formed to pass

hardly surprising that Mr. Lovell complains about his marital their lives together, have suffered separation for a long month!

disenchantment. Sir Dudley, in contrast, has more realistic (Fashionable Friends, 328)
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Later, Mrs. Lovell asks: “Where are the moonlight walks, and Lady Selina, Berry herself as Mrs. Lovell, Agnes Berry as Miss
the strolls in mossy woods, that we were to have had to- Rackett, and their father as Sir Valentine(Journals, 2:116).
gether?” (Fashionable Friends, 329). The thrill of unforeseen Surprisingly, Harriet Mellon, professional actress and assis-
encounters and nocturnal walks evokes notions of sentimen- tant manager, is omitted from the brief description as well as
tal friendship if not lovers’ business. In the light of the accu- the cast list, possibly because Berry or her editor tried to
sations leveled against Berry and Damer, the comedy may make the production look as the artistic product of an elite
well allude to same-sex desire. On the other hand, declara- social circle alone. As was customary in private plays, pro-
tions of sentimental feelings between women were common logue and epilogue were written by another member of this
in the 18th century. Since Fashionable Friends aims to disman- circle, a writer, here Baillie. Such paratexts were considered
tle the concepts of sentimental love and friendship per se, worthy of attention in themselves and were therefore some-
showing reason and affection to be better alternatives, times published separately: The British Library holds a copy
passages like the above may simply serve to emphasize the of this epilogue as a separate private print on laid paper,
pitfalls of misguided sentimentalism. dated, perhaps wrongly, “November 1800.” The framing of a

play with prologues or epilogues by well-known writers was an
Berry’s comedy also concerned itself with the dangers act of legitimization.

of acting. Nearly all the characters try to deceive someone,
their current or future partner in marriage, parent, guard-

Private theatricals are a prime example of how the
ian, or master. Acting is not restricted to one sex or one so-

“third space” between public and private spaces was linked to
cial group. Lady Selina pretends to like Mrs. Lovell better

sociable activities. The public figure of a literary character
than she really does, Sir Dudley feigns an interest in Miss

often had a private dimension, too, known only to the initi-
Rackett’s plans for a fashionable married life while planning

ated audience. One such example is the character Dudley
to spend her fortune on himself, Mrs. Rackett appears moth-

Dorimant, the calculating man of the world, pursued by
erly while attempting to steal her daughter’s suitor, and Mr.

mother and daughter alike. In the correspondence between
Lovell declares his love for Lady Selina although he already

Damer and Berry in 1792, “Dorimant” is a code name for a
has a mistress. The tensions between pretended and real

Mr. Fawkener, then Damer’s suitor (Berry Papers, 104). Pre-
emotions become noticeable through a number of asides, ut-

sumably, the dialogues on stage contained a fair number of
terances directed only at the audience, not the other charac-

allusions to past events, which may have been known to some
ters. All of this acting is motivated by self-interest. The

members of the audience, which, after all, was comprised of
masquerade in the final act, a type of event one could attend

friends and acquaintances. In this respect, the plays resemble
at Ranelagh Gardens, symbolizes the theatricality of social in-

the silver-fork novels of the 1820s and 1830s, which were ro-
teraction: No one is what he or she appears to be; acting is a

mans à clefs. Moreover, watching this comedy of manners
life-style, an attitude, a necessity.

must have resembled a look into a mirror because the char-
acters on stage were acting out the roles the audience knew

How did contemporary audiences perceive of the play?
through frequenting society.

As a dramatic text, Fashionable Friends is fairly conventional
and, unlike Baillie’s drama, does not attempt to conquer new
aesthetic ground. Like School for Scandal, Berry’s play criti- A few months after the success of the private perform-
cizes fashionable society yet without Sheridan’s sarcastic bite. ances, on April 22, 1802, Fashionable Friends premiered in
Neither Mrs. Rackett nor Lady Selina have the stage presence Drury Lane, with a cast that included some of the most fa-
of a Lady Teazle. The plot is stilted; the speeches are witty mous actors of the day, Kemble as Sir Dudley and Mrs. Jor-
but also wordy. The reactions to the private and public per- dan as Miss Rackett, yet was hissed off the stage after only two
formances varied greatly. The first private performances took performances (see The British Critic, 677; The Monthly Maga-
place at Strawberry Hill, where Damer had opened an “ele- zine, 600; The Universal Magazine, 298; The Poetical Register,
gant little theatre” (The Lady’s Monthly Museum, January, 453; The Critical Review, 353-355). A review in the Universal
1802, 60; Noble 170-71). The Lady’s Monthly Museum and The Magazine criticized the immorality and found “desires the
Monthly Mirror (December, 1801, 427-28) give November 29 most loose and abandoned” in the character of Selina, thus
and December 12, 1801, as the dates of performance. As at- possibly alluding to the rumors of “sapphism” surrounding
tendance was by invitation only, the audience was comprised Damer. While Berry kept her authorship secret, the advertise-
of the social elite: “the noblemen and the gentlemen’s fami- ment to the subsequent publication explains that the manu-
lies round the country.” (The Monthly Mirror, 428). Having script had been found among the papers of the late Lord
Mellon as stage-manager and advisor proves that this produc- Orford, who was in fact Berry’s recently deceased patron.
tion ranked among the major sociable events at Strawberry Maybe it is Walpole’s play with a fictitious author in The Castle
Hill. That the review in the Monthly Mirror praises the tasteful of Otranto that Berry imitates. Although the author of Fashion-
scenery and masquerade shows that the producers’ efforts able Friends was not identifiable as a woman, those who con-
went beyond the mere acting.  According to the cst listed in demned the play must have had access to the reviews which
Berry’s journal, the actors were friends and acquaintances, provided the information that the comedy had previously
among them Earl Mount Edgcumbe as Sir Dudley, Damer as been staged at Strawberry Hill, now inhabited by Damer.
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What were the reasons behind this failure? Like Baillie, Strawberry Hill.” The Lady’s Monthly Museum 8 (January
Berry experienced rejection when she left the closet behind 1802): 60; Cox, Jeffrey N. “Baillie, Siddons, Larpent:
and went public. The Critical Review states that the “great dis- Gender, Power, and Politics in the Theatre of Romanti-
approbation” with which the play was received stemmed from cism.” Women in British Romantic Theatre. Ed. Bur-
“causes which we are unable to fathom,” and “Play-house roughs. 23-47; Crochunis, Thomas C. Ed. Joanna Baillie:
politics are however too deep for our plummet to fathom.” In Romantic Dramatist. Critical Essays. Routledge, 2004;
other words, unsavory machinations caused the failure at Damer, Anne Seymour. Belmour: A Modern Edition. Ed.
Drury Lane. Berry continued to be interested in theatre yet Jonathan David Gross. Northwestern UP, 2011;
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Louisa Stuart Costello and Women’s War
Poetry
Clare Broome Saunders

Wolfson College, University of Oxford

The bicentenary of the publication of Anna Barbauld’s Opie’s use of historical distance meant that, while criti-
Eighteen Hundred and Eleven (1812) is an appropriate time to cal reception was unenthusiastic, she avoided the response
consider women’s war poetry in the early years of the 19th Barbauld endured four years later. In doing so she had set a
century. In Eighteen Hundred and Eleven, Barbauld attacks the precedent for literary descendents throughout the century.
consequences of British empire-building and the Tory estab- Other women turned to Opie’s example in the post Eighteen
lishment that propelled it.  The criticism Barbauld faced on Hundred and Eleven backlash, and used medievalism to ques-
publication of the poem focused on the impropriety of a wo- tion the wars, and women’s political roles.
man’s voicing political dissent and writing political satire.
This critical reception is instructive, “for Barbauld (who had Felicia Hemans, like Opie, demonstrates a particular
after all in 1793 published an antiwar prose treatise—Sins of interest in the position of women in war, that across cultures
Government, Sins of the Nation [. . .]) was widely respected as and through history women have been the victims of men’s
an educator, critic, intellectual and poet” (Behrendt power struggles and battles, as she explores most obviously in
[2009]70). In the unstable social and political environment Records of Woman (1828). The young poet was fascinated by
of the early 19th century, women poets who shared the war: yet, beneath the apparent simplicity of many of her
Barbauld’s concerns, but who could not afford—either finan- patriotic eulogies, Hemans’s work often manifests the same
cially or in reputation—to endure the same criticism, tension that was apparent in public opinion of the day, be-
manipulated the presentation of their war poetry to safe- tween the enthusiasm that made iconic heroes of Nelson and
guard publication and commercial success, as the writing of Wellington, and the concern about the wars that had domi-
Louisa Stuart Costello (1799-1870) demonstrates. nated the first quarter of the century. In a letter to her aunt

in 1808, the teenage Hemans, then Browne, identifies the
Four years before Barbauld published Eighteen Hundred central irony of women’s discussion of war at the turn of the

and Eleven, Amelia Opie had produced “The Warrior’s Re- nineteenth century, namely that although women were
turn,” a poem with a similar message, in which she criticised bound up in war by the presence of their brothers, fathers,
the bloodiness of the wars with France, and the political van- husbands, and lovers, “females are forbidden to interfere in
ity that had led Britain to enter unnecessary wars. The re- politics”.
views Opie’s but she avoided the censure that Barbauld
suffered by using the historical distancing of medievalism. Hemans decided not to publish two political verse sat-
The medieval screen to her work is thin and the contempo- ires “The Army” (9 March 1816) and “Reform” (n.d. 1816/
rary references obvious, but it provides the safeguard that the 17), both dealing with post-war economic distress and finan-
poem is a romance about the Crusades, a sentimental work cial cuts to the armed forces, “because such overtly satirico-
of the type going out of fashion, which was one of the main political verse would have been considered by many to be un-
criticisms made by unfavourable reviewers. Beneath this sur- feminine” (Kelly, 2002, 22). Instead Hemans presents “un-
face is an anti-war polemic: Sir Walter returns from the Cru- feminine” subjects in a “feminine” framework. Contrary to
sades to the Holy Land after fifteen years away at war to the expectations set up in the title, the subject of The Domestic
grotesque discovery that he had unwittingly killed his own Affections (1812) is war, and the ways in which the “domestic
son in a battle for disputed honours over a fallen Saracen bliss” of home is destroyed by the horrors of war. War here is
chief. In 1808, when the poem was written, the wars with not glorious, Hemans writing instead of “carnage”, “rage of
France had been raging for fifteen years, the age of Sir Wal- combat”, and “the ensanguined plain”. Hemans’s most
ter’s son, the son he kills through vanity: Opie’s italics rein- thought provoking works on the effects of war and women’s
force this emphasis, “He fought like a hero! but vainly he role in war and politics were two retrospective ones, both of
fought”. The message is clear, that political vanity has caused which have historical settings: “The Abencerrage” (Tales and
Britain to enter many unnecessary wars and sacrifice her own Historic Scenes, 1819), is set in medieval Andalusia, and the
sons. Opie’s “Lines on the Opening of a Spring Campaign”, dramatic poem The Siege of Valencia (1823), inspired by two
from the same volume but written about the contemporary late thirteenth-century city sieges, charts an imaginary siege
war, also uses this play on “in vain” and “vanity”: here the of the city by Moors.
speaker asks Spring to stay away as it will come “in vain” amid
the fighting and the bloodshed, and not to waste itself on the The young Felicia Browne suffered the experience of
war-torn world. Repetition of “in vain” is also a feature of waiting for news of loved ones in war. All three of her broth-
lines 11-38 of Eighteen Hundred and Eleven, the frantic man at ers (as well as a future husband) were in military service:
strife is “Bounteous in vain”, the proud mother is “Fruitful in from her brothers she had exposure to information on the
vain”, nature works “in vain” against Famine, Disease and human cost of war. Thomas Henry Browne’s The Napoleonic
Rapine. War Journal gives an account of his continuous period of ser-
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vice from 1805 to 1815 (published 1828). Despite the main Save when scared by the glaring eye

purpose of the journal being a narrative of [his own] military Of some wretch in his last death agony. (310)

glory, Browne juxtaposes descriptions of military feats and
daring with comments on the universal horror of war, which Chivalry and courtliness may screen war, but cannot erase its
is not limited to the battlefield. Browne expresses incredulity horrors.
at the madness of war: “That so many of England’s Sons
should be assembled in so wild a spot, to shed the blood of In The Improvisatrice volume, Landon articulates the
men, who had never offended them at the call of their King grief of mourners in the wars of less than a decade earlier,
& Country [. . .] is a fact well worthy of the regard that those presenting her war poetry behind the shield of the “femi-
who have made human character & passions the subject of nine” title poem, focusing on domestic suffering, and using
their speculation and research” (209). Letters from Mrs the screen of historical distance. For a popular writer like
Browne to Matthew Nicholson transcribe many details from “L.E.L.” to write of the heart-eating carrion on the battlefield
her son George’s correspondence that consistently focus on without these manipulations in presentation would have had
the conditions endured by the soldiers. In an unpublished disastrous social and economic consequences. Similarly He-
letter from Mrs Browne (1 February 1809) she lists the hor- mans could not afford to cause the same offence as Barbauld:
rors George has experienced on the march between Lugos deserted by her husband, Hemans had to publish relent-
and Corunna, concluding, “He gives other shocking details, lessly, to educate her sons and to sustain the family. He-
which I cannot transcribe” (NLW MS 4516 B). It is unsurpris- mans’s correspondence with her publishers shows her acute
ing that Hemans wished to balance patriotic war glory and commercial awareness of the need to tap into public feeling
heroism with the suffering of war. to increase financial success, hence her expressing of any po-

tentially dangerous ideas about women’s role in state and in
war through the safer voice of history.Letitia Elizabeth Landon’s early war poetry focuses on

the plight of the families of the combatants. In The Improvisa-
Louisa Stuart Costello was sixteen years old when shetrice; and Other Poems (1824), shielded behind the Italianate

published The Maid of The Cyprus Isle, and Other Poems (1815),discussion of female genius in the title poem, Landon ex-
her first volume of poetry. She had lost her father in the Na-plores the position of women in the Napoleonic Wars that
poleonic Wars, and a brother drowned in a ship that sank ashad ended nine years earlier. The widow in “The Deserter”
it sailed to America: she was left the main breadwinner for(185-192), whose husband is killed in battle, dies of a broken
her family (a widowed mother and younger brother Dudley).heart when her son is shot for desertion: but, in undertaking
That the theme of war as carnage should pervade her poetrythe traditionally sanctioned role of inciter, and encouraging
volume, that she should echo Barbauld’s questioning of theher son to join the war, she is also complicit in his doom.
cost of war, and Britain’s equal guilt in the war, is unsurpris-“The Grey Cross” (289-290) focuses on a woman who dies of
ing: but that The Maid was well received, and led to the devel-grief when she sees the tomb of her betrothed, a young sol-
opment of Costello’s poetic career is startling.dier of the Peninsular Wars. “The Soldier’s Grave” (319-321)

presents a wife and child mourning a soldier who had re-
On the surface, Costello’s volume is a typical exampleturned from the war, but never recovered. In “The Soldier’s

of a young woman’s reflections on romance, loss and nature.Funeral” (237-239) the bereaved is a father, the “poor and
The epigraph, taken from Charles Churchill’s ‘The Author’aged man” who had lost his only son in battle.
(1763) seems to underline the humility topos:

Despite the contemporary focus in these works, the Bid the daring Muse
majority of the war poems in the volume use a medieval set- Subjects more equal to her weakness choose,
ting as a screen through which Landon can offer a critique of Bid her frequent the haunts of humble swains,
war. In “Roland’s Tower: A Legend of the Rhine” (129-142) Nor dare to traffic in ambitious strains.
Isabelle is served a double blow: Roland leaves to fight for
her father, but in his haste to win military glory, Roland kills When the quotation is put back in its context in Churchill’s
her father by mistake, echoing the fatal error in Opie’s “The work, however, this is precisely what the author refuses to do:
Warrior’s Return”. The protagonist of “The Crusader” (304- “How I do laugh” says Churchill’s Author when he is given
307) returns from “the sainted battles of Palestine” to find his this humbling advice by Smollett (“Publius” in the poem).
lover and family dead and his home destroyed: he returns to From the title page of The Maid there is a sense that things
the battle in desperation to find death. After a courtly pream- may not be what they seem in the volume.
ble that describes the parting of knight and lady, the field of
battle in “The Warrior” (308-312) comes as a hideous Tucked in among the poems about sylphs, and exotic
contrast: oriental love stories, are three political works about Napo-

leon and the Napoleonic war. The first, “On Reading the Ac-
While the crow and the raven flock over head count of the Battle of Waterloo” chides triumphalist accounts
To feed on the hearts of the helpless dead, of victory:
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Oh! who can listen with delight cushioning of three political works among “feminine” odes
to nightingales, mermaids, and her brother in school, lessensTo tales of battles won?

their impact.And who can hear without affright

The news of war begun.

Oh when the glory does their hearts inspire, The title poem in the volume, “The Maid of the Cyprus
Did they reflect what woes some bosoms fire? Isle” purports to be a tale of “gallant knights”, “warriors bold”
Oh did their thoughts fly to the battle plain, and “a virgin divine”. The knight Reginald steals the heart of
And mark the writhing agony and pain, Ianthé, maid of the Cyprus Isle, “But he’d left her to fight his
And hear the cries, and see the bleeding slain ! country’s cause,/ And vainly she wished his return from the
Ah! sure no more their hearts with joy would bound, wars”: war here disrupts the possibility of love, fighting for a
But shrink in horror from the vict’ry’s sound. public cause engenders private grief. Ianthé prays to Venus
While thro’ the streets the news of conquest spread, for his safe return and he does so: “He had fought and had
Each parent listens with consuming dread. conquered—attended by fame,/ His valour rewarded, trium-
Those shouts of triumph breath’d from every tongue, phant he came”. However, Reginald’s war glory proves
Some anxious heart with agony has wrung. hollow and short lived: the happiness of the lovers is de-
The meanest soldier sunk to death’s repose, stroyed by the appearance of his distraught, deserted wife Al-
Has caus’d some breast to fell affliction’s throes: cesta, who stabs Reginald then herself, leaving Ianthé pitiful
How can they bear each joyful shout to hear, and mad, roaming the mountains. Reginald’s triumphant re-
Which still renews remembrances so dear! turn from war conceals his personal deception and adultery.
Oh! long may battle’s terrors cease! The mask of a fictional medieval setting, like Opie’s, allows
Be war and vengeance fled: Costello the freedom to make comments about war’s cost
That Europe, wrapt in lasting peace, and the empty triumph of battle glory, under the disguise of
May rest her laurell’d head! (63) a medieval love story.

The parent who “listens with consuming dread” here echoes Costello continued to plead for peace, and insist on
the “soft one” who bends over the daily page to hear news of women’s right to voice political opinion throughout her ca-
husbands, brothers and friends in Barbauld’s work. Costello’s reer, culminating in The Lay of the Stork (1856). The war in
poem opens with a rebuke against the inhumane who cele- question changes from Napoleonic to Crimean, but Cos-
brate victory, moves to focus on the “writhing agony and tello’s message is the same—the need for a lasting peace, the
pain” of the “bleeding slain”, the loss of the bereaved, and madness of war, and that violence prohibits knowledge and
ends in a plea for “lasting peace”. The idea of battle glory is understanding. In using the Middle English word Lay to de-
repugnant, a horror from which to shrink. scribe the form of her work, Costello immediately distances it

in a medievalized past. Costello does not indicate that she is
telling a contemporary story until the mention of Scutari al-“Verses on the Picture of the King of Rome, Holding
most three quarters of the way through the poem, when theViolets” (64) gives a voice to the grief stricken four year old
“band of pilgrims blest,/ Speeding onward to the East” (72)Napoleon II, who has made a floral garland for his father. He
become identifiable as Nightingale’s nurses. Costello’s use ofprefers his withered violets, symbols of his father and faded
a medieval setting to communicate an anti-war stance comeslike him, to the royal flowers of France or England,“I’d
as a direct confrontation to the morale boosting chivalry ofrather keep my vi’lets, tho’ they’re dead,/Than have a lily or
Scott and Charlotte Yonge, whose tales of gentlemanly beha-a new-blown rose”. Costello is considering the cost of war on
viour were carried and read by soldiers in the Crimean. Ju-both sides, and also exposing the inextricably linked public
lian Yonge told his sister “most of his fellow subalterns in theand private sides of a notorious figure, that public woes
Rifle Brigade had copies” (Girouard, 148) of her tale of mod-meant private suffering: this is an idea she returns to repeat-
ern knightly deeds, The Heir of Redclyffe (1853). A medieval-edly in her writing, as in Memoirs of Eminent Englishwomen
ized, chivalric setting distanced and disguised the underlying(1844). The vision of the despairing Napoleon that follows
contemporary social criticism of Costello’s work.this poem undercuts the King of Rome’s sense of childish

optimism, that the violets “have kept their fragrant odour
still”. “Napoleon in his residence in St Helena” (65) treats Lila, Costello’s female protagonist, is cast as the Lady
the defeated emperor as a flawed tragic hero, rather than of Shalott, living in a “shelter’d castle” (3) as the subject of
showing the jubilant contempt common to poetry of the legend. Unlike the Lady of Shalott, Lila’s solitary life is self-
post-Waterloo period. Through his dramatic monologue, Na- enforced to aid her search for knowledge, so she can think
poleon casts himself as a man who deserves pity and longs for away from the “falseness and imperfect show” (10) of society.
compassion; for the very breeze to whisper, “Thy griefs, fall’n Costello exposes the trap in which contemporary society
hero! Yet shall claim a sigh”. These poems do not show Bona- places women. Although they may have the “will” (11, Cos-
partist sympathies, but demonstrate Costello’s non-partisan tello’s italics) to seek and share knowledge, they must sup-
vision of the indiscriminate cost of war. However, Costello’s press this urge, sacrifice their will and suffer in silence:
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The will to crush, to immolate, When Lila’s message of peace is ignored she takes the only
All pangs to bear and to conceal, active option open to her, nursing, joining the “band of pil-
Is woman’s long accepted fate (11) grims blest” (72), the “angel band” (73), of Nightingale’s

Scutari nurses. Costello shares the dismay that Elizabeth Bar-
rett Browning expressed in a letter to Anna Jameson, that,Lila’s self-enforced physical separation from society reflects
‘Since the siege of Troy and earlier, we have had princessesthe mental and spiritual position it has forced upon her, as a
binding wounds with their hands; it’s strictly the woman’swoman absorbed in thinking about world issues in a society
part, and men understand it so”. Barrett Browning saw Night-which bars her from political discussion.
ingale’s work in the Crimea as “retrograde, a revival of old
virtues”, and further that, “I acknowledge to you that I do notLila “half in jest” (31) puts a scroll in a purse and ties it
consider the best use to which we can put a gifted and ac-around a stork’s neck, a letter asking for the reader to help
complished woman is to make her a hospital nurse” (EBB’s ital-where she cannot, “ ‘Is it not idle to complain/ Of the world’s
ics). Costello, however, does accept that for women who haveerrors and its pain,/ And yet refuse to help that all/ Alike
no other outlet for their “will”, nursing at least offers somecan give, however small?”(33). It is a message of peace and
“power” (72). Lila’s message, which Khalid has held at hislove, but as a woman she has no public forum for declaring
breast, saves his life by shielding him from a blade, symbol-her political message. Khalid has a similar desire for peace,
izing its life-affirming nature: if the message had been“with tender visions still/ That peace on earth at length
heeded it could have stopped the death and misery of war.might reign” (54): but violence is dominant in him. When a
Peace, when it comes, brings with it shame at the “angry past”young boy, Youssouf, kills the stork who is carrying the mes-
and war (94). In addition to its anti-war message, The Lay ofsage of peace from Lila, Khalid reverts to the language of
the Stork highlights the cost of women’s exclusion from polit-bravado, glorifying war, “ ‘Well shot—dear Youssouf—thou
ics, and the contribution women could make if given thewilt show/ Such prowess on the Russian foe”(63).
opportunity.

Plunging headlong into the battle, Khalid reads Lila’s Costello’s correspondence demonstrates an acute
message too late, “This angel music sounds too late,/ It can- awareness of her position as a professional writer who
not charm the force of Fate!”: his is “the voice that rouses needed to safeguard a reputation and an income to support
carnage”, so he chooses to ignore the plea for peace, showing her family. Writing to ask assistance of Sir Walter Scott in
his “tender visions” to be meaningless. Thus comes the Cri- 1823, Costello complains, “I find how impossible it is to suc-
mean, after the years of peace following the Napoleonic ceed in any undertaking—especially for a woman to do so—
Wars: unless some powerful friend would ‘lend a pitying hand to

help her’” (NLS MS 868).
War is on the earth again,

War, subdued and charm’d so long- Exploring how Costello writes, what she writes, and
War, in all its dread and pain, when she writes it, provides a rich source of information
All its suff’rings, grief and wrong: about women’s literary history and the career of a “depen-
Ghastly war his chain has riven, dent professional” (Turner, 1994) woman in the nineteenth
And all earth to ruin given! (71) century.

Costello does not shrink from the vivid description of the Costello’s writing career demonstrates how she
horrors of war with the “full tides of crimson gore/ And man- adopted the most lucrative genres in each decade. She starts
gled forms, from either host,/ Hurl’d down, and in abysses writing poetry when the English poetry market is peaking:
lost” (66), and “plains, thick strewn—yet desolate—/ Where after 1830s, when “publishers had obeyed market conditions
mangled forms, like sandheaps, lie” (81). In her description and forced poets to underwrite the risks and costs of publica-
of the war in the Lay, Costello turns her focus to woman’s tion”(Erickson, 1996, 39), and there was almost no one but
role, woman proving herself constant in the face of danger, Edward Moxon publishing new poetry, Costello changes
and dutifully leaving the safety of the domestic sphere to per- genres to the more commercial novels and travel writing.
form deeds of mercy: “Let her quit all joy and pleasure,/ All When the periodical became the dominant publishing force
the triumphs beauty gave,/ Home and quiet, power and lei- in the first half of the nineteenth century, because it was the
sure,/ And go forth—to help and save”. Fighting in battle is a most dependably profitable, Costello taps into this and pub-
male domain, women are the observers and the passive lishes her work in periodicals. By inclination and education
sufferers: Costello was a scholar of the language and culture of medie-

val France and Italy, as her academic volumes such as Speci-
Sisters! there your brothers lie: mens of the Early Poetry of France (1835) attest. Rosemary
Mothers! there your sons are prone Mitchell’s observation that, “Learned women in mid-nine-
Wives! your husbands mangled die, teenth century Britain had to evolve their own modus vivendi,
Bleeding-fever’d-crush’d-alone! (71) to adapt and innovate in order to negotiate the personal and
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intellectual problems posed for women scholars by the soci- millan, 2009;Browne, Mrs. Felicity to Matthew Nichol-
ety in which they lived and worked, a society which supported son, February 1, 1809. NLW MS 4516 B: By permission
as well as hindered their careers” (108) is appropriate for of Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru/ The National Li-
Costello’s life and career. Costello found a commercial brary of Wales; Buckley, Roger Norman ed. The Napole-
means to discuss medieval French and Italian, history and onic War Journal of Captain Thomas Henry Browne 1807-
culture through travel writing and the writing of historical 1816, Publications of the Army Records Society Vol. 3.
biographies. She found a way to express her socio-political The Bodley Head, 1987; Costello, Louisa Stuart to Sir
views, while safeguarding her professional career, through Walter Scott, July 4, 1823. NLS MS 868:  By permission
the strategic placement of political poems in her poetry of The National Library of Scotland; Costello, Louisa
volumes and the use of medieval settings for her anti-war Stuart. The Maid of the Cyprus Isle and Other Poems. Sher-
works. wood, Neely and Jones, 1815.  ———. Specimens of the

Early Poetry of France. William Pickering, 1835.  —.
The publication of Barbauld’s erudite political satire Memoirs of Eminent Englishwomen. 4 vols. London: Bent-
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poetic silencing, Barbauld sacrificing both reputation and ca- Return to Camelot: Chivalry and the English Gentleman.
reer to express her views. In the years between 1812 and the Yale University Press, 1981; Kelly, Gary. “Death and the
end of the Crimean War, professional writers like Costello, Matron: Felicia Hemans, Romantic Death, and the
Hemans and Landon found ways of manipulating the presen- Founding of the Modern Liberal State.” Nanora Sweet,
tation of their poetry so that they could consider contempo- and Julie Melnyk, eds. Felicia Hemans: Reimagining Poetry
rary social issues, such as war and women’s exclusion from in the Nineteenth Century.  Palgrave, 2001: 196-211; ——
politics, while safeguarding the publication of their work. —. Felicia Hemans: Selected Poems, Prose, and Letters.
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English Iambic Verse: The Syllable

Dan Lechay
Iowa City, Iowa

Syllable length plays an important if subtle role in the
sound of English iambs. In 1909, Robert Bridges, who cared
deeply about such matters, complained: “Indifference to
quantity is the strangest phenomenon in English verse. Our
language contains syllables as long as syllables can be, and
others short as syllables can be, and yet the two extremes are
very commonly treated as rhythmically equivalent. A sort of
rhythmical patter of stress is set up, and MISPRONUNCIA-
TION IS RELIED ON to overcome any ‘false quantities.’ . . .
There is little doubt that [a] perfected Prosody [would] pay
great attention to the quantitative value of syllables”  (“Let-

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

The woods decay, the woods decay and fall,

The vapors weep their burthen to the ground,

Man comes and tills the field and lies beneath,

And after many a summer dies the swan.
(Tennyson vol. 2, 607)

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/

/
—

/
—

/
—

/ /

ter” 67). Bridges was thinking of the lyric poems of Swin-
burne, whose inescapable beat certainly imposed a
“rhythmical patter” on the words. But this “indifference to Keats and Tennyson pay attention to how their long
quantity” also affected iambic pentameter. An accented sylla- and short syllables are distributed.  Stressed syllables are gen-
ble may be short, an unaccented syllable long, and it doesn’t erally long, and when a stressed syllable is short, the poet
matter, so long as the beat is strong enough to suppress these compensates for the loss of duration in the stressed position
differences. Bridges himself spent years pursuing a “per- by lengthening elsewhere to maintain rhythmic consistency.
fected prosody” based on syllable duration, producing some For example, the short stressed syllable may be followed by a
two thousand lines of quantitative hexameter verse before he long unstressed one.
abandoned quantity as a basis for English poetry. If the at-
tempt failed, it is because, as Charles O. Hartman has said,
“quantities are not sufficiently defined in English to provide
the basis for a meter” (34). The differences between longer
and shorter syllables are simply too slight.

And crowds that stream from yawning doors

And shoals of puckered faces drive;
(Tennyson vol. 2, 1395)

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

×
—

/
—

/
—

/

Even so, poets with good ears (like Bridges) are keenly
aware of syllable length. Here are some iambic lines by Keats

Here the stressed syllable “puck-,” is short, and the unstressedand Tennyson. In them, syllables that receive a metrical stress
sequence which follows it, “-ered f-,” is a long one—includingare almost always long. (Throughout this paper, / and × indi-
three consonants—to make up for its shortness. Similarly, incate accented and unaccented syllables, while — and  indi-

cate long and short ones.)1
“Thou still unravish’d bride of quietness” (Keats 372)—

a short, stressed “–rav–

/

” is followed by the very long, un-

stressed “–ish’d br–

×
—

.”

Or the short stressed syllable may be followed by a
pause:

My heart aches, and a drowsy numbness pains

My sense, as though of hemlock I had drunk,

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

Or emptied some dull opiate to the drains

One minute past, and Lethe-wards had sunk.
(Keats 369)

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/

Here, where men sit || and hear each other groan
(Keats 370)

Sudden from heaven || like a weeping cloud
(Keats 374)

Pipe to the spirit || ditties of no tone
(Keats 372)

/

/

/
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In the last example, the normal word order, “pipe ditties” The resources for managing rhythm are innumerable
(transitive verb - object) is interrupted by the prepositional and complex. It is easier to admire than to explain the beau-
phrase “to the spirit”; the pause necessitated by this slightly tiful pacing of
awkward syntax is reinforced by the t:d juncture. Why thou art desolate, can e’er return  (Keats 372),

but I hear a resolved iamb in “art deso-” and a kind of phan-Short stressed syllables are most common in the fifth
tom accent hovering over the long silence marked by theposition, where the line break acts as a pause:
comma:

Along the silent fields of Asphodel.
(Tennyson vol. 3, 169)

— — — — ||

Why   thou   art   deso   late    ,      can   e’er   re turn.

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/

The comparative indifference to syllabic quantity at the end
This scansion yields five longs in stressed positions. (Bed-of the line has its analogue in the classical hexameter, the last
does’ [421] “So dream-like, shadowy, and spectral was it” is asyllable of which can be either long or short.
near parallel.) There are no rules to follow in regard to po-
etic rhythm; poets are guided by their ears. But in the exam-

Brevity in a stressed syllable may also be redressed by
ples shown above, Keats and Tennyson tends to stress long

adding an extra syllable after the stress. The result is analo-
syllables, or to compensate in some way if the stressed syllable

gous to the “resolved iamb” of Greek and Latin, in which a
is short.

long syllable is replaced by two short ones.2

Shelley’s poetic practice is quite different. In his intro-
duction to The Selected Poetry and Prose of Shelley, Harold Bloom
remarks, “I have undergone many unhappy conversations

And after many a summer dies the swan
(Tennyson vol. 2, 607)

/
—

/
—

/
—

/ /

with university wits, poets and critics, who have assured me
that Shelley had a tin ear, the assurance being given on oneOr consider the following sequence:
occasion by no less distinguished a prosodist that W. H. Au-
den” (xxviii).” Bloom continues, “I am always left wondering
if my ears have heard correctly”  and he goes on to cite, as an
instance of Shelley’s craftsmanship, the second stanza of the
unfinished lyric, “Evening: Ponte Al Mare, Pisa.”

There is no dew on the dry grass tonight,

Nor damp within the shadow of the trees;

The wind is intermitting, dry, and light;

And in the inconstant motion of the breeze

The dust and straws are driven up and down,

And whirled about the pavement of the town.

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

The Stone, the Wheel, the dimly–glimmering lawns,

Of that Elysium, all the hateful fires

Of torment, and the shadowy warrior glide

Along the silent fields of Asphodel.
(Tennyson vol. 3, 169)

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/

/

/

Eleven of the fifteen stressed syllables are long, and anapestic
Now these lines are undeniably attractive. Their dic-

feet (or so-called elisions) occur immediately after three of
tion is vivid and direct, and they reveal a mind highly alive to

the four that are “defective,” i.e., short. In the fourth in-
the world around it. But to my ears at any rate, the rhythm is

stance, the slowdown after the short stressed “that” is delayed
subtly askew, and the problem is caused by the poet’s inatten-

by an intervening foot (“Ely-”), but makes an appearance
tiveness to syllabic length. Perhaps this is what Auden was

nonetheless:
thinking of when he said Shelley had a tin ear. Lines two and
five in particular have a slightly arrhythmic quality. Reading
them aloud, I have found myself stopping in the middle toOf  that  El  ys  i  um,  [pause]  all

/
— ||

/
—

/

start over and “get the rhythm right.” Though they do not
actually require Bridges’ “MISPRONUNCIATION,” they at

The extra syllable can even precede the stress.
least compel some adjustment on the part of the reader.3

The first line might be scanned as a normal iambicOr emptied some dull opiate to the drains

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/

line, with an “ionic” taking the place of iambs in the third
Here the short syllable “to,” which is accented by the conven- and fourth feet.
tion of promotion, follows two unaccented ones. (Or should

the phrase be scanned “ op i ate to the drains
/ / /

”? In either case, There is no dew on the dry grass tonight

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

the sequence is another example of a resolved iamb, with two
shorts filling the slot usually occupied by a single long.) or, perhaps better, as two ionics plus a final iamb:
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headlong motion. As in line 2, the rhythm here seems to be
out of control. No doubt it could be argued that the rhythmsThere is no dew on the dry grass tonight

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

of line 5—the mixture of slow and rapid sequences—imitate
In either case, all stressed syllables are long; and however the action of an eddying wind and the various behaviors of
scanned, this is a slow line, weighted by many monosyllables. larger and smaller bits of dust and straw caught up in it. But

such an argument is a concession that the line lacks pacing.
Now consider line two: “Nor damp within the shadow These lines of Shelley’s ignore syllable length and suffer as a

of the trees.” The line begins and ends with feet whose consequence.
stresses fall on long syllables: “Nor damp. . .the trees.” These
slow monosyllables build upon the rhythm developed in the The lines cited above suggest that the ear is not satis-
preceding line (and in the preceding stanza). But between fied by the simple alteration of stressed and unstressed sylla-
the first and fifth foot, there comes a sequence of seven bles. It desires something more, and that is the equal
short-to-very-short syllables: duration of syllables in stressed positions, or the equal dura-

tion of iambic feet. Whether that desire is satisfied, as in the
examples from Keats and Tennyson, or unsatisfied, as in thewith  in  the  shad  ow  of  the

/ / /

stanzas by Shelley, can determine aesthetic success or failure.

The sequence speeds up the middle part of the line,
NOTESturning it into a line without a backbone, as it were. The

stressed first syllable of “shadow” is very short indeed, and the
1I follow classical practice in determining longs and shorts. Arushing effect is exacerbated by the extreme lightness of the

syllable is long if it contains a long vowel, or if it consists of a shortstress on two of the three accented syllables. In fact, the line
vowel followed by a consonant cluster—except that syllablescould easily pass for accentual trimeter:
consisting of a short vowel followed by a mute plus a liquid (e.g., “br”

or “pl”) are of ambiguous length and may be placed in either aNor damp within the shadow of the trees.
/ / /

“long” or a “short” metrical slot.
Although “-ow” is a long syllable, I scan the second syllable of
“shadow” as short. Because “shadow” is contiguous with a

2In the resolved iamb of classical prosody, the iamb, , is
vowel (“of”), I tend to pronounce the sequence as two schwas

replaced by the tribrach, . In Tennyson’s “resolved iamb,” /
separated by the very quick semi-consonant “w”; the se-
quence “the shadow of the,” with its “releasing consonants” becomes / :

(Stetson 46), is very quick.

the shadowy war

/ /
—

It is interesting to compare the way Tennyson dealt
with “shadowy” in the line discussed earlier:

3Bridges admired Shelley’s poems but not his prosody. He

wrote to the classical scholar J. W. Mackail “I agree with you about

the versification of Sensitive Plant. It is no doubt abominably care-Of torment, and the shadowy warrior glide

//
—

/
—

/
—

/
—

less, but I fancy that Shelley never wrote anything which did not jus-
He compensated for the shortness of “sha-” by adding an ex-

tify itself to his most admirable ear by some method of reading, in
tra syllable in the following foot. (Compare Beddoes’ han-

this case no doubt one which we do not approve of—a sort of sing
dling of the same word in “So dream-like, shadowy, and

song [sic] which over rode [sic] the syllables” (Selected Letters 402).
spectral was it.”) Shelley doesn’t do that here, nor is there

How a poet with a “most admirable ear” could write “sing song,”
any pause, however brief, in the sequence stretching from

Bridges doesn’t say.
“within” through “trees.” Particularly because it comes after a
slow, monosyllabic sequence, the line seems to speed just
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//
—

/
—

/
—
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“Go Quotiently” : A Review of Peter Larkin,
Leaves of the Field
G. C. Waldrep

(From the Kenyon Review, Spring, 2012,)

Peter Larkin has been writing in his hermetic, idiosyn- tous secondary, however seasonal and intermittent, which
cratic way since the 1970s and publishing (mostly in chap- concedes elated primary locating to a vertical clutch of
books) since at least 1983. His full-length Terrain Seed Scarcity ground dilated (by field overhang) until dislateral.” This is
(Salt, 2001) is simply one of the very few contemporary mas- formidable writing, formidable not just because of its intelli-
terworks in English verse, on par with other single volumes gence, not just because of its complex music (cf. Geoffrey
whose titles remain synonymous with achievement and inno- Hill at his knottiest), but also and primarily because the point
vation in the art: Crane’s Bridge, Lowell’s Life Studies, Ber- of view slips swiftly, effortlessly, even insidiously from the
ryman’s Dream Songs, Plath’s Ariel, Hejinian’s My Life. human to that of the field itself.
Unfortunately, Amazon.com suggests the book is out of print
(“new from . . . $2,745.00”!), and there’s no evidence of it at Field and forest, leaf and limb: Larkin’s vision is of im-
all at Small Press Distribution. It can, in fact, be obtained bricating arrays, enabled and made tangent by biological and
with relative ease directly from Salt’s website meteorological processes. That the human—the human in-
(www.saltpublishing.com). It is a stunning collection that com- telligence, the perceiving eye of the poet—happens to be
pletely uproots and re-establishes nature writing in English in one of these processes seems almost an afterthought, a foot-
one blow. note in a larger drama the poet has somehow translated from

a language stones use. The reader is eavesdropping on some-
Larkin’s follow-up to Terrain Seed Scarcity, Leaves of Field, thing that is not exactly inhuman but is, perhaps, a-human.

is more stately—more cohesive, and also more measured, in Most of this is prose, occasionally interspersed with brief in-
every sense of that word—but it remains of a piece with the florescences of verse. Here is Larkin on the autumnal
earlier volume. Larkin’s vision is deeply, even compassion- changes (and yes, the length and density of the prose para-
ately (if this is possible) inhuman; he comes closest to appre- graph are necessary, to convey Larkin’s fidelity to spacious,
hending the natural world on its own terms, yet somehow in overlapping wholes):
human language. His forward to Leaves of Field (one imagines
an editor coaxed it out of him) attempts to position the verse Now leaves filter us towards spire getting out the tree,
from a human perspective but then swiftly ramifies in ways spill its frame from harness onto a common plate of recep-
consistent with the verse itself: tion. Surface-to-ground, by hovering it for ground not to be

another ground of it, but how depth can be overlaid at it, by
How does, once supposed, the standing tree emerge the distance into stem, eventual starter instant of the trunk.

from a more primary field of leaves? This isn’t to keep trunk Not the whole tree hoves towards, but outcomes its toward-
and branches always sliding, always afloat: on the contrary, it ing. Sinews give-for as gauze of difference, covering what
is field which launches touch-down, lays up or overlays what might be in season to be covered pulls on upright some of
is driven down to earth. These selvages of field generate hori- the available unlaterals below. How a field of leaves is out-
zons once on the earth. What happens, then, when a field right, offers what is spanning a world slack in net to a piece
becomes leaves? A whole tree gets to be laid out across what of its wedged possibility, pierced and spun by the ligaments
is canopy or veil, whose unwoven imbrications revive vertical which raise over it. Certain that vertical locality is granule of
fallout, which is what can stand. . . . (9) attachment once leafed to this groundling. Such penetrative

extrudings are clumber sharpening on tree, seeming tackle
Two additional paragraphs comprise this “Prefatory of skirts of confine, foldless pulse-crannies of field. Leaf-mass

Note,” but they move similarly, as one might imagine an oak in very propensity to emit staddle on the wealth burden
in a mid-force gale. “This penetration through field spares trunk-to-tree itself undercomes. In the throe of particle over
nothing of the horizontal as privileged and speculative as- leaf, tune the quotient of shelter in waves of granular, the
sembler apart from that initial suspensive hooding, a ubiqui- pickets of scaly vertical chafer. Veil which is gauze billowing
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so over-edged its cell-to-cell, to gaze all earth until it is pil- lacy and all its inheritances, Romanticism and the rest. If
lared from every hang. Leaves freeze-frame blanket without Leaves of Field can be faulted, the fault lies in the reduced
meshing the cellular warmth. Cellulated pastes are how the amount of white space, which served in Terrain Seed Scarcity as
awning makes shards of, smears tree with vertical axis. Reflec- clearings, resting places for the human apprehension. Per-
tance canopy for fielding oblique entropy, floating leaf turns haps Larkin came to see those breaks as too intrusive, too
this beam on its bore, precipitates a basal rosette. Choice of intentional, too much a bewraying of the I? In two of the
leaf made out to a far number of tree pieces, that leaves in latterly movements of Leaves of Field, Larkin intersperses
this filigree swaddle then unmeddle inter-idle zones beset lineated verse amidst such prose observations, and the results
with apparatus for tree. An entire sheaf of measured diverse can be quietly breathtaking:
severities whose fitness components were never leaf-rollers
unless oblong band is to bind apex in previous histories of holly trees tell winter food

support. Simulate a whole-canopy synthesis in co-occurring, stunted by the wild

leafage down to the tree it begets, to get a tree up from sheltered at a shunned gate

armourless ground. Not a field sprain but won’t batch up to in cleft of steading =

this spread: vanes find tree jacket by spooling the air taken in a history of openness (82)

links to sought. A ductility of non-reprisals, each swathe of *

leaves is case by case overlying intent, the tree’s own ectoge- apartness of the finder-mover

nous cartouche unhollowing itself.  (35-36) trying to fit a gnarled space

to a green share

At first it’s as if Gertrude Stein had a secret brother your belonging protocols

and he became a national park ranger somewhere in eastern as you stole along (105)

Oregon. But while Stein made language conform to the syn-
aptic function of her own intelligence, Larkin is less inter-
ested in that intelligence than he is in the motions it ascribes. Larkin’s is the most radically decentered poetry of eco-
Sustained attention is Larkin’s ministry—attention to phe- logical apprehension and conscience—“a blown world per-
nomena that do not, in traditional lyric terms, warrant it, or petually recruited along a glade in local breath” (108)—that
not to this degree. we have in English, and if it is also among the most estrang-

ingly beautiful, that is no accident. Larkin’s verse rides its
To read Larkin for any length of time—even the single Modernist inheritances through and past what we now (and

section quoted above—is to participate in this sustained at- perhaps too easily) think of as postmodernism, fetching up
tention, to immerse oneself. As a reader, I find myself clutch- on some farther, stranger shore. It will not be to everyone’s
ing at bright bits: “a piece of its wedged possibility, pierced taste, but everyone’s taste is not its concern. “Go quotiently,”
and spun by the ligaments” (not so much raised within the Larkin advises elsewhere in Leaves of Field: “open woods are
space as raising it themselves, defining the space); the carpet near you / sheer of your full cycle.” (94)
of leaves aloft as a “veil” that is “pillared from every hang”;
the leaves as “filigree swaddle”; “a ductility of non-reprisals.”
“Tune the quotient of shelter”: for my money, the entire par-
agraph, unspeakably dense as it is, is worth it for this phrase G. C. Waldrep’s most recent collections are Archicembalo (Tu-
alone. It’s that bright, perfect maple leaf one plucks from the pelo, 2009), winner of the Dorset Prize; Your Father on the
meadow of dark and shredding discards in early November, Train of Ghosts (BOA Editions, 2011), in collaboration with
for no reason other than that it has caught your eye in what John Gallaher; and a chapbook, St. Laszlo Hotel (Projective
you think of as its beauty. Industries, 2011). He lives in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, where

he edits the journal West Branch and teaches at Bucknell Uni-
What you think of as its beauty: this is the rub, the crux versity. He also serves as Editor-at-Large for The Kenyon

of Larkin’s refusal, his granitic resistance to the pathetic fal- Review.
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New from Shearsman Books

UK Trade orders via Bertrams or Gardners, US Trade via Ingrams or Baker & Taylor.

Peter Larkin      
Lessways Least Scarce Among
Poems  2002–2009
Paperback, 192 pp, 9 x 6 ins, £12.95 / $20
Isbn 978-1-84861-242-6

“Larkin brings before us his singular gaze-
tracks, a golden strand in silver mist. I might 
liken his transfinite writing to a swing without 
visible support, or some codex falling up. 
Dazzling insights on a fragrant carpet, our 
bio-holography, sun and moon, tree to tree. 
    Graceful human pressure on an ontological/
noumenological sweet spot; it is as if he came 
to this intimacy utterly prepared; a superb 
work!” —Lissa Wolsak

“For Larkin, landscape is not so much a 
thing as a process, a kind of prosody marked 
by opening (which the prose poem enacts 
through clearings of verse) and by colonizing, 
to a rhythm not necessarily human. It is 
a process whose articulations colonize the 
poet-forester’s abandoned grammars.”
  —Jonathan Skinner

Peter Larkin says: “My writing has always operated between the margins of verse and prose, and 
this must reflect my early preoccupation with the novel, though concentrated sound and texture, 
internal half-rhyme or partial echo and word-permutation are basic to the fabric of what I write, 
however prosy in outline. My other concern has been with matters of 
landscape and ecology, often focussing on the predicament and analogical 
patterning of the woods and plantations which residually border our lives. 
[…] The prose character of much of my writing (though nearly always 
broken up into very short paragraphs, sometimes with verse tail-pieces) 
may also reflect my fascination with longer forms, with the possibility of 
exploring underlying phenomenological and theological ‘arguments’ in the 
mode of continuously noted variations and takes on ‘outdoor’ perception.”

Also available by Peter Larkin from the same publisher: 
Leaves of Field
Paperback, 116 pp, 8 x 5 ins, £8.95 / $15
Isbn 978-0907562-97-9
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